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ITERATION TREES 

D. A. MARTIN AND J. R. STEEL 

O. INTRODUCTION 

In this paper we shall develop some ideas which lead to a proof of the fol-
lowing 

Theorem. Suppose there are n Woodin cardinals, where n < w. Then there is 
a proper class model Mn such that 

Mn F ZFC + «There are n Woodin cardinals" 
1 + "lR has a Lln+2 wellorder." 

This theorem is best possible, in the sense that if there are n Woodin cardi-
. 1 . 

nals and a measurable cardinal above them all, then lR has no Lln+2 well order 
[ShW], and in fact I1~+1 determinacy holds [MS]. The theorem shows that the 
large cardinal hypothesis used to prove I1~+1 determinacy in [MS] cannot be 
substantially improved. 

Our theorem is an application of the theory of core models or canonical 
inner models for large cardinal hypotheses. Our work develops further some of 
the basic ideas of this theory. The theory itself has many other applications, 
particularly in the realm of relative consistency results. (As a quotable paradigm 
for a broad class of results, let us mention the following theorem of Solovay and 
Shelah: ZF + DC + "All sets of reals are Lebesgue measurable" is consistent if 
and only if ZFC + "There is an inaccessible cardinal" is consistent. In the "only 
if' direction, the model that one produces of ZFC + "There is an inaccessible 
cardinal" is a core model and, in fact, the smallest core model, Godel's L.) 
We shall begin with a general description of core model theory, of some of its 
history, and of the advance we have made. 

Many statements of mathematical interest cannot be decided in ZFC, the 
commonly accepted system of axioms for set theory. There are many widely 
varying and mutually incompatible ways of removing parts of this incomplete-
ness. Among the multitude of corresponding models of ZFC, however, the class 
of core models stands out. The models in this class have a high degree of resem-
blance to one another, and there are powerful methods which produce a detailed 
account of their structure. On the other hand, the class seems rich enough to 
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contain models for all the known large cardinal hypotheses. Moreover, the core 
models are arranged in a natural wellordered hierarchy, a hierarchy that cor-
responds to the consistency-strength hierarchy on the large cardinal hypotheses 
they satisfy. 

Every core model M is an increasing wellordered union of approximating 
structures; we call M and these approximations mice. In this terminology, a 
core model is a mouse which contains all the ordinals. Mice fall into a natural 
hierarchy. If M and N are mice, then M::;* N iff there are mice P and Q 
and embeddings j : M --+ P and k : N --+ Q which are "produced by iteration" 
such that P ~ Q. (This slightly oversimplifies the correct definition.) The fun-
damental Comparison Lemma states that ::;* is connected; it is also reflexive, 
transitive, and wellfounded, and hence what is known as a prewellorder. If M 
and N are mice, then M ::;* Nand N ::;* M just in case M and N "have 
a common iterate", that is, just in case there is a mouse Rand embeddings 
j : M --+ Rand k : N --+ R "produced by iteration." The comparison process, 
whereby from mice M and N one produces by iteration j : M --+ P and 
k : N --+ Q such that either P ~ Q or Q ~ P , is the main tool of core model 
theory. 

One of the chief goals of core model theorists is to extend the theory to 
models further up in the mouse order ::;* . This means, at a minimum, defining 
the models and showing that they exist (the construction problem) and making 
precise the phrase "produced by iteration" so that one can use iterations to 
prove a comparison lemma (the comparison problem). Underlying both of 
these problems is the iterability problem: one must show that the mice in the 
model one constructs behave well in the iterations one needs to compare them. 

One important measure of progress is given by the large cardinal hypotheses 
satisfied in core models for which one can solve these problems. We believe 
that one day the theory will reach models for all the large cardinal hypotheses 
used by set theorists. This will mean that all of the many models of ZFC they 
have produced can be built by forcing from core models. 

A second measure of progress is given by the logical complexity of the reals 
occurring in core models for which one has a theory. If M is a mouse and 
j : M --+ P is produced by iteration, then M and P have the same reals. So 
if M::;* N, then lR n M ~ lR n N. On the other hand, if M is a ::;* -minimal 
mouse satisfying some sentence and if M <* N, then lR n M is countable in 
N. So as one goes up the mouse order, one finds more and more reals. The 
definability of ::;* can be used to show that these reals are definable. As one 
goes further up in ::;* , the definitions become logically more complex. 

A closely related measure is the logical complexity of the natural wellorder of 
the reals in a given core model. The reals occurring in mice are prewellordered 
by the places in the mouse order at which they appear: x ::;** y iff for all mice 
M (y E M --+ x E M). A slight refinement of ::;** yields a wellorder of such 
reals, which we also call ::;**. If M is a core model, then M satisfies" ::;** 
is a definable wellorder of lR " and the complexity of the definition over M of 
the restriction of ::;** to reals in M is closely related to the complexity of the 
comparison process as applied to mice below M in the mouse order. 

At this point we should warn the reader that there is no precise general def-
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inition of "core model", "mouse", or "mouse order", just as there is no such 
definition of "large cardinal hypothesis". One can only point to instances. The 
preceding paragraphs only describe the pattern of existing theory in these in-
stances, although, as we said, we expect that one day this pattern will extend 
much further. We now turn to concrete results exhibiting the pattern. 

We should note that one cannot construct any but the ::;* -least core model 
without hypotheses going beyond ZFC. It is easiest to construct core models 
under large cardinal hypotheses, as we shall do in this paper, but for many 
applications it is important that one can develop the theory under other hy-
potheses. We shall not make explicit the hypotheses for the results described 
below; the existence of a supercompact cardinal is more than enough. 

The ::;* -least core model is L, the universe of constructible sets. Godel 
introduced L and established its basic properties in 1937 [G). Later, around 
1970, Jensen produced a much more comprehensive and detailed theory of L 
[J1). (Jensen's "fine-structural" methods are invaluable throughout core model 
theory.) L satisfies some weak large cardinal hypotheses, such as "There are 
inaccessible cardinals", but not much more. Every real in L is ~~, and L 
satisfies" ::;** is a ~; wellorder of lR ". 

The next core model studied was L[U], the ::;* minimal core model satisfy-
ing "There is a measurable cardinal". Following a suggestion of Solovay, Silver 
[Sil, Si2] first defined L[U] and proved for it the analogs of Godel's results on 
L (in 1966). Shortly afterward, Kunen [Ku] introduced more powerful meth-
ods and used them to re-do and extend Silver's work. In particular, he proved 
the first nontrivial comparison lemma. (The mice below L are well ordered by 
inclusion, so no iteration is needed to compare them.) 

L[ U] satisfies "There is a measurable cardinal" but no large cardinal hy-
potheses much stronger than this. The existence of a measurable cardinal im-
plies that lR has no ~; wellorder [So 1], so there are reals in L[ U] which are 
not in L. Nevertheless, every real in L[U] is ~;, and L[U] satisfies" lR has 
a ~; wellorder". 

In [S02], Solovay extended Jensen's fine structure theory to L[U]. Building 
on this, Dodd and Jensen then (in 1976) produced a series of remarkable results 
which enable one to construct core models between Land L[ U] under many 
widely varying hypotheses. (See [DJ1, DJ2, DJ3].) 

The core models below L[U] are too much a special case, however, to reveal 
the general form of a core model. In 1974 and 1978, Mitchell discovered what 
appear to be the basic features of this form [Mi 1, Mi2]. He introduced models of 
the form L[E] , where E is a coherent sequence of extenders. Roughly speaking, 
an extender is a system of ultrafilters which codes up an elementary embedding. 
If E codes j : M -> Nand F is an extender belonging to N, then we say E 
is stronger than F . Speaking loosely again, a sequence of extenders is coherent 
just in case its members are listed in order of increasing strength and without 
leaving gaps. L[U] is of the form L[E] for E a sequence of length 1. One 
obtains core models further up in the mouse order by adding more extenders 
to the coherent sequence from which one constructs. 

Mitchell developed a decent theory of models of the form L[E] satisfying 
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large cardinal axioms well beyond the existence of a measurable cardinal. His 
goal had been a core model theory for supercompact cardinals, which seemed at 
the time to be the next natural large cardinal target after measurable cardinals, 
but he fell short of this. Baldwin and Dodd [B 1, B2, D] extended Mitchell's 
work to somewhat larger cardinals, still short of supercompacts. About the same 
time (1980?), Mitchell produced a fine structure theory for the models of [Mil] 
and used it to extend the Dodd-Jensen work on the construction problem to 
these models. (See [Mi4, MiS].) 

Once again, the reals in the Mitchell models are all Ll~, and these models 
satisfy" lR has a Ll~ wellorder". 

At the heart of the Kunen-Mitchell theory is a certain comparison process for 
mice of the form L[E]. Given two models Mo and No of this form, one con-
structs by transfinite induction models Mo. and No. together with embeddings 
ipo. : Mp ---t Mo. and jpo. : Np ---t No. for P < a. If the coherent sequence of Mo. 
is an initial segment of the coherent sequence of No.' or vice-versa, then the 
process stops and we have a successful comparison. Otherwise there is a least 
difference between the two coherent sequences. We let io. ,o.+l : Mo. ---t Mo.+l 
and jo.,o.+l : No. ---t No.+l be the embeddings coded by the extenders in Mo. 
and No. involved in this difference, and we continue to stage a + 1. At limit 
stages A., we form M;. and N;. by taking direct limits. A system such as 
((Mp' ip,o.) I P :::; y :::; a) is called a linear iteration of Mo. A mouse M is 
called linearly iterable if such an iteration beginning with M = Mo will never 
lead to an illfounded Mo.' The mice in the Kunen-Mitchell models are all lin-
early iterable; this is the solution to the iterability problem in this region. (For 
mice in L[U], the result is due to Gaifman; see [Ga]. Mitchell extended the re-
sult to cover the mice in L[E].) The fundamental Kunen-Mitchell comparison 
lemma states that if Mo and No are linearly iterable and "sufficiently small" 
(do not satisfy certain large cardinal axioms on the way to supercompactness) 
then the process of comparing them succeeds. 

For countable mice, the property of being linearly iterable is II; definable. 
This is the reason that the reals in core models M containing only mice which 
are comparable via linear iteration are all Ll~. It is also the reason such M 
satisfy" :::;** is a Ll~ wellorder of lR". This meant one needed more than linear 
iteration to compare the mice in core models having non- Ll~ reals and made 
such models a natural next target for the theory. 

In the period after Mitchell's [Mi2], core model theorists suffered from the il-
lusion that the supercompact target was near at hand and the non- Ll~-real target 
much further off. Mitchell, and later Steel, experimented with nonlinear iter-
ations but could not reach supercompacts using them. Then in 1984 Woodin, 
using a technical breakthrough of Foreman, Magidor, and Shelah [FMaSh], 
showed that if there is a supercompact cardinal, then lR has no wellorder which 
is Ll! for any n < OJ. Shelah and Woodin soon isolated what seemed to be the 
optimal hypothesis here [Sh W]: they showed that the existence of n Woodin 
cardinals with a measurable cardinal above them all implies that lR has no Ll!+2 
wellorder. (The rather involved definition of a Woodin cardinal would not il-
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luminate this discussion. See § 1.) To core model theorists, these unexpected 
results meant that the comparison process must change in a significant way well 
before one got to supercompacts-in fact, at the level of Woodin cardinals (if 
not before). A core model theory for one Woodin cardinal was the natural next 
target. 

In 1985, Steel [Stl] used nonlinear iterations to prove a comparison lemma 
for mice at the bottom levels of a hierarchy leading to mice with one Woodin 
cardinal. This paper also extended Mitchell's coherent sequence framework in 
ways which have proved useful. Later in 1985, the authors isolated what seems 
to be a quite general type of nonlinear iteration and proved enough about it 
for the application [MS]. In the summer of 1986 we carried the analysis of this 
sort of iteration further and obtained thereby most of the results in this paper, 
including the theorem stated at the outset. 

The model Ml described in the theorem has a real in it which is not Ll~. 
Although Ml satisfies" ::;** is a Ll~ wellorder of R", it is the ::;* -largest 
core model for which this is true. In particular, M2 satisfies" R has no Ll~ 
wellorder" . 

The basic way in which we change the Kunen-Mitchell comparison process is 
as follows. If at stage 0: in that process, the least difference between the mice 
MOl. and NOI. involves the extender E from MOl.' then it can happen (once 
one gets beyond the models of [Mi2], [Bl], and [D]) that E actually codes an 
embedding j : Mp -+ P with domain Mp ' for some P < 0:, and not just 
an embedding with domain MOl.. The right thing to do in this case, it turns 
out, is to go back to the least P for which this is true, and let MOI.+1 be the 
corresponding model P. Doing this repeatedly, one produces a tree of models, 
with embeddings from the models earlier on a given branch to those later on 
the same branch. Such a system we call an iteration tree. 

Much of this paper, §§ 1-4, is devoted to the basic theory of iteration trees. 
We give the precise definition and prove some elementary facts about such trees 
in § 1. Our main results concern the iterability problem; that is, the existence 
and uniqueness of iteration trees extending a given iteration tree. In §2 we deal 
with uniqueness and in §4 with existence. As the general existence proof of 
§4 is rather long and complicated, we have devoted §3 to special cases which 
illustrate some of its main ideas. 

Although they suffice for our main theorem, the existence and uniqueness 
results of §§4 and 2 are by no means conclusive. Much stronger statements 
seem likely true, and if so would be of great help in extending core model 
theory to still larger cardinals. We discuss these statements and some partial 
results concerning them in §5. 

Core models and coherent sequences make no appearance in §§ 1-5. They do 
appear in §6, where we prove the main theorem in the case n = 1 . The reader 
who would like a short trip through the core model theory in this paper can 
read §1, the statements of Theorems 2.3, 2.4, 4.3, and 5.11, and then §6. This 
should yield a reasonably good outline of the theory. 

We shall finish the proof of the main theorem in a sequel to this paper. We 
shall also show, using the methods of [MS], that the model Mn is L!+l correct. 
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We should point out that the core model theory of §6 is severely limited by its 
use of an "external" comparison process. For example, we cannot decide even 
GCH in the model constructed in §6. By bringing fine structure techniques to 
bear, one can develop (along the same lines) a theory free of this limitation; this 
is done in [MiS]. Thus, the results of §6 are somewhat provisional in nature. 
Nevertheless, we believe §6 is a good introduction to the full theory one gets by 
bringing in fine structure. 

Our use of an external comparison process also creates difficulties for the 
natural extension of the main theorem to models with infinitely many Woodin 
cardinals. By adding methods from Descriptive Set Theory to the mix, while 
retaining the external comparison process, Woodin has overcome some of these 
difficulties. In this way, for example, he has shown that if there are OJ Woodin 
cardinals then there is a core model satisfying "there are OJ Woodin cardinals" 
and "JR has an L(JR)-definable wellorder". 

These techniques lead to inner models with appropriately definable wellorders 
of JR for large cardinals somewhat stronger than measurable limits of Woodin 
cardinals. Somewhere between measurable limits and Woodin limits of Woodin 
cardinals, the weaknesses in our existence and uniqueness results on iteration 
tree extensions become a problem. (One can pin down more precisely the large 
cardinal level at which these weaknesses become a problem; see the remarks at 
the end of §5.) With proofs of the conjectures in §5, one could probably lift the 
theory to stil1larger cardinals. 

The fine structure techniques of [MiS], which use an internal comparison 
process, also lead to an extension of the main theorem (and, in fact, a full core 
model theory) for infinitely many Woodin cardinals. This has been worked out 
in detail in [St2]. In this approach, the weaknesses in our results on iteration 
tree extension become a problem at the same large cardinal level as before. 

Finally, Woodin has found purely descriptive set-theoretic proofs that, un-
der appropriate determinacy hypotheses, there are inner models with various 
numbers of Woodin cardinals and appropriately definable wellorders of JR. For 
example, assuming A; determinacy and letting x E JR code up winning strate-
gies for all A; games, HOD L[x] 1= "There is a Woodin cardinal and JR has a A~ 
wellorder". These purely descriptive set-theoretic methods run into difficulties 
at the same large cardinal level that the other methods do, that is, somewhere 
below a Woodin limit of Woodin cardinals. 

1. PRELIMINARIES; ITERATION TREES 

A. Extenders. The notion of an extender is a simplification, due to Jensen, of 
a notion due to Mitchell. 

Let j : V -+ M be elementary, where V is the universe of all sets and M is 
a transitive class. Let K = crit(j) be the critical point of j, and K < A ~ j(K). 
For a ~ A finite and X ~ [K]la l , let 

X E Ea {=} a E j(X). 

We call E = (Ea I a E [A(W) the (K, A) extender derived from j. 
If b is a finite set of ordinals, then we sometimes use bi for the ith element 
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in the increasing enumeration of b. If a ~ b E [At and a = {bj •.• bj } where 
\ k 

i l < ... < ik , then for X ~ [Kt we let X ab = {u E [Kt I {u j ... uj } E X}. 
\ k 

Similarly, for f : [Kt -> V we let jb : [Kt -> V be given by jb(U) = 
f( {u. . .. u· }). With this notation we can state the fundamental properties of 

1\ Ik 

the (K, A) extender (Ea I a E [A(w) derived from j: 
1. Each Ea is a K-complete ultrafilter on [K]la l . (We write "For Ea a.e. 

u, rp(U) " to mean {u I rp(u)} E Ea' Thus, for example, for Ea a.e. u, 
u1 < ... < u1al ·) 

2. (Compatibility) If a ~ b E [A(W and X E Ea, then X ab E Eb . 
3. (Normality) If a E [A(W and f(u) < uj for Ea a.e. u, then for some 

e < aj we have, letting e be the kth element of aU {e}, j,au{~} (u) = uk for 
Eau{~} a.e. u. 

4. «(V-Completeness) Let aj E [A(W and Xj E Ea for all i < (v. Then there 
is an order-preserving g: Ui<waj -> OR such that 'gil a j E Xj for all i. 

Given a system E = (Ea I a E [A]<w) satisfying 1-4 above, one can form 
Ult(V, E) in a natural way. We refer the reader to [MS] for the details. The 
elements of Ult( V, E) are (the images under transitive collapse of) equivalence 
classes of the form [a, f]E' where a E [A]<w and f : [K]la l -> V. (The 
equivalence relation is given by: (a, f) '" (b, g) iff j' aub (u) = ga, aub (u) for 
Eaub a.e. u.) We have a canonical elementary embedding iE : V -> U1t(V, E) 
given by: iE(x) = [{O}, cx]E' where cx(a) = x for all a < K. It turns out 
that E is the (K, A) extender derived from iE' so being a (K, A) extender 
is equivalent to the conjunction of 1-4. 

If E is the (K, A) extender derived from j, where j : V -> M, then the 
diagram 

M 
j 

/k 
Ult(V, E) 

commutes, where k([a, f]E) = j(f)(a). Moreover, k ~ A = id. (id is the 
identity function.) It follows that if M F IV" I ~ A, then V: = V"Ult(V ,E) . 

If E is a (K, A) extender, then we call K the critical point of E and 
A the length of E and write K = crit(E) and A = Ih(E). The strength of 
E , or strength(E) , is the largest 11 such that V" ~ Ult( V, E). Notice that 
K + 1 ~ strength(E) ~ A; the latter inequality holds because E can be coded 
by a member of v;.+1 ' and E ¢. Ult(V, E). (If E E Ult(V, E), then iE(K+) 
has cardinality iE(K) in Ult(V, E), a contradiction.) 

If M is a model of a reasonable fragment of ZFC and M F "E is a 
(K, A) extender", then one can form Ult(M, E) simply by relativising the 
construction of Ult(V, E) to M. In fact, if VK~I = V:,'. I , then one can 
also form Ult(N, E); its elements are equivalence classes [a, f]~, where 
a E [A(W and f: [K]lal -> Nand fEN. E measures enough sets that the 
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construction makes sense (although we may have A > ORN ). See [MS] for 
details. Notice that although Ult(M, E) must be well founded, provided M 
is, Ult(N, E) need not be well founded. (There are counterexamples.) By i; 
we mean the canonical embedding from N into Ult(N, E). 

A cardinal J is Woodin just in case whenever f: J -+ J there is a K < J 
such that /' K ~ K and an elementary embedding j : V -+ M with critical 
point K such that ~(f)(K) ~ M. It is not hard (but not trivial) to show that if 
J is Woodin, then it is Woodin via extenders in Va. We shall take this as our 
official definition. 

Definition 1.0. A cardinal J is Woodin iff V f : J -+ J 3K < J (/' K ~ K 1\ 3E E 
Va (E is an extender 1\ crit (E) = K 1\ strength(E) 2: iE(f)(K) )). 

It is clear that if J is Woodin, then J is strongly inaccessible and, in fact, 
Mahlo. On the other hand, the least Woodin cardinal is not weakly compact. 
Let us say that K is A-strong iff 3j : V -+ M (crit(j) = K 1\ V;. ~ M). It is easy 
to show that if J is Woodin, then J is a limit of cardinals K such that VA < J 
(K is A-strong). 

B. Premice. We shall need to work with models of fragments of ZFC. We shall 
arrange things so that, nevertheless, all ultrapowers we form satisfy the full Los 
theorem. 

Definition 1.1. Let M be a transitive set or class and J E ORM. The structure 
L = (M, E, J) is a premouse iff L satisfies the following axioms: nullset, 
pairing, union, infinity, powerset, choice, the full separation schema, the l:, (9') 
collection schema, and the full collection schema "for domains ~ Va" (that is, 
each instance of Vt [Vx E Va 3u rp(x, u, t) => 3v Vx E Va 3u E v rp(x, U, t)]). 

Here l:, (9') formulas are l:, formulas with an additional unary function 
symbol always interpreted by the power set function. Thus a premo use is power 
admissible and, in particular, satisfies "Va exists, for all ordinals a". 

If L = (M, E, J) is a premouse, then we write J = JL . We may identify 
Land M in contexts where J is not important. 

We shall state our general extendibility results on iteration trees in terms of 
premice. When we apply them to the comparison of inner models, JL will be 
the length of a coherent sequence in M. Notice here that if Land ./f/ are 
premice, L F "E is a (K, A) extender", VK~' = VK:, ' and K < J.A' , then 
the full Los theorem holds for the ultrapower Ult(./f/, E), so that r; is fully 
elementary. 

Definition 1.2. We say premice Land ./f/ agree through 17 iff ~L = V; . 
C. Iteration trees. 

Definition 1.3. Let T be a strict partial order on an ordinal y. We call T a tree 
order of y iff 

(i) Vp < Y (T wellorders {a I aT P}), 
(ii) Va p(a T p => a < P), 
(iii) Va(O < a=>O T a) , 
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(iv) Va(a is a successor ordinal {:} a is a T-successor), and 
(v) VA < Y (A is a limit ordinal =} {a I aT A} is E-cofinal in A). 

We shall use the usual interval notation when speaking of tree orders: [a, Ph 
= {y I y = a or (a T y and y T P) or y = P}, [a, Ph = {y I y = a or 
(a Ty and y T P)}, etc. By T-pred(a) we mean the unique pTa such that 
(P, ah = (2), if any such P exists. 

Definition 1.4. Let L be a premouse. An iteration tree on L of length (j is a 
pair !T = ( T, (Ea I a + 1 < (j)) such that T is a tree order on () and there are 
premice L"" a < (j, and embeddings i ap : L", ---+ Lp defined when a T P , 
satisfying the following conditions: 

(a) Lo =L. 
M M (b) If a + 1 < (j, then Ea E v.s a, where J = J a; moreover, La F "Ea 

is an extender". 
(c) Let a + 1 < (j and P = T -pred( a + 1). Then Lp agrees with L", through 

crit(Ea) + 1 ; moreover, 
La+l = Ult(Lp ' EJ 

and ip,a+l is the canonical embedding from Lp into Ult(Lp ' Ea), and for 
11 T p, i'1, a+ 1 = i p , a+ 1 0 i'1, P . 

(d) Let A < (j be a limit ordinal. Then L;. = the direct limit of the L"" 
a T A, under the iaP 's, and for a T A, ia). is the canonical embedding. 

An iteration tree !T and its base model Lo uniquely determine the subse-
quent models L", and embeddings iap . We sometimes write E:;, L;;, and 
i-:;; respectively, for the extenders, models, and embeddings associated to !T 
and, thrQugh context, Lo. 

The agreement between the models of !T is related to the strength of the 
extenders used in !T . 
Lemma 1.5. Let Land ,/Y be premice which agree through K + 1, where 
K = crit(E) for some E and such that L F "E is an extender". Suppose 
Ult(,/Y, E) is wellfounded. Then: 

(a) r; (K) = r: (K), and Ult('/y, E) agrees with Ult(L, E) through 
i:(K)+l; 

(b) Ult(,/Y, E) agrees with L through strength.L (E); 
(c) ~~~(.A'" ,E) S; Vp"'!'I' where p = strength.L (E). 

Proof. If f : [Kr ---+ V,,+I' then f E L iff f E ,/Y. Thus l: (~"'!'1) = i: (V';:I) , as the two are computed using the same functions. This proves (a). 
We get (b) and (c) at once from (a) and the fact that strength.L (E) ::; t: (K). 0 

Definition 1.6. Let !T be an iteration tree on Lo, and a < P < Ih(!T) . Then 

~ L 7 -ff P (a, P) = inf {strength y (.J:.,)' ) I a ::; y < P}. 
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Lemma 1.7. Let !T be an iteration tree on La and a < P < Ih(!T). Then 
(a) L; agrees with L[ through p.'T (a, P); 

~1.Y L Y .'T 
(b) Vp/t S ~+1 ' where p = p (a, P)· 

Proof. We fix a and prove (a) and (b) by induction on p. First, let p = J + I 
.'T L.Y .'T and K = crit(E,5 ), v = strength J (E,5 ), and y = T-pred(p). By Lemma 

1.5, L[ = Ult(~.'T, E[) agrees with L[ through v. L[ agrees with 
L; through p.'T (a, J) if a < J; otherwise, L[ = L; . As p.'T (a, P) = 
inf{v, p.'T (a, J)}, we have (a) . 

.'T L.Y L.Y L Y 
For (b): if p (a, P) = v, then ~+~ S ~+Jl ~ Vv+l by Lemma 1.5 and 

induction. If p.'T (a, P) = p.'T (a, J) = p, then Vp"!( ~ Vp~( S Vp~{ by 
Lemma 1.5 and induction. (We skip the case a = J .) 

Next, let p be a limit ordinal. Now lh (E;) 2: p.'T (a, P) for a ~ y < p, 
and since L[ is well founded, there must be 11 < P such that crit(E;) > 
p.'T (a, P) whenever y 2: 11 and (y + 1) T p. (Otherwise, there are arbitrar-
ily large (y+ I)TP such that, letting 0 =T-pred(y+ 1), /{'Y+l(p.'T(a, P)) > 
p.'T(a, P). This implies that {i-'{p(p.'T(a, P)) I OTP} is a subset of L[ with 
no E-minimal element.) We may assume 11 T p, 11 > a, and p.'T (a, P) = 
p.'T (a, 11). But then crit( i~) > p.'T (a, 11), so L[ agrees with L{ through 
p.'T (a, 11) + 1 = p.'T (a, P) + 1, and we get (a) and (b) from the induction 
hypothesis at 11. 0 

Unfortunately, we must restrict the general notion of an iteration tree a bit 
in order to prove our results on the existence of extensions. This is almost 
certainly due to weaknesses in the proofs. One sort of restriction that suffices 
is given in the following definition. 

Definition 1.8. Let !T be an iteration tree on some L, and let n < OJ. We 
say !T is a plus n tree iff whenever p + I < Ih(!T) , 

sup{crit(E;) I P + 1 ~ Y 1\ T-pred(y + 1) ~ P} + n ~ p.'T(P, P + 1). 

Here and in the rest of this paper, sup(0) = O. 

Of course, p.'T (P, P + 1) is just the strength of Ef in L[. We shall 
need to restrict, at most, to plus 2 trees. The notion of iteration tree defined 
in Definition 1.4 is somewhat more general than that defined in [MS] or in the 
notes on which this paper is based. The following definition captures the earlier, 
more restrictive notion. 

Definition 1.9. An iteration tree !T is normal iff there are ordinals Pet' for 
a + 1 < Ih(!T) , such that for all a + 1, P + 1 < Ih(!T) 

( 1) Pet + 2 ~ p.'T (a, a + 1) , 
(2) a < P =} Pet < Pp' and 
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(3) T-pred(o: + 1) = least y ::; 0: such that crit(E;:;r) ::; Py . 

If Y is normal, as witnessed by (Pa I 0: + 1 < Ih(Y)), then Pa + 2 ::; 
p:T (0:, {3) for all 0: < {3 and crit(Ef) ::; Pa whenever T-pred({3 + 1) ::; 0:. So 
every normal tree is a plus 2 tree. 

The iteration trees we need in this paper are all normal. These trees arise 
from the comparison process of §6, and in this case P measures the agreement a 
between L; and some model with which we are comparing it. On the other 
hand, nonnormal trees have some uses (e.g., in the Dodd-Jensen lemma of 
[MiS]), and the extra generality causes only notational awkwardness. 

2. UNIQUENESS OF WELLFOUNDED BRANCHES 

A branch of a tree order T is a set b linearly ordered by T, having no last 
element, and such that 0: E b -7 [0, o:h ~ b. A branch b of T is cofinal iff 
Vo: E field(T) 3{3 E b (0: < {3). A branch b of T is maximal iff b =1= [0, il)T 
for all il. Cofinal branches must be maximal, but a maximal branch may not 
be cofinal. Notice that if il is a limit ordinal in the field of T, then [0, ilh is 
the unique nonmaximal branch of T having supremum il. Also, every branch 
b of T is closed below its sup; that is, if 0: < sup b, then sup( b no:) E b. These 
facts follow from clauses (iv) and (v) of Definition 1.3. 

If Y is an iteration tree, then a branch of Y is just a branch of the asso-
ciated tree order. 

Definition 2.1. Let b be a branch of the iteration tree Y . Then 

L; = the direct limit of the L;, 0: E b, under the i~ rJ" 

For 0: E b, i;b is the canonical embedding from L; into L[ . We say b 
is wellfounded just in case ./tb9" is wellfounded. 

As always, we shall identify wfp(Lb9") , the wellfounded part of L[ , with 
the transitive set to which it is isomorphic. 

The Unique Branches Hypothesis, or UBH, asserts that every iteration tree 
on V has at most one cofinal wellfounded branch. The truth of the UBH is the 
most important open problem concerning iteration trees, and we shall discuss 
some partial results that concern it in §5. Our next theorem and corollary can 
be viewed as proof of a weakening of the UBH, but they go beyond this in an 
important way, in that they concern trees merely on-not necessarily in-the 
base model. 

If Y is an iteration tree of limit length il, then we set, for 0: < )" , 
:T /tiT 9" 

P (0:, ill = inf {strength Y (E; ) 10:::; y < il}. 
:T :T y If b is a co final branch of Y and P (0:, ill E wfp(At;, ), then Lb agrees 

with L~9" through pY(o:, il). (If not, then critUe:) < p,7 (0:, il) for all e E b. 
Thus there are arbitrarily large y + 1 E b such that, letting e = T -pred (y + 1) , 
we have crit({Y+l) < p7(0:, il) and {Y+l(crit({Y+l)) ~ p,9"(o:, il). This 
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implies ./I[ is illfounded, and in fact sup{ crit(i~) I (J E b} = ORnwfp(./I;) . 
Thus (OR n wfp(./I;)) ::; p.'T (a, A), contrary to hypothesis.) Notice that if 
a < P < A, then p.'T" (a, A) ::; p.'T (P, A). Thus if band care cofmal branches 

.'T .'T .'T of Y such that sup{p (a, A) I a < A} = (J belongs to wfp(.Ab ) nwfp(~ ), 
then ./I; agrees with ~.'T through (J. 

Theorem 2.2. Let Y be an iteration tree of limit length A, and let band c be 
distinct cofinal branches of Y. Let (J = sup{p.'T (a, A) I a < A}, and suppose 
(J E wfp(./I;) n wfp(~.'T ). Let f : (J -+ (J and f E ./I; n ~.'T". Then 
./I; F "(J is Woodin with respect to f"; that is, 

./I; F 3K < (J [I' K ~ K 1\ 3E 
(E is an extender 1\ crit(E) = K 1\ strength(E) > iE(f)(K))]. 

Proof. We show first that (J = sup{ crit(iyb) lyE b} = sup{ crit(iyJ lYE c}. 
(Here and for the rest of the proof we omit the superscript "Y".) For let 
y E b; we claim crit(iyb) < (J. To see this, choose ~ such that y < ~ < A 
and strength ~(Ef,) ::; (J. If ~ + 1 E b, then Ef, is one of the extenders used 
after y on b, so crit(il'b) ::; crit(Ef,) < strength~(Ef,) ::; (J, and we are done. 
If ~ + 1 fi b, let 1] + 1 > ~ + 1 be least such that 1] + 1 E b. Then 

T -pred( 1] + 1) ::; ~ < 1] , 

so p (T-pred(1]+1), 1])::; strength~(Ef,) and, hence, crit(E'1) < strength ~(Ef,). 
As E'1 is used after y on b, again we are done. Thus y E b ~ crit(il'b) < (J . 

On the other hand, let P < (J. Then P < p(f5, A) for some f5 < A, so P < 
strength ~ (Ef,) for all ~ ;::: f5. So all extenders used on b after f5 map their 
critical points above P . As (J E wfp(.Ab) , all but finitely many such extenders 
have critical point above P . So for y E b sufficiently large, crit(il'b) > P . Thus 
(J = sup{ crit(iyb) lYE b}. (J = sup{ crit(il'c) lYE c} is proved symmetrically. 

We now define ordinals an E b, Pn E C converging to A and ordinals Kn , vn 
converging to (J. Let 

KO = least K such that K = crit(E,,,) for some a with a + 1 E b \ c, 
ao = largest a such that KO = crit(E,,,) and a + 1 E b. 

Now given Kn and an' set 

vn = least v such that v = crit(Ep) for some P with P + 1 E c \ (an + 1), 
Pn = largest P such that vn = crit(Ep) and P + 1 E C, 

Kn+l = least K such that K = crit(Ell) for some a with a + 1 E b \ (Pn + 1), 
an+1 = largest a such that Kn+l = crit(Ell ) and a + 1 E b. 

Clearly, each of the sequences (an I n < w), (Pn I n < w), (Kn I n < w), and 
(vn In < w) is strictly increasing. As an < Pn < an+1 , sup{an + 1 In < w} = 
sup{Pn + 1 I n < w}. If sup{ an + 1 I n < w} < A, then as band c are closed 
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in A., sup{O:n + 1 I n < W} E b rl c. This contradicts the choice of 0:0 , Thus 
sup{O:n + 1 In < w} = sup{O:n In < w} = sup{Pn I n < w} = A.. It follows from 
our earlier observations that sup {Kn In < w} = sup{vn In < w} = (). 

We claim the E 's and Ep 's "overlap" in the following way: an n 

Vn = crit(Ep) < strengthLan (Ean), 

Kn+1 = crit(E ) < strengthLPn (Ep ). 
Q n+ 1 n 

We show the first inequality, the proof of the second being similar. Let y be 
least such that y+l >O:n+1 and y+l EC. Let 15= T-pred(y+l) so that 15< 
O:n + 1. As 15 ::; O:n < y, p(t5, y)::; strength -"on (Ea ). But crit( Ey) < p(t5, y)' 

as 15= T-pred(y+l), so vn ::; crit(Ey) < strength Lan (Ean), as desired. 
Let t5n = T-pred(O:n + 1) and Yn = T-pred(Pn + 1) so that Kn = crit(iJn ,b) 

and vn = crit(iYn ,c). The following claim is the key to the proof. 

Claim. Let t E wfp(~) n wfp(~) and t E ran(iJn ,b) n ran(iYn)' Let rp be 
l:o· 

(a) Let f.l = inf{Kn' vn} and x E Vf.l~' If 3y E Vo~ rp(x, y, t), then 
3y E Vf.lLb rp(x, y, t). 

(b) Let f.l = inf{vn' K n+l } and x E Vf.l~' If 3y E V(}~ rp(x, y, t), then 
3y E Vf.l~ rp(x, y, t). 

Proof. We prove (a), the proof of (b) being nearly identical. 
Because of the overlapping described above, we have, for all m, 

iJm ,b(Km ) 2: strength-"om (Ea) > Vm ' 

iYm ,c(vm) 2: strengthLpm (Ep) > Km+l • 

Now let m 2: n, and suppose 3y E v:~ rp(x, y, t). Setting i = iJ b' we 
m+1 m+J' 

have, since i(Km+l) > vm+1 ' 

3y E ~L.(/ ) rp(x, y, t). 
m+1 

Since i(x) = x and t E ran (i) , 
~ -I 

3y E ~m+7+1 rp(x, y, i (t». 
Since Km+1 = crit(i) , 

3y E V~ rp(x, y, t). 
m+1 

Now we can repeat the argument on the C side. Set j = iym,c; since j(vm ) > 
d v:~ v:~ Km+1 an () = () , 

3y E Jj~m) rp(x, y, t). 
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Since j(x) = x and t E ran(j) , 
Ar -I 3y E ~ Ym rp(x, y, j (t)). 
m 

Since 11m = crit(j) , 
3y E V~ rp(x, y, t). 

m 

Repeating the argument one more time, we get 3y E v:c.A[, rp(x, y, t). 
The argument of the last paragraph required only that m 2: n. Thus it gives 

3y E Vv.A[, rp(x, y, t) and 3y E V"Lb rp(x, y, t). This proves the claim. 
Nown let n be large enough th~t f E ran (ion ,b) n ran (irn ,c). Suppose 

Kn < lin; the case lin :$ Kn will be handled similarly. Notice that /'Kn ~ Kn 
by the claim. Set r = inf{lIn' K n+I }. So 

L Kn < r :$ lin < strength an (Eo. ). 
n 

By the claim, then, f(Kn) < r. Now set 

F = Eo.n t r = «(Eo.)a I a E [r(w). 

We shall show that, in ~, F witnesses that (J is Woodin with respect to f. 
We claim first that F E ~ and strength.A[,(F) 2: r. For let ~ + 1 be least 

in c \ (an + 1), and let 11 = T-pred(~ + 1). Then 

r:$ lin :$ crit(E,;) < P(I1, ~):$ P(I1, an)' 

As F is essentially a member of ~-:~n, F E L". But lin = crit( i", J, so 
i",c(F) t r = F, so F E ~, and hence F E ~. Also, L" agrees with La. 
through r, so ~ agrees with La. through r, so ~ agrees with ~n through 
r. By Lemma 1.5, Ult(Lb , F) agrees with Ult(L , F) through r, and the an 
latter agrees with Ult(Lo.n' Eo.) through r as I V,I = r in Ult(~n' Eo.)' So 
Ult(~, F) agrees with ~ through r; that is, strength Lb(F) 2: r. 

Finally we must show that, in ~, iF(f)(Kn) < r. Let J = i~l,b(f). Now 
io b = io.n+l,b 0 iOn ,00n+ I ' and crit(ian+l,b) > Kn from the definition of an' 
Thus 

But f(Kn) = iOn ,b(J)(Kn) < r, and iOn ,0..+1 = i"i, where g; = Lo. and 
9 - ~ -E = Ea.' Then lE (f)(Kn) < r. By Lemma 1.5, lE (f)(Kn) < r. As F = 

1. -E tr, lFb(f)(Kn) < r, as desired. 
Now suppose lin :$ Kn' Set r = inf{Kn+l' lIn+I}. We have /'lIn ~ lin and 

f(lIn) < r by the claim. We can show that Ep. t r witnesses in ~ that (J is 
Woodin with respect to f by repeating the argument just given. This completes 
the proof of the theorem. 0 

We have at once 
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Corollary 2.3. Let !T be an iteration tree of limit length A, and let band c be 
distinct cofinal branches of !T. Let () = sup{pff (0, A) 10 < A}, and let 0> () 
be such that 0 E wfp(Lz,) n wfp(~). Then La(V(J~) F "() is Woodin". 

Corollary 2.4. Let L = (M, E, (5) be a premouse such that L F Vy :s t5 
"y is not Woodin in L(~)". Then every iteration tree on L has at most one 
cofinal wellfounded branch. 

3. SPECIAL CASES OF ITERABILITY 

In the next section we shall prove a general theorem concerning the extendibil-
ity of countable iteration trees on countable elementary submodels of some ~. 
This section is devoted to the special case of trees of length :s Q). We have 
isolated this case to make the main ideas in the proof of §4 stand out and, less 
importantly, because the proof of §4 works only for plus two trees whereas here 
we can handle plus one trees. 

In vague terms, our strategy runs as follows. Suppose !T is a countable "bad" 
tree on a countable La, and suppose :n:o : La ~ V;o, where 9'0 = V. We 

o 
define by induction on 0 premice 9'a and embeddings :n:a : L;; ~ V;a. The 
9'a 's are related to one another by something like the structure of !T but with 
certain ultrapowers dictated by !T approximated by internal ultrapowers. We 
can do this approximation because we maintain inductively that :n:a E 9'a; here 
we use 9'0 = V and our countability assumptions. Because enough ultrapowers 
are "internalized", the 9' 's cannot absorb the badness of !T. And yet, via the a 
:n:a 's, they do. This is a contradiction. 

In order to keep such an "enlargement" process going, we need some agree-
ment among the :n: 's and 9' 's, an agreement which reflects at least that part a a 
of the agreement among the L;;'s actually used in the construction of !T . 
Definition 3.1. Let :n:: L ~ 9' and a : ,AI' ~ (ff, where L, ,AI', 9', and (ff 
are premice. Let 11 E OR'K nORA'. We say that :n: ~nd a agree through 11 iff 

(a) L and ,AI' agree through 11; 
(b) :n:(V'1L) = a(V;) , or, equivalently, :n:(11) = a(11) and 9' and (ff agree 

through :n:(11); and 
L A' (c) :n: ~ ~ = a ~ V'1 . 

Definition 3.2. Let !T be an iteration tree, and let p + 1 < Ih(!T) . Then 

Jlff(p) = sUP{crit«) + 11 p + 1:S y 1\ T-pred(y + 1):S p}, 

where sup 0 = O. 

One can think of Jlff (P) as the amount of agreement between Lf and 
L;:;I actually used in constructing !T . 

Definition 3.3. Let !T be an iteration tree on La, and let Jlff (P) :s g(P) :s 
pff (P, P + 1) for all p + 1 < Ih(!T). A g-enlargement of (!T, La) is a 
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sequence ((7r" , 9'", VJ I ex::; y), where y < Ih(Y) , such that 
9' Y.9' (a) for all ex ::; y, 9'" is a premouse, v" ::; OR ", and 7r0: : Lo: -> (Vv,," , 

E, J.9',,) elementarily; and 
(b) if ex < y, then 7ro agrees with 7ry through inf{g(1/) I ex::; 1/ < y}. 

We allow the possibility v = OR~' in Definition 3.3; in this case V.9'" = o v 

19'01 = universe of 9'0' a 

It might seem more natural to require in (b) of 3.3 that if ex < fJ ::; y, then 
7r" agrees with 7rp through inf{g(1/) I ex ::; 1/ < fJ}. (Without this additional 
condition, a proper initial segment of an enlargement may not be an enlarge-
ment.) Unfortunately, in §4 we must deal with enlargements for which this 
additional condition fails. 

Notice that condition (b) follows from: (i) if ex + 1 ::; y, then 7r" agrees with 
7r,,+1 through g(ex); and (ii) if ex < fJ ::; y and fJ is a limit ordinal, then 7ro 
agrees with 7rp through inf{g(1/) I ex ::; 1/ < fJ}. In this section, only part (i) is 
relevant. 

Notice also that if ((7ro ' 9'0' vo) I ex < y + 1) is a g-enlargement of 
(Y, La) and ex = T-pred(y + 1), then crit(E;:) < f.LY(fJ) ::; g(fJ) when-
ever ex ::; fJ < y, so 7ry agrees with 7ro through crit(E;:) + 1 . This means that 
Ult(9'o' 7ry(E;:)) , which is the natural candidate for 9'Y+l' makes sense. 

It is easy to see that Y is a plus n tree if and only if, letting g(fJ) be the 
nth successor ordinal ;::: f.LY (fJ), we have g(fJ) ::; p''}" (fJ, fJ + 1) for all fJ 
such that fJ + 1 < Ih(Y) . 
Definition 3.4. Let Y be a plus one iteration tree. A plus one enlargement of 
Y is a g-enlargement, where g(fJ) = 1 st successor ordinal ;::: f.LY (fJ) for all 
fJ + 1 < Ih(Y) . 

For the most part, we shall construct plus one enlargements. The next lemma 
records some elementary facts which will be useful in the construction of en-
largements. 

- - ff ff Lemma 3.5 (Shift lemma). Let 7r : L -> Land If/ : ff -> (v:, , E, J ) be 
elementary, where ./I, L, Al", and ff are premice and v ::; O~ . Suppose 
7r and If/ agree through R: + 1, R: < inf( JL, Jff ), and ./I 1= "E is an 
extender, crit(E) = R:, and strength(E) = jJ". Define a : Ult(Al" , E) -> 

(VU1t(ff, E) .( s:ff)) h E (E-) d' .ff b i(v) ,E, 1 u ,were = 7r an 1 = IE' Y 
ff ff a([a, f]E) = [7r(a) , 1f/(f)]E' 

Then (J is well defined and elementary, and the diagram 
UIt(Al" , E) ~ (~~I;(ff,E), E, i(Jff)) 
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commutes. Moreover, a agrees with n through p. 
Proof. We leave to the reader the proof that a is well defined and elementary 
and that the diagram commutes. Lemma l.5 gives the desired agreement of 
models and that it (K) = r: (K). We are left with showing that a and n agree 
through p. Since L agrees with Ult(L, E) through p and Ult(L, E) 
agrees withUlt(ff, E) through r[ (K) + 1, it is enough to show that a and 
n agree on ~~I~(Ai', £) , where 1J = i{ (K). But every element of V'1~l~(Ai', £) is 

of the form [a, 11{, where f E V;:I ' and for such elements we have 
Ai' .;Y 

a([a, 11£) = [n(a) , !fI(f)]E' 

= [n(a) , n(fn; (as n(f) = !fI(f)), 

= [n(a), n(fn: (as L and,Al" agree through K + 1), 
.L = n([a, 11£) (as n is elementary) , 
A'" = n([a, 11£) (as Land ff agree through K + 1), 

as desired. 0 

We can construct a trivial enlargement of (!T, La) by merely carrying the 
structure of !T from La over to some .9 into which La embeds. More 
precisely, suppose !T is an iteration tree on La, .9 is a premouse, and n : 
La ~ (V;, E, J.9') is elementary, with 1/ ~ OR.9' . We define a copied tree 
n!T on .9 inductively as follows. Set La1t.:T =.9 and no = nand 1/0 = 1/ • 

Now suppose 1 ~ y < lh(!T) and we have defined n!T r y and no' 1/0 for 
a < y, so that 

(a) n!T r y is an iteration tree with tree order Try, 
(b) ("rIJ < y)(na' L:.:T, 1/0 ) I a ~ J) is an f-enlargement of (!T, La), 

where f(P) = p.:T (P, P + 1) , and 
(c) if P < y and aT p, then i1t.:Tp 0 n = np 0 j''Tp; moreover, 1/p = 

Q, a 0:, 

.1t.:T ( ) 'a,p 1/0 • 

Suppose first y is a limit. If the direct limit of the ~1t.:T, for aT y , under 
the i:f's is illfounded, then we stop the construction (that is, n!T r y + 1 is 
undefined). Otherwise, set 

u 1t.:T d' 1" f u 1t.:T T d h .1t.:T .My = lfect Imlt O.Ma ,a y, un er t e lop . 

. 1t.:T h . a1 b dd' f u 1t.:T· h d' 1" .1t.:T() 'ay = t e canomc em e mg rOm.Ma mto t e lrect Imlt, 1/y = 'ay 1/0. 

(for any and all aT y), and 

ny(l:;(x)) = i:; (no (x)). 

Notice the definition of ny makes sense by (c). We leave it to the reader to 
verify that (a)-(c) continue to hold. (For (b), the key point is that if a < y, 
then for all sufficiently large (P + l)Ty, p.:T(a, y) < crit(Ef).) 
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Suppose y = P+1, and let J = T-pred(y). Notice that Ult(~IlY, 7Cp(EJ» 
makes sense by (b) and the fact crit( Ef) < pY (J, P). If Ult(~IlY, 7C p(EJ)) 
is illfounded, then again we stop the construction and leave TCY t y + 1 unde-
fined. Otherwise, set 

ullY ullY -Y vny = U1t(vn6 ' 7Cp(b p )), 

i;;- = canonical embedding into the ultrapower, 
.IlY( ) 

1/y = 16y 1/6 ' 

and, as in the shift lemma, 
.#' A'" 

7Cy([a, .nE ) = [7C p(a), 7C6 (f)]E ' 

where .A7 = LI, E = Ef, ./Y = ~IlY, and E = 7C p(Ef). Using the shift 
lemma, one easily verifies that (a)-(c) continue to hold. 

Definition 3.6. If Y is an iteration tree on La and 7C : La ---+ (V;, E, J9') 
is elementary, where g; is a premouse and 1/ ::; OR9' , then TCY is the copied 
tree on g; described above. 

We now show that finite iteration trees on V can be freely extended. The 
proof involves a nontrivial enlargement of a bad tree. 
Theorem 3.7. Let Y be an iteration tree of length P + 1 , where P < (j). Suppose 
L[ is elementarily embeddable into (~, E, J), for some 1/, J. Let LJ ~ 
"E is an extender with critical point K", and suppose K < pY (a, P), where 
a ::; P . Then Ult(L';, E) is wellfounded. 
Proof. Suppose not, and let P < (j) be least such that the theorem fails for some 
iteration tree of length P + 1 . The Lowenheim-Skolem theorem yields such a 
failure for a tree on a countable base model. For let rtI be an iteration tree on 
La'll of length P + 1, let 7C : La'll ---+ (~, E, J) elementarily, and suppose 
L: ~ "E' is an extender with critical point K''', K' < p'll (a, P) where 
a ::; P, and Ult(LQ'lI, E') is illfounded. Let 11 be a limit ordinal such that 
rtI, La'll E V'1' Forming a Skolem hull and collapsing, we obtain a countable 
transitive N and elementary embedding a : N ---+ V'1 such that E' , rtI, La'll E 

ran(a). Let a(Y) = rtI, a(L[) = La'll, a(E) = E', and a(K) = K'. Y 
is an iteration tree of length P + 1 on L[ witnessing the failure of Theorem 
3.7; notice here that 7C 0 (a t L[) maps L[ into (~, E, J) elementarily. 

We now construct a g-enlargement of Y, where g is determined as follows. 
Set 

() { 
f.,l0'T (y) if y < a , 

g y = 
max(f.,lY (y), K + 1) if a::; y < p. 

As K < pY (a, P) = inf{pY (y, y + 1) I a ::; y < P}' we have f.,lY (y) ::; g(y) ::; 
pY (y, y + 1) for all y < P . 
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We define our g-enlargement ((1ri' SfJi , vi) Ii:::; p) by induction on i. We 
maintain inductively that all its initial segments are also g-enlargements. Let 
11 > v be such that (VIJ ' E, 15) is a premouse, and let 

SfJo = (VIJ ' E, 15), 
Vo = v, 

.'T 
1ro = 1r o (al.4'o ). 

Now suppose we are given ((1ri' Pi' vi) Ii:::; y}, where y < p. Suppose also 
that 1ry E SfJy and that the SfJi 's are the models of an iteration tree of length 
y + 1. (We shall maintain this inductively.) Let ¢" = T-pred(y + 1). Now if 
¢" < y, then crit(E~) + 1 :::; inf{g( 11) I¢":::; 11 < y} ; thus in any case 1r~ and 1ry 
agree through crit(E~) + 1 . Note also crit(E~) < p.'T (¢", ¢" + 1) < t5.9~ . We are 
therefore in a position to apply the shift lemma: set 

and 

.'T 
SfJr+! = U1t(SfJ~, 1ry(Ey )), 

Vy+1 = i(v~), where i : SfJ~ ---+ SfJy+! canonically, 

r([a, jTE~r) = [1r/a) , 1r~(f)t~(EY)' 
y 7t y y 

.'T .9 .9 . . Thus r : .4'+1 ---+ (V '+1, E, 15 r+I) elementanly, and r agrees wIth 1ry 
y VY+I 

through p.'T (y, y + 1). Notice that because the SfJi's are the models of an 
iteration tree of length y + I < p + 1 and p was chosen least, SfJY+1 is well-
founded. 

./( ./( 
Let If! = r I Vg(;t = 1ry I Vg(;t . As 1ry E SfJY ' If! E SfJy ' On the other hand, 

g(y) is a successor ordinal (note fl.'T (y) is a successor because g- is finite), 
and letting r(g(y)) = 11 + 1 = 1ry(g(y)), we have that If! is a countable subset 

of V'::\ belonging to SfJy Thus If! can be coded by a member of V~~\ . But 
SfJy agrees with SfJY+1 through 11 + 1 , so that If! E SfJY+1 . 

It follows that there is a tree (set of finite sequences closed under initial 
segment) V E SfJv+1 such that the infinite branches of V are precisely those 

, . /;7.9.9 ./(, 
elementary embeddmgs 1r : ~+I ---+ (VV,:I+I, E 15 HI) such that 1r I Vg(;t = If! . 
V has an infinite branch, namely, r. Since SfJy+1 is a wellfounded model of 
enough set theory, there is a branch of V belonging to SfJY+1 ; let 1ry+1 be such 
a branch. 

Since 1ry+1 agrees with If!, and hence 1ry' through g(y), we have that 
((1r i , SfJi , vi) Ii:::; y + 1} is a g-enlargement of g-. Clearly, 1ry+1 E SfJr+1 ' 
and the SfJj , i:::; y + 1 , are the models of an iteration tree. This completes the 
defintion of ((1rj' SfJj , vJ Ii:::; {J} . 

Now let F = 1rp(E) and A = crit(F) = 1rp(K). Pick Ie, ae for e E w such 
that 
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for all e E w, and (fe, ae) leE w) E .9p. We may assume ae ~ ae+1 for all 
e. 

If s E [ORt, where n = lal and a ~ OR, and b ~ a, set sa.b = 7r"b, 
where 7r : a -+ s is the unique order-preserving map. For s E [Kt, with 
n = lae+ll, put 

We have that Ae E Ea ,for all e. 
e+1 

Now let 

Be = 7rp(Ae) = 7r",(Ae) ' 
be = 7r p(ae)· 

Then Be E Fb for all e. Moreover, (B leE w) and (b leE w) belong to 
e+1 e e 

.9p , since 7r p E .9p . (This was the point of the construction.) As .9p F= "F 
is an extender", we can find (in .9p) an order-preserving map g : Ue be -+ A 
such that g"be+1 E Be for all e. 

Notice that for each e, the map s 1-+ sa a on [K]la'+11 is definable in 
e+l' e 

L.cT, and its image under 7r is the map s 1-+ sb b on [A]lbe+l l . As 7r~ is 
a Q: e+l' e ...... 

elementary, we have 

for all sEBe · But (g"be+l)b b = gil be , and thus 
e+l' e . 

7r",(fe+l)(g"be+l ) E 7r",(fe)(g"be) 

for all e. So we have an infinite descending E-chain in .9"" as contradic-
tion. 0 

We turn now to the extendibility of trees of length w, that is, to the existence 
of cofinal wellfounded branches in such trees. 

Definition 3.8. Let fT be an iteration tree oflength W on L , with tree order T. 
We say fT is continuously illfounded (on L) iff there are ordinals en E L; , 
for n < w, such that i~(en) > Om whenever nTm. 

Theorem 3.9. Let L be a premo use which is elementarily embeddable into 
(v:" E, r5) for some 1/, r5. Then there is no continuously illfounded plus 
one iteration tree of length w on L. 
Proof. Suppose not. Let 

Suppose fT is a length w plus one iteration tree on L = L; and that 
On E OR n L; for all n, with i~(en) > em whenever n T m. By taking a 
Skolem hull, we can arrange that L is countable, so we assume this. 
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Let 17 > Vo be such that (V'1' E, J) is a premouse and {y I Vo < y < 
17 /\ (Vy, E, J) is a premouse} has order type no(Oo). Set 

.9'0 = (V'1' E, J). 
Now suppose we have defined ((n i , .9'i' v) Ii::; y), where y < w, so that 

(i) ((n i , .9'i' v) Ii::; y) is a plus one enlargement of ff , 
(ii) .9'i+1 E.9'i for all i < y, 

(iii) ny E .9''1 , 
(iv) {17 I Vy < 17 < (OR n .9''1) and (V:r, E, J.9'r) is a premouse} has 

order type ny(Oy). 
We define (ny+l , .9''1+1' vy+l ) so as to preserve (i)-(iv). 

Let c; = T-pred(y + 1), and set 
.9" ($' = Ult(.9'~, ny(Ey )). 

Notice that n~ agrees with ny sufficiently that the ultrapower makes sense. 
Also, ($' is wellfounded. This is clear if c; = y. If c; < y, then .9''1 E .9'~ , 
so ny(E;) E .9'~. If.9'~ F "ny(E;) is not w-complete", then there is a 
sequence (an' Xn I n < w) E.9'~ such that Xn E (ny(~ ))an and there is no 

g : UnEw an --+ crit(ny(E;)) such that g" an E Xn for all n. Now .9''1 agrees 
with .9'~ sufficiently that (Xn I n < w) E .9''1. Let (: Un<w an ~ a be order 
preserving, where a < WI' and an = ("an· Then (an I n < w) E.9'y since 
.9''1 agrees with .9'0 through w + 1. Let i : .9''1 --+ Ult(.9'y' ny(~)) be the 
canonical embedding. Letting g = (-I , we have g"an = an E i(Xn) for all 
n. As Ult(.9'y, ny(E;)) is wellfounded, there is by absoluteness a function 
g E Ult(.9'y, ny(E;)) such that g"an E i(Xn) for all n. By the elementary of 
i , there is agE.9'y such that g" an E Xn for all n. But there is by hypothesis 
no such g, contradiction. Thus ($' is wellfounded. 

Let i:.9'~ --+ ($' be the canonical embedding. From the shift lemma we have 
r : ~-:I --+ (~~{)' E, Jfff) which agrees with ny through p.9" (y, Y + 1) . Now 

let 17 + 1 be the first successor ordinal ;::: f.l.9" (y); as ff is a plus one tree, 
.'T .'T 

17 + 1 ::; p.9" (y, Y + 1). Let IfI = r r V'1~+1 = ny r ~+I. Since IfI is coded 

by a member of ~~)+I = ~~'1)+I' IfI E($'. As in the proof of Theorem 3.7 
we can form in ($' a tree (set of finite sequences closed under initial segment) 
whose infinite branches are precisely those elementary embeddings a : .£';:1 --+ 

(~~{)' E, Jfff) such that IfI ~ a and a(Oy+I) = r(Oy+I). This tree has a 
branch, namely r, so it has a branch a E($'. 

We have done what we need to do to propagate induction hypothesis (iii). 
We now tum to (ii). Notice that 

a(Oy+I) = r(Oy+l) < r({y+I (O~)) = i(n~(O~)). 
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It is a first-order property of 9'c! that there are, in order type, nc!(0c!) many 
ordinals v such that Vc! < v < OR9', and (V;', E, t59',) is a premouse. This 
property therefore carries over to tff, so that there are, in order type, i(nc!(0c!» 
many ordinals v such that i(vc!) < v < OR~ and (~~, E, t5~) is a premouse. 
It follows that there is a O'(O)'+I)th such ordinal; call it J.1.. 

Working in tff we can find a set X, with card~ (X) = card~ (VU~'1)+I) , such 
that 

and 
~~'1)+1 U {a, i(vc!)} ~ X. 

Let n: (X, E) ~ (P, E), where P is transitive, and set 
~ 9')'+1 = (P, E, n(t5 », 

v)'+1 = n(i(vc!», 
n)'+1 = n(O'). 

(Notice ~-:I E ~~'1)+1 ~ X, so ny+1 = n 0 a has domain L;:I') One can 
check easily that our induction hypotheses (i), (iii), and (iv) continue to hold. As 
for (ii), since card~ (X) = card~ (VU~'1)+I)' P can be coded by a set A E tff such 

that A ~ VU~'1)+I' But tff = Ult(9'c!, ny(£''{» agrees with Ult(9'y' ny(E"'{» 
through i(K), where K = crit(ny(E",{», and hence through ny(I1)+2 = 0'(11)+2 . 

.7 So A E Ult(9'y' ny(Ey », so A E 9'y, so 9'Y+1 E 9'y. 
This completes the inductive definition of {(n;, 9';, v) I i < w). Since 

9';+1 E 9'; for all i, we have a contradiction. 0 

By an alternating chain we mean an iteration tree !T of length w whose 
associated tree order T is defined by: n T m iff [en = 0/\ m > 0) V n == m (mod 
2)]. Alternating chains figure importantly in the determinacy proof of [MS]. 
Clearly, every alternating chain is a plus one iteration tree which is the union 
of two co final branches. Theorem 3.9 therefore implies that every alternating 
chain on a premouse L -< (~, E, (5) has a cofinal wellfounded branch. 

We do not know whether every plus one iteration tree on V of length w 
has a cofinal wellfounded branch. We discuss this question further in §5. From 
Theorem 3.9 we do get 

Corollary 3.10. Let L be a premouse elementary embeddable into (~, E, (5) 
for some Q, t5, and let !T be a plus one iteration tree of length w on L. 
Then !T has a cofinal branch. 
Proof. Let n : L ---+ 9' = (Va' E, (5) be elementary. So n!T is a plus one 
iteration tree of length w on 9'. Suppose !T has no cofinal branch; then 
the converse t of T is wellfounded. (Here ntm iff m Tn.) Letting On = 

. . 9' 
rank of n in T, for nEW, we have nTm => On > Om' But WI < OR , 
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. 11fT 
SO nTm =} i (en) > em' Thus 1I:Y is continuously illfounded, contrary to 
3.9. 0 

Mitchell [Mil] has defined a relation <l on extenders which in some sense 
measures their strength. For E and F extenders (over V), we have E <l 
F iff E E Ult(V, F). (This relation is now known as the Mitchell order, 
although it may not be transitive.) Mitchell showed in [Mil] that the restriction 
<l to normal measures (that is, (K, K+ 1) extenders) is wellfounded. Corollary 
3.10 comes close to generalizing this result to arbitrary extenders. For suppose 
E i+, <l E; for all i E w, and let T be the tree order on W given by: n T m iff 
(n = 0 1\ m > 0). Let Y = (T, (Ei liE w)). Then Y is an iteration tree 
of length w on V having no co final branch, and we have a contradiction to 
Corollary 3.10 if Y is a plus one tree. 

Notice that if Ei+, <l Ei for all i E wand there is a fixed K such that 
crit(E;) = K for all i, then the tree Y described in the previous paragraph is a 
plus one tree. Thus there is no infinite descending <l-chain whose extenders all 
have the same critical point. The next corollary is an application of this fact. If 
E and F are extenders with critical point K and 11: : Ih(E) --+ Ih(F) is order 
preserving and 1I:(K) = K, then we say that E is a subextender of F via 11: iff 
Va E [lh(E)]<W(Ea = F11"a)' 

Corollary 3.11. Let E be an extender; then E is not a subextender of any 
F E Ult( V, E). 
Proof. Suppose. not. Set Eo = E and E, = F. Let Eo be a subextender of 
E, ,via 11:. There is a natural embedding a: Ult(V, Eo) --+ Ult(V, E,) given 
by 

V 1/ V 
a([a, f]E) = [11: a, f]E' o I 

Clearly a t (crit(Eo) + 1) = id. Let 
E2 = aCE,). 

Then E, is a subextender of E2 via a, and E2 E Ult(V, E,), so we can 
continue to get E3 , E4 , etc. The result is an infinite descending <l-chain of 
extenders with the same critical point, a contradiction. 0 

Corollary 3.11 generalizes the easily proved fact that E i U1t( V, E). We 
do not know how to prove the corollary without resorting to Corollary 3.10. 
Also, we do not know whether Corollary 3.11 is true if the notion of subextender 
is liberalized by dropping the condition 1I:(K) = K. 

The second author has recently proved an extension of Theorem 3.9 which 
implies that, on arbitrary extenders, the Mitchell order is wellfounded. This 
work will be published elsewhere. 

Although we cannot show that every plus one iteration tree of length w on 
a premo use vi( -< (Va:' E, <5) has a cofinal well founded branch, we can do so 
granted the additional hypothesis that vi( is countable. In fact, we can then 
prove that there are even "better" branches. (We shall use the existence of 
"better" branches in the theory of inner models with more than one Woodin 
cardinal.) The idea behind the proof is an important ingredient in §4; it was 
inspired by Jensen's proof [J2] that V is linearly iterable. 
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Theorem 3.12. Let g- be a plus one iteration tree of length w on a countable 
premouse .fl. Suppose 7C : .fI ---+ (~, E, <5) is elementary. Then there is a 
cofinal branch b of g- and an elementary (J :.fI; ---+ (Va:' E, <5) such that 
the diagram 

commutes. 

(~ , E, <5) 
~ 

Proof. Suppose g- and 7C : .fI ---+ (~, E, <5) constitute a counterexample to 
Lemma 3.2. Let 9' = (V'1' E, <5) be a premouse such that rt > a. Let 7Cg-
be the copied tree on 9' = 9';.'T. We shall show that 7Cg- is continuously 
illfounded. This contradicts Theorem 3.9 and thereby completes the proof. 

Notice that 7C, .fI E 9' and .fI is countable in 9' . Thus in 9' we can form 
a tree (set of finite sequences closed under initial segment) 'lI whose infinite 
branches correspond exactly to pairs (b, (J) such that b is a cofinal branch 
of g- and (J :.fI; ---+ (~, E, <5) and 7C = (J 0 if. b' More precisely, working 

in 9', let m : w ----> (0 x Up<w.flJ) be such that m-1«p, x)) is infinite 

whenever x E .fIJ . We put (Pj , Yj ) I i:S; n) into 'lI iff 
(a) Po = 0 /\ 'Vi < n (Pj T Pj+1), and 

(b) (.fir., zo"" , zn) = (~, E, <5, Yo"" , Yn), where ze = l~n (x) if 

m(e) = (y, x) where y E [0, Peh and x E~.'T , and ze = 0 otherwise, and 

Ye = 7C(X) if m(e) = (0, x) where x E.fI;. 
Notice that 'lI is wellfounded, that is, has no infinite branches, by hypothesis. 
Let us write ~ =~.'T and 9'j = ~n.'T for i E w. Similarly, for b a 

branch of T we write ~ =.fI; and 9'b = ~n.'T for the direct limits along 
b in g- and 7Cg-. For any branch b of T, the copying construction gives an 
elementary 

7C b : ~ ---+ (V;::b, E, <59'b) , 

h .n.'T( ) . .'T .n.'T B d (). were a b = 10,b a ; moreover, 7Cb 0 lo,b = 10,b 0 7C. ut now om 7C IS 

hereditarily countable in 9'0' so i~~(7C(X)) = i~~(7C)(i~~(X)) = i~~(7C)(X). 
Th .1l.'T .n.'T () d us 10,b 07C = 10,b 7C , an 

.n.'T ( ) .!T 
10,b 7C = 7Cb 0 10,b' 

It follows that the pair (b, 7Cb) determines a branch of i~~('lI); moreover, 
this branch is determined continuously from b so that we can take (j n to be 
the rank in 9'n of i~~('lI) below an appropriate initial segment of the branch. 

More precisely, let 7Cn : Ln ---+ (V9'n, E, <59'n) , where a = ioll.'T (a), be 
On n ,n 

the canonical embedding from the copying construction. Fix k E w, and let 
(Pj I i :s; n) enumerate [0, kh in increasing order. For any e :s; n, let 
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m(e) = (y, X), and set 
Ye = i;~n (1ry(x)) 

if y E [0, Peh, and Ye = 0 otherwise. Finally, set 

Ok = rank of i~~(~) below ((Pi' Yi) Ii::; n). 

One can check routinely that the Ok 's witness the continuous illfoundedness of 
1r:T , the desired contradiction. 0 

The proofs of Theorems 3.7,3.9, and 3.12 contain most of the ideas we use in 
§4. We now describe briefly the remaining ideas, which concern the construction 
of transfinite stages in an enlargement. 

Definition 3.13. Let :T be an iteration tree of length w on L , and let b be 
a cofinal branch of :T. We say :T is continuously illfounded off b iff there 
are ordinals OnE L; , for nEW, such that whenever m i. band n T m , 
i':(On) > Om' and whenever mE b, Om = trm(Oo). 

Suppose L is a countable premouse and 1r : L ~ (~, E, (5) is elemen-
tary. Let :T be a plus one iteration tree of length W + 1 on vi( such that 
:T ~ W is continuously illfounded off b = [0, who We shall sketch the con-
struction of an enlargement ((1r y ' .9'Y' lIy) I y ::; w) of :T such that 1ry E.9',. 
for yEw, and .9',.+1 E .9'y whenever y + 1 i. b. Let On' nEw, witness 
the continuous illfoundedness of :T ~ W off b. Let 1ro = 1r, lIo = lI, and 
.9'0 = (~, E, (5) where" is large enough that {y Illo < y < " /\ (r;" E, (5) is 
a premouse} has order type °0 • Now suppose we have defined (1r y'.9'y' lIy)' 
where y < w. There are two cases, depending on whether y + 1 E b or not. If 
y + 1 i. b, then we use the argument of Theorem 3.9. Let c! = T-pred(y + 1), 
and t2' = Ult(.9'.;' 1ry(E~)). .9'/'+1 is a hull of a level of t2'; we use 0/'+1 to 
tell us which level, or, intuitively, how much ground to give. The hull is small 
enough that .9'/'+1 E .9',.. We get 1r,.+1 E .9',.+1 by an absoluteness argument. 
There is just one wrinkle here: we cannot use the argument from Theorem 
3.9 that t2' is wellfounded, as t2' may not be an internal ultrapower of .9'.; if 
3" E b (c! < " ::; y). So instead we use the proof of Theorem 3.7; the .9' 's are 
close enough to being the models of an iteration tree that this argument goes 
through. 

If y + 1 E b, we simply set .9'/'+1 = Ult(.9'.;' 1ry(E~)), where c! = 
T-pred(y + 1). Thus we have a canonical embedding j,;,y+1 : .9'.; ~ .9'Y+1. 
We get 1ry+l E .9'Y+1 again by an absoluteness argument. Notice that .9',.+1 is 
an internal ultrapower of .9'.; since .9',,+1 E.9'" for" + 1 i. b. 

Now let .9'w = direct limit of .9'';' c! E b, under the j.;,,. 'so .9'w is well-
founded as the ultrapowers along b at the enlargement level are internal. We 
would like to define 1r,., : L.'T ~ (v9'", , E, <59'",), where II = jo· (lIo) , by _ w ~ w ,w 
1rwUfw(x)) = j';w(1r.;(x)). The trouble is that if c! = T-pred(y + 1), y + 1 E b, 

then 1r/'+1 o/{/'+1 = j.; ,y+1 01r.; may fail. But we do have 1r/'+1 0 lfY+1 = 
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jl;,I'+1 0 r, where r is the natural embedding from the shift lemma, so for any 
finite X ~~!T we can arrange in the absoluteness argument producing 1Cy+1 

that (1CY+1 0 {1'+I)(X) = (j~,y+1 0 1C~)(X) for all x EX. Suppose we choose 
X = X~ ~ ~!T so that for all C; E b and x E ~!T, {'1(x) E X'1 for all 
sufficiently large,., E b. We can then define 1C,., by: 1C u: (x)) = j" (1CAx)) 

UI w ~,w ~,w., 

for C; E b and x such that i'['1(x) E X'1 for all ,., E b \ C;. 
To summarize: along wellfounded branches b of !T we internalize at the 

enlargement level and use pointwise eventual commutativity to define an em-
bedding from L[ into .9'b. 

If we try now to arrange that 1Cw E .9'w' we encounter our last problem. 
There may not be enough information in .9'w about (1Cc! I C; < w) to form in 
.9' w a tree whose branches are embeddings which agree as required with the 
1Cc!' C; < w. Our solution is to form a tree in .9'w which attempts to build not 
just 1Cw but new versions of the 1Cc! and .9'c! for C; < w. (Thus for !T of 
transfinite length, we shall build not just a single enlargement but a sequence of 
enlargements.) In order to show that this tree in .9' w has a branch, we need to 
know that sufficiently large fragments of the old 1Cc! and .9'c!' for C; < w, are 
in .9'w. For that we seem to need that !T is a plus two iteration tree. 

This finishes our catalogu~ of ideas from §4. What is left is just bookkeeping. 

4. ITERABILITY 

We shall prove a general result on the extendibility of countable iteration 
trees on countable elementary submodels of V. 

Definition 4.1. Let !T be an iteration tree on L, and 1C : L ....... (~, E, c5). 
Let b be a branch of !T. We say that b (or L[) is 1C-realizable if there is 
an elementary a : L[ ....... (Va' E, c5) such that 1C = a 0 i~ . 

Of course, being 1C-realizable is a property of !T, 0:, and c5, as well as of 
b , but these other parameters will be determined from context. 

Definition 4.2. Let !T be an iteration tree on L, 1C : L ....... (~, E, c5) and 
0: < P < Ih(!T). Suppose LJ F "E is an extender", and suppose crit(E) < 
p!T (0:, P) so that Ult(L;, E) makes sense. Let r: L; ....... Ult(L;, E) 
be the canonical embeddding. We say that Ult(L;, E) is 1C-realizable iff 
there is an elementary 

!T 
a : Ult(.A;. , E) ....... (~, E, c5) 

such that 1C = a 0 (r 0 i-g:). 

Again, certain parameters are determined by context. 
The following observations may clarify this concept. Let !T be a countable 

iteration tree on a countable L, and 1C : L ....... (Va' E, c5). Let .9' = (V'1' 
E, c5) be a premouse with 0: < ,.,. We can form the copied tree 1C!T on .9' 
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as long as the models we encounter are wellfounded; suppose this is always 
the case, so that Ih(g-) = Ih(ng-). Let b be a branch of g-, and suppose 
that gb = ~nfT is wellfounded. Then b is n-realizable. [Proof: the copying 
construction yields an elementary nb :./tf --+ (V';;b, E, ~.9'b), where a b = 
.nfT( ) .fT .nfT A d (). h d··l bl . lOb a ; moreover, nb 0 lOb = lOb 0 n . s om n IS ere Itan y counta e m 
9 , i;[ 0 n = i;[ (n). By absoluteness there is 'l" : M[ --+ (V';;b, E, ~.9'b) such 

that 'l"oi~ = i;[ (n) and 'l" E gb. That is, gb F "b is i;[ (n)-realizable". The 
elementarityof i;[ implies that b is n-realizable.] Thus the n-realizabilityof 
b implies the wellfoundedness of ./tf and is implied by the wellfoundedness 
of ~nfT . Similar remarks apply to the n-realizability of Ult (./t;, E). 

Our main theorem on iterability is 
Theorem 4.3. Let g- be a plus two iteration tree of countable length on a count-
able premouse ./t, and let n:./t --+ (Va' E, ~) be elementary. Suppose there 
is no maximal branch b of g- such that sup(b) < Ih(g-) and b is n-realizable. 
Then 

(a) if Ih(g-) is a limit ordinal, then g- has a co final branch which is n-
realizable; and 

(b) if P < y < Ih(g-) , ~fT F "E is an extender", and crit(E) + 1 < 
pfT (P, y), then Ult(./tJ, E) is n-realizable. 

We shall derive Theorem 4.3 from a weaker version of itself involving con-
tinuously illfounded trees, just as we derived Theorem 3.12 from Theorem 3.9. 
Definition 4.4. Let g- be an iteration tree of countable limit length A on a 
premouse ./t . Let X be a co final subset of A of order type w. Then 

(a) (g-, M) is continuously illfounded iff there are ordinals Oa E./t;, for 
a < A, such that whenever aT p, l~(Oa) > Op if 3y E X(a < y :::; P) and i:; (0 a) = 0 p otherwise; 

(b) if b is a cofinal branch of g- , then (g-, M) is continuously illfounded 
off b if there are ordinals 0 a E ./t; , for a < A, such that whenever aT P , 
i:;(Oa) > Op if P fj. band 3y E X(a < y:::; P), and i:;(Oa) = Op otherwise. 

Notice that we need not say "continuously illfounded with respect to X", 
since if X and Yare cofinal subsets of A of order type w, then (g-, M) 
is continuously illfounded with respect to X iff (g-, M) is continuously ill-
founded with respect to Y. We sketch the proof of this in the case X C; Y 
and leave the rest to the reader. Let (Oa I a < A) witness that (g-, M) is 
continuously illfounded with respect to X, and for a < A let n(a) be the 
(finite) number of elements of Y between a and inf(X \ (a + 1)); then the 
ordinals tla = W· Oa + n(a) witness that (g-, M) is continuously illfounded 
"with respect to Y". 
Definition 4.5. Let g- be an iteration tree of countable length on a premo use 
./t. Then g-, M is self-justifying iff for every limit A < lh(g-) , (g- fA, ./t) 
is continuously illfounded off [0, Xh. 
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Lemma 4.6. Let iT be a plus two iteration tree of countable length on a premouse 
L which is elementarily embeddable into some (Va' E, 6). Suppose (iT, M) 
is self-justifying. Then 

(a) iT is not continuously illfounded, and 
(b) if ft < y < Ih(iT) , ~!T F= .. E is an extender," and crit(E) + 1 < 

p!T (ft, y), then Ult(L{, E) is wellfounded. 

Let us assume Lemma 4.6 for the moment, and finish the proof of Theorem 
4.3. 

Proof of Theorem 4.3. Let iT and n : L ~ (~, E, 6) furnish a counterex-
ample. Let 11 > a be such that .9 = (V"' E, 6) is a premouse. Let niT be 
the copied tree on .9. (We are not assuming Ih(niT) = Ih(iT); niT mayen-
counter an illfounded model at some stage < Ih(iT) and, at that stage, become 
undefined. ) 

Claim 1. (niT, .9) is self-justifying. 

Proof. Let A. < Ih(niT) by a limit ordinal, and let b = [0, A.h be the cofinal-
in- A. branch of niT. Let X ~ A. be co final and have order type (j). Using X 
we can define a tree ~ E.9 whose infinite branches are precisely those (c, (J) 

such that c is a co final in A. branch of iT, c =1= b, and (J :~!T ~ (Va' E, 6) 
and n = (J 0 i~ . The tree ~ is wellfounded by hypothesis, but i~; (~) has a 
branch whenever c is a cofinal-in-A. branch of iT and c =1= b; namely (c, nJ, 
where nc comes from the copying construction. Thus .9c is illfounded, and 
one can check that the illfoundedness is given continuously. 

More precisely, we define ~ as follows. Fix a map m : (j).~ (A. x UPd L{) 
such that m-I((ft, x)) is infinite whenever ft < A. and x E L{. We put a 
pair ((ao'" an)' (yo'" y n)) of sequences into ~ iff 

(1) ao fj. b A. Vi < n(ai T ai+1 A. 3y E X (a i < y ::; a i+I)) , and 
!T (2) (La' ZO"'Zn) == (Va' E, 6, YO"'Yn), where for e ::; n, ze = 

{an (x) ir" m(e) = (ft, x) andft Tae and x E L{, and ze = 0 other-

wise, and for e::;n, ye=n(x) if m(e)=(O, x) with xEL[. 
Clearly, ~ is wellfounded. Now for y < A., we let ()y = rank of (0, 0) in 

i~;(~) if y E band 

()y = rank of ((ao ... an)' (yo'" Y n)) in i~; (~) 

if y fj. b, where 

ao = least in [0, yh \ b, 
ai+! = least 11 E [0, yh such that 3~ E X (a i < ~ ::; a i+!), 

and n is largest such that an is defined, and for e ::; n, Ye = na (ze)' 
n 

where ze = {an (x) if m(e) = (ft, x) with ft T ae and x E L{, and 
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Ze = 0 otherwise. Here nan: L:' --+ i~-:n ((Va' E, 6)) comes from the 
copying construction. One can check routinely that (Oy I Y < A) witnesses that 
(nY fA, go) is continuously illfounded off b. 0 

Claim 2. Ih(nY) = Ih(Y) . 

Proof. As nY is self-justifying, Lemma 4.6 implies that we do not encounter 
illfoundedness at successor steps. Suppose then that A = Ih(nY) is a limit 
ordinal and A < Ih(Y). Let b = [0, Ah so that ~7I!T is illfounded. The 
proof of Claim 1 shows that nY is continuously illfounded off b. But since 
~7I!T is itself illfounded, this means that nY is continuously illfounded. As 
nY is self-justifying, this contradicts Lemma 4.6. 0 

Now let us consider the two ways Y might fail to satisfy the conclusion of 
Theorem 4.3. Suppose first Ih(Y) = A is a limit ordinal and no cofinal-in- A 
branch of Y is n-realizable. The proof of Claim 1 then shows that nY is 
continuously illfounded, contradicting Lemma 4.6. So suppose P < y < Ih(Y) , 
L; 1= "E is an extender", crit(E) + 1 < p!T (P, y), and Ult(Lf, E) is 
not n-realizable. For any 1} < Ih(Y) , let nrJ : L{ --+ i~-; ((Va' E, 6)) be 
given by the copying construction. Now Ult(Lp7l!T, ny(E)) is wellfounded by 
Lemma 4.6 and the fact nY is self-justifying. Let r: Lf --+ Ult(Lf, E) 
and If/: L;!T --+ Ult(L;!T, ny(E)) be the canonical embedings, and let 

.7I!T a: Ult(Lp ' E) --+ If/ 0 lOp ((Va' E, 6)) 

be given by the shift lemma. We have that 

a 0 (r 0 l~) = (If/ 0 i~:; ) 0 n = (If/ 0 i~:; ) (n). 

By absoluteness, there is a a* E Ult(Lp7l!T, ny(E)) such that 

* !T .7I!T a : Ult(Lp , E) --+ If/ 0 lOp ((Va' E, 6)) 

and a* 0 (r 0 i~) = (If/ 0 i~f)(n). That is, Ult(Lf, E) is (If/ 0 i~f)(n)
realizable in the model Ult(Lp7l!T, ny(E)). This implies that Ult(Lf, E) is 
n-realizable in V. This contradiction finishes the proof of Theorem 4.3. 0 

The rest of this section is devoted to the proof of Lemma 4.6. 
The heart of the proof is the construction of a certain sequence of enlarge-

ments of a putative bad Y. We make use of the following bookkeeping device 
in this construction. 

Definition 4.7. Let T be a tree order on A, and let p : A --+ A. We call p a 
preservation junction for T iff 

(1) p(a) ~ a for all a < A, p(y) < y for all limit y < A, and p(a) IS a 
successor ordinal for all a < A, a =f. 0 ; 

(2) for limit y ~ A, lim infp(a) = y; and 
a-+y 
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(3) if y < A is a limit ordinal, then for all sufficiently large a < y such that 
aTy 

(a) (a < Yf < y 1\ -'YfTy) ~ p(Yf) > a, and 
(b) if oTy and a = T-pred(o), then p(o) = a + 1. 

Definition 4.8. Let p be a preservation function for T. We say that a survives 
at P (relative to p) iff aTp and 

(1) 'v'y E [a, Ph'v'Yf [(y < Yf < P 1\ -.YfTP) ~ p(Yf) > y], and 
(2) 'v'o E (a, Ph'v'y (y = T-pred(o) ~ p(o) = y + 1). 
Let aTyT P; then it is easy to see that a survives at P if and only if 

a survives at y and y survives at p. Notice also that condition (3) in the 
definition of "preservation function" just asserts that all sufficiently large aT y 
survive at y. Finally, notice that it is possible that a survives at P and yet 
for some y such that a < y < p, p(y) s:; a. In this case, y must be a limit 
ordinal such that a T y T P . 
Lemma 4.9. Let T be a tree order on A, where A is countable. There is a 
preservation function for T. 

Proof. Fix n : A l~l OJ, and for a < A let 

{
the least k such that k = n(y) for some limit y with aTy 

bi( a) = if such a k exists, 
OJ if no such k exists 

("bi" is for "branch index"). We first define an approximation q to the desired 
p. Let a < A. 
Case O. a = O. Set 

q(a) = O. 
Case 1. 3p (P = T-pred(a)). We set 

q(a) = { P + 1 if'v'Yf(P. < Yf < a ~ bi(Yf) ~ bi(a)) , 
a otherwIse 

where P = T -pred( a) . 

Case 2. a is aT-limit. In this case, let 

F = {Yf < a I n(Yf) < n(a)} , 
G = {Yf < a I-'YfTa 1\ bi(Yf) s:; n(a)} , 
H = {Yf < a IYfTa 1\ bi(Yf) =J n(a) 1\ bi(Yf) =J bi(a)}. 

We set 
q(a) = sup(F U G U H) + 1. 

This completes the definition of q. We claim that if a < A is a limit, 
then q(a) < a. That is, the sets F, G, and H occurring in the definition 
are bounded in a. For F this is obvious as n is 1-1. If G were cofinal 
in a, we could fix k s:; n(a) such that G' = {Yf E G I bi(Yf) = k} is cofinal 
in a. Let k = n(y), so that G' ~ [0, Yh. Now [0, yh is closed in the 
order topology on the ordinals, so a E [0, yh. But then Yf E G' ~ Yf T a, 
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a contradiction. Finally suppose H were co final in a. Now if 11 E H, then 
bi(11) < n(a), so we can fix k < n(a) such that bi(11) = k for cofinally many 
11 E H. Let k = n(y). As before, a E [0, yh as [0, yh is closed. If aTy, 
then n(y) :::: bi(a) :::: bi(11) for 11Ta, so bi(a) = k, contrary to the definition of 
H. If a = y, then n(a) = k, contrary to the fact k = bi(11) for some 11 E H. 
Thus F, G, and H are bounded in a, so that q(a) < a. 

We now show that q has all the properties required of a preservation func-
tion, except that lim infa--+A q(a) = A. may fail if A. is a limit. Referring to 
Definition 4.7, we see at once that the properties in group (1) hold of q. Con-
sider now (2) for limit y < A.; suppose liminfa--+y q(a) i= y, and let P < y be 
such that q(a) < P for cofinally many a < y. Let t5 be such that t5 T y and 
P < t5; then bi(t5) < OJ and, whenever a > t5, q(a) < P, and q(a) is defined 
by.case 1, then bi(a) ::; bi(t5). So if q(a) is defined by Case 1 for cofinal in y 
many a such that q(a) < P , we can fix bi(a) = k < OJ for cofinal in y many 
such a. But then bi(a) = k :::} aT y, as bi(a) = k cofinally in y. So we 
have P < a < a' < y such that a T a' Ty and q(a') < P and q(a') is defined 
by Case 1, a contradiction. Thus q(a) is defined by Case 2 for co finally many 
a < y such that q(a) < p. But the F of Case 2 is a subset of P for such a, 
so n(p) :::: n(a) for such a, so there are finitely many such a, a contradiction. 

We now check (3). Let y < A. be a limit. Let p < y and k < OJ be 
such that whenever aT y and P ::; a, bi(a) = k. (Here k = n(y) or k = 
bi(y).) We also choose P large enough that 'V11(P ::; 11 < Y :::} n(11) > k) and 
'V11(P::; 11 < y A. '11 T Y :::} bi(11) > k). We claim that (3)(a),(b) hold at all aT y 
such that P ::; a. So fix such on a. 

For (a), let a < 11 < y and '11 T y. Suppose q(11) ::; a toward contradiction. 
If q(11) is defined by Case 1, then k = (a) :::: bi(11) > k. So q(11) is defined by 
Case 2, and the G of Case 2 is a subset of a, so that a ¢. G. But a < 11 and 
bi(a) = k < n(11), so if ,aT11 then a E G, a contradiction. Thus aT11. Since 
11 > P and '11Ty, n(11) > k and bi(11) > k. It follows that a E H, where H 
is the set occurring in the definition of q(11). Thus q(11) > a, a contradiction. 

For (b), if t5 T y and T-pred( t5) = a, then a < 11 < t5 :::} '11 T y, so 
a < 11 < t5 :::} bi(11) > k = bi(t5) , so q(t5) = a + 1 by Case 1 of the definition. 

Thus if A. is not a limit ordinal, then q is the desired preservation function. 
If A. is a limit ordinal, we must deal with the case y = A. of condition (2), 
and for that modify q. Let (a j liE OJ) be a strictly increasing sequence with 
SUPj a j = A.. Define 

{ 
q(P) 

p(P) = a j + 1 if 
max(q(p), a j + 2) if 

if P ::; a o + 1, 
P = a j +1 + 1, 
a j + 1 < P ::; a j+1• 

If y < A. is a limit ordinal, then since lim infa--+y q(a) = y, we have that 
p(a) = q(a) for all sufficiently large a < y. Using this observation, it is easy 
to see that p is a preservation function for T. 0 

We shall use a preservation function to tell us, among other things, when to 
take hulls in constructing our sequence of enlargements. For this we want the 
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ordinals witnessing continuous illfoundedness, which provide V,,'s in which to 
take hulls, to appear when p needs them. 

Definition 4.10. Let !T be an iteration tree on Land p a preservation func-
tion for the associated tree order T. We say that (!T, M) is p-continuously 
il/founded iff there are ordinals ()" E L: ' for a < Ih(!T) , such that whenever 
aTp, 

a survives at P :::} l~ ((),.) = () p 

and 
a does not survive at P :::} l~ (() ,,) > () p. 

Definition 4.10 is reasonable because if Pi T Pi+1 and Pi does not survive 
at Pi+1' for all i E ro, then {a I 3i(aTP j )} is a maximal branch of!T 
by condition (3) of Definition 4.7. Conversely, if b is a maximal, noncofinal 
branch of !T, then there are arbitrarily large P E b such that P does not 
survive at some y E b, y > P . This follows from the fact that if y = sup b , all 
sufficiently large a E [0, yh survive at y. For then there are arbitrarily large 
y E b such that for some 17 E [0, Ah with T-pred(y) < 17 < y, 17 survives at 
A. For such y and 17, the fact that 17 survives at A. implies p(y) > 17, using 
(1) of Definition 4.8. But then (2) of Definition 4.8 implies T-pred(y) does not 
survive at y. 

Proof of Lemma 4.6. Suppose the lemma fails, and fix a countable plus two 
iteration tree !T on a premo use L, together with an elementary n : L -+ 
(v,.o' E, <>0)' so that (!T, L) is self-justifying and one of the conclusions 
of Lemma 4.6 fails. Let Ih(!T) be minimal among all such counterexamples 
(!T, L, n) to Lemma 4.6. We may, and do, assume L is countable. [Let 
17 be large enough that everything relevant is in V'1. Let 0: (Q, E) -+ (~, E) 
be elementary, where Q is countable and transitive and !T, L E ran( 0). 

- -
Let o(L) = Land 0(!T) = !T. Then Q F "(!T, L) is self-justifying and 

-
one of the conclusions of Lemma 4.6 fails for (!T, M) ", so this is in fact true 

- - - -
of (!T, L). On the other hand, no (0 ~ L) : L -+ (V , E, <». So we can 

)'0 
- - -

replace (!T), L by (!T, L) and n by no (0 ~ L).] 
Fix a preservation function p for the tree order T associated to !T. If 

Ih(!T) is a limit ordinal, then we assume there is a strictly increasing sequence 
(a j liE ro) such that the SUPjEwaj = Ih(!T) and p(ai+1 + 1) = a i + 1 and 
'<I17(a i + 1 < 17 ~ ai+l :::} a i + 1 < P(17)) for all i E ro. The proof of Lemma 4.9 
actually constructed such a p in the case Ih(!T) is a limit ordinal. 

We may assume that (!T, L) is p-continuously illfounded. For let 9' = 
(~, E, <>0) be a premouse with 17 > Yo' and let n!T be the copied tree on 
9'. Clearly, (n!T, 9') is self-justifying. But then since !T has minimal length 
among all counterexamples to Lemma 4.6, Ih(n!T) = Ih(!T). Also, n!T is a 
counterexample to Lemma 4.6, as this property of !T is carried by n. Finally, 
n!T is p-continuously illfounded. To see this, we argue as before. Fix a map 
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m : w --+ (lh(9'"") X Up<lh(.:T).4[) such that if x E .4[, then m-I((p, x)) 
is infinite. We form a tree OJ! in .9 by putting ((O:O"'O:n)' (Yo"'Yn)) E OJ! 
iff (i) 0:0 = 0, (ii) Vi < n(O:jTO: j+1 1\ O:j does not survive at 0:i+1) , and (iii) 

Y . 9 
(~n' ZO"'Zn)=(~o' E, 00, Yo···yn),whereforeS:;n, Ze=lp,an(X) 
if m(e) = (P, x) where p T O:e and x E .4[, and ze = 0 otherwise. 
OJ! is wellfounded because an infinite branch of OJ! would yield a maximal 
wellfounded branch of 9'"", and 9'"", being a counterexample to Lemma 4.6, 
has no such branches. Now let n" :.4: --+ i~;- (( ~o' E, 00 )) come from the 

. copying construction. Let y < Ih(9'""); we define an ordinal ()y E ~1lY. Let 
0:0 = 0, and O:j+1 = least p E [0, yh such that O:j T P and O:j does not 
survive at p. Let n be largest such that O:n is defined. For e s:; n such that 
m(e) = (11, x) for some 11 E [0, O:eh and x E .4: ' set Ye = i;; (n,,(x)) , 

and for e s:; n otherwise set Ye = 0. We then let ()y be the rank in i~; (OJ!) of 
((O:j' Y) liS:; n) . One can easily check that the ()y 's witness the p-continuous 
illfoundedness of (n9'"", .9). Finally, we can reduce .9 again to a countable 
model: let (J : (Q, E) --+ (~, E) where Q is transitive, <! is large, and .9, 
n9'"", p E ran( (J). Then (J -I (n9'"") is a self-justifying plus two tree on (J-I 
(.9) which is a counterexample to one of the conclusions of Lemma 4.6 and is 
(J-I(p) = P continuously illfounded. Moreover, (J ~ (J-I(.9) : (J-I(.9) --+.9 = 
(V"' E, 00 ), So we can replace .4 by (J-I(.9) , 9'"" by (J-I(n9'"") , and n by 
(J ~ (J-I(.9). 

To summarize, we now have a countable premouse .4, an embedding n : 
.4 --+ (V , E, 00 ), and a countable plus two iteration tree 9'"" on .4 such that 

Yo 
(9'"", .4) is p-continuously illfounded for a preservation function p having a 
certain additional property if Ih(9'"") is a limit. Moreover (by minimality), if 
Ih(9'"") = y + 1 for some y, then there is an extender E E ~Y and p s:; y 
such that crit(E) + 1 < pY (P, y) and U1t(.4[, E) is illfounded. From this 
we shall derive a contradiction. 

The following notation will be useful. Suppose Ih(9'"") = y + 1 , and fix 
E E ~Y such that crit(E) + 1 < pY (P, y) and Ult(.4[, E) is illfounded. 
Let Ie = crit(E), and set 

) { least successor ordinal 2:: f.lY (11) 
g(l1 = 

least· successor ordinal 2:: max(f.lY (11), Ie) if P s:; 11 < y. 
Then for 0: < 0 s:; y, we set 

f.lY(O:, 0) = inf{g(l1) I 0: s:; 11 < o}. 

Let us call a plus one enlargement ((na , .9a' va) I 0: s:; l) of (9'"", .4) good 
if na agrees with n" through f.lY (0:, l) for all 0: < l. 

If Ih(9'"") is a limit ordinal, we let f.lfT (0:, 0) = inf{g(l1) I 0: s:; 11 < o}, 
where g(l1) is the least successor ordinal 2:: f.lY (11) for all 11. In this case, if 
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((na , 9'a' Va) I a ~ A.) is any plus one enlargement, then na agrees with n). 
through Jl:'T (a, A.) for all a < A.; thus any plus one enlargement is good. 

Notice that in either case g(fJ) < p.'T(fJ, fJ + 1) for all fJ because fT is a 
plus two tree. 

We shall obtain our contradiction from a certain enlargement of (fT, L), 
which we construct as a "limit" of a sequence (~a I a < Ih(fT)) of enlargements 
of (fT, L), ~a being of length a + 1 . Before going to the construction, we 
show that no illfounded ultrapowers will arise in the course of it. To that end, 
we must record some properties ofthe sequence (~a I a < Ih(fT)) we are about 
to construct-in fact, nearly all its properties. 

Definition 4.11. Let A. ~ Ih(fT), and for a < A. let ~a = ((n;, 9';, vp) I 
p ~ a) be a good plus one enlargement of (fT, L). We call the sequence 
(~a I a < A.) connected iff there are elementary jat5 : 9': -+ 9'; defined when 
a survives at tJ such that the following conditions hold: 

(0) For a + 1 < A., ~a+1 r a + 1 is also a good plus one enlargement of 
(fT, L). Moreover, vp E 9'; , for p ~ a < A.. 

(1) Let pea + 1) = P + 1, where a + 1 < A.. Then 
(i) ~a+1 = ~a for y ~ p; 
(ii) if P < a, then letting p = n:(jl.'T (P, a)) we have 

(a) V.9': C 9'<>+ 1 
p+1 - a ' 

(b) 9':+1 E 9': and 9': F "9':+1 has the same cardinality as VP+I ", 
and 

(c) for some fJ > 
9'a+ 1 -+ (V.9': E tJ.9': ) 

a '7" 

V;, fJ E 9':, there is an elementary n : 
such that n r V;:1 = identity, ran(n:) ~ ran(n), 

and na+1 = n- I 0 na . 
a a' 

(iii) if P + 1 < a, then there is a sequence ((91y , fJ~) I P < y < a and 
o ~ i < w) E 9':+1 such that for P < y < a and i E W 

() i i+ 1 r771 a fJy < fJy E .:7ly , 

(b) 9ly is a premouse, and (~Y, E, tJ91y ) is a premouse, 
'7y 

(c) 9'ya+1 = (V-:Y, E, tJ91y ), and 
'7 y 

(d) n;+1 agrees with n:+1 through jl.'T (y, a); 
(iv) let t5 = T-pred(a + 1); then 

9'a+1 = U1t(9'a+1 na+'(ET)) a+1 15' a a ' 
and if i: 9't5a+ 1 -+ 9'::/ is the canonical embedding, then 

a+1 _ .( a+l) 
va+1 - 1 Vo ' 

and if t5 survives at a + 1 , then J' - i and J' - J' 0 J' for t5,a+1 - y,a+1 - t5,a+1 y,t5 
y T t5, y surviving at t5 . 

(2) Let a < A. be a limit. Then 
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(i) .9>: is the direct limit of the .9>:, for pTa such that p survives at 
a, under the j Po's for p surviving at a, j Po.: .9>: --->.9>: is the canonical 
embedding; II: is the common value of j po. (11%) for all p surviving at a; 

(ii) (Pointwise eventual commutativity) if pTa and x E Lf ' then for 
all sufficiently large y T a, whenever y ToT a we have jl'o(n~ (i~(x))) 
n~(i~(x)) ; 

(iii) for y < p(a), ~o. = eventual value of ~p as p ---> a; 
(iv) for some «!Jfp ' fl~) I p(a) ::; P < a and i E OJ) belonging to .9>: ' we 

have 
(a) fl~ < fl~+\ E!Jfp ' for all p, i, 
(b) !Jfp is a premouse, and (V~p, E, o.9RP) is a premouse, for all p, i, 

'1p 

(c) .9>; = (V~P, E, o.9RP) , for all p. 
'1p 

Remarks. 1. If a < p and P(fl) > y for all fl such that a < fl ::; p, then 
~o. = Wi. Thus the eventual value referred to in (2)(iii) exists. 
2. The jo.P 's are uniquely determined by (Wo. I a < A). 
3. Let (Wo. I a < A) be connected, and suppose p < a < A and Vfl(P < fl ::; 
a => P < P(fl)). Let p = n;(jiY (P, a)) = np(jiY (P, a)) = n~(JiY (P, a)). 
Then 

moreover, 
.9'0 .9'P 

Vp':\ ~ Vp:; for P < y < a. 
[Fix P; the proof is by induction on a. Call the assertion to be proved (*). 

a limit. Notice first that for all sufficiently large 0 + 1 E [0, ah, crit(E[) > 
JiY(P, a). For if P ::; 0 < a, then Ji''T(P, a) ::; g(o) < pY(o, 0 + 1) = 
strength of E[ in Li . But all our extenders have strength less than or equal 
to the image of the critical point, so if crit(E[) ::; JiY (P, a) for arbitrar-
ily large 0 + 1 E [0, a h then L; is illfounded, a contradiction. Now let 
fl E [0, ah be large enough that P < fl, fl survives at a, and crit(E[) > 
JiY (P ,a) whenever 0 + 1 E [fl, ah. So .9>0.0. is the direct limit of the .9>(,(' , 
for C; E [fl, ah, under the jo(' 'so If C;, 0 + 1 E [fl, a)T and T-pred(o + 1) 
= C;, then .9>::/ = U1t(.9>(,(', n~+\ (E[)). But then crit(n~+\ (E[)) > 
n~+\(JiY(P, a)) = n~+\(JiY(P, a)) (since JiY(P, a) ::; JiY(P, 0)) = 

n;(JiY (P, a)) (since P(fl) > P for P < fl ::; a) = p. Thus crit(j'lo.) > p, 

so that ~1 = V~~: = v:,.{ and ~~ = V~~ ~ V~ by induction. Finally, 
if y < a, then either .9>yo. =.9>: for 0 < a sufficiently large, so we can apply 
induction, or .9>0. E .9>0. , so we can apply (*) for .9>0. . y a a 
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a successor. Let 0 = T-pred(a) so that .9: = Ult(.90" , n~_1 (£':1)). 
Because !T is a plus two tree, g(a - 1) + 1 ::; p.'T (a - 1, a). Thus .9,," 
agrees with .9:-1 through n~_1 (g(a - 1)) + 1. But f.1,.'T (ft, a) ::; g(a - 1), 
and n~_I(f.1,.'T(ft, a)) = np(f.1,.'T(ft, a)) = n;(f.1,.'T(ft, a)) = p. (To see that 
n~_1 (f.1,.'T (ft, a)) = np(f.1,.'T (ft, a)), notice that g''' t a is an enlargement 
and f.1,.'T(ft, a)::; f.1,.'T(ft, a-I).) So .9: agrees with .9:-1 through p + 1 
and v:,:~ ~ .9,,"_1. But now .9,,"_1 = .9:~/ if pea) = a. If pea) < a, then 
setting v = n~=:(f.1,.'T(p(a) - 1, a-I)) we see from (1)(ii) of Definition 4.11 
h 0lJ" . 0lJ,,-1 d _.9'0 I 0lJ,,-1 t at .:T,,_I agrees wIth .::r,,_1 through v + 1 an that vv+y ~ .:T,,_I • We see 

also that n~_I(f.1,.'T(p(a) - 1, a-I)) = v. Since ft ::; pea) - 1, f.1,.'T(ft, a) ::; 
f.1,.'T (p(a) - 1, a-I), and thus p ::; v. It follows that .9: agrees with .9,,"~/ 
through p + 1 and that v:,:~ ~ .9,,"~/ . By induction then, .9,," has the desired 
agreement with .9: . 

Finally, if y < a-I then either g;o. = g;o.-I or g;o. E.9o. I' and in either 
)')' )'. 0.-

case (*) holds for .9)'o..J 
4. Suppose ft = T-pred(a) and ft survives at a. Let (g'T/ 1 1'/ < A) be a 

connected sequence of enlargements. Then j po. : .9: ---+.9: is internal; that 
is, it comes from an ultrapower by the extender belonging to .9: . For .9: = 
Ult(.9:, n~_1 (E:-" I )) , and j p" is the canonical embedding. If a-I = ft , 

then n~_1 (E:-" I ) E .9; =.9:' If a-I 2: ft + 1, then as pea) = ft + 1 we 

see from (1)(ii) of Definition 4.11 that .9:-1 is coded by a set A E v::~-=-i , 
where p = n~=:(f.1,.'T(ft, a-I)). By remark 3, A E.9:, so .9,,"_1 E.9:, so 

n~_I(E:-"I) E.9:. 
5. From remark 4 we see that the direct limit yielding .9: in the case a 

is a limit (Definition 4.11 (2)(i)) is the limit of an internal iteration. So in 
constructing a connected sequence of enlargements, we need not worry directly 
about the wellfoundedness of .9: ' a limit. 

We can now prove the sub lemma for whose sake we have isolated the notion 
of a connected sequence of enlargements. 

Sublemma 4.12. Let (g''' 1 a ::; 0) be a connected sequence of enlargements of 
(!T, .41). Say g''' = «np' .9;, v;).1 ft ::; a). Suppose .900 is elementar-
ily embeddable into some (v:" E, 0). Suppose.9: F "E is an extender", 
and suppose crit (E) < n:(f.1,.'T (ft, 0)), where ft < o. Then U1t(.9%, E) is 
wellfounded. 
Proof. Let 0 be least such that the sublemma is false for some sequence (g''' 1 

a ::; 0) of length 0 + 1 . By taking a Skolem hull, we can find a counterexample 
«g''' 1 a ::; 0), E) to the sublemma such that all the .9;, ft ::; a ::; 0, are 
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countable. (See, e.g., the proof of Theorem 3.7.) So we fix such a counterex-
ample. 

Our plan, as in the proof of Theorem 3.7, is to construct wellfounded premice 
9f and ..9, together with elementary embeddings 7r : .9: -+ (V:' E, 691 ) 

() ,98 098 () .'T and a:.9p -+..9 such that 7r r Vp 8 = a r Vp P, where p = 7r()(Ji (P, ()) = 
7r;(Ji.'T (P, ()), 7r E 9f , and 9f F ".9: is countable". This is a contradiction. 

(There is a sequence (Ai liE OJ) , with Ai E Ea ' such that (a(Ai) liE OJ) has , 
-

empty "intersection". But ((Ai' ai) liE OJ) E 9f since in fact Vw+1 ~ 9f , and 
- -

7r E 9f, and 7r(Ai) = a(AJ It followS that 9f F "7r(E) is not OJ-complete", 
a contradiction. See the proof of Theorem 3.7 for more detail.) 

Fix maps n: () J:!.. OJ and m: OJ ~ {(P, x) I P::; () Ax E .9/}. We now 
define, by induction on P ::; () , premice Q! ' embeddings at and ordinals Ji! ' 
for a ::; P , such that the following conditions hold. 

(1) at :.9! -+ (VIl
Q , E, 6Q) elementarily, where Ji = Ji! E Q = Q! . 

(2) (a~ 0 7r~, Q~, a~(v~» I a ::; y ::; P) is a connected sequence of enlarge-
ments of (:T, vii). Moreover, if a < P , then at agrees with a% through p, 

where p = 7r! (Ji.'T (a , P» = 7r;(Ji.'T(a, P». 
For a surviving at P let jaP :.9: -+.9/ and kaP : Q: -+ Q; be the maps 

given by connectedness. 
(3) (Commutativity at small indices) Suppose m(e) = (a, x) where a 

survives at p, and suppose y E [a, Ph is such that e ::; n(~) for all ~ E 

(y, Ph. Then letting y = jay(x) , we have kyp(a;(y») = a%Uyp(y». 
(4) (Commutativity at small ranks) Suppose a survives at p, and let 6 be 

small enough that 6 < p(y) whenever a < y ::; p. Let p = 7r:( Ji.'T (6, P» = 
7r;(Ji.'T (6, P», and x E v:: . Suppose that crit UaP ) > p and crit (kap ) > 
a:(p). Then kap(a:(x» = a% Uap (x» . 

(5) a% E Q; ; moreover, Q; F ".9/ is countable", and in fact ~ E Q! ' 
where K is the least measurable cardinal, for all a, p. 

If we define such Q! ' at ' and Ji! then we shall have carried out our plan, 
for we can set 9f = Q!, Ji = Ji:, and ..9 = (r:Q , E, 6Q ) where v = Ji; and 

() () () 
Q = Qp' 7r = a(), and a = ap . 

. 0 P = o. By hypothesis we have an elementary 7r :.90 -+ (V'1' E, 6). Let 
y > 11 be such that (~, E, 6) is a premouse, and set 

o Qo = (~, E, 6), 
o ao = 7r, 

o 
Jio = 11· 
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p successor. We follow (1) of Definition 4.11. 
(i) For a < p(P), set (a:, Q!, .u!) = (a:- I , Q!-I, .u!-I). 
(ii) Suppose p(P) < p, and let p = n;=: (.ug- (p(P) - 1, P - 1)). Let 

P gP-1 gP-1 n·g; ____ (V P-I E 6 P-I) . P-I 1/" 

be as in (1)(ii) of 4.11. (So g;:_1 E g;{:/, has cardinality that of ~+I there, 
-.9':~i· .. * P-I * P-I and n f Vp+'1 1S the 1dent1ty.) Let 11 = ap_ I (11), p = ap_ I (p), and 

.u = .u;=:. We define 

Q:_I = transitive collapse of a Skolem closure of 
QP-I * P_I gP-I.. QP-I V P-I U {11 a ~ V P-I} mS1de V P-I p·+1 '/' P-I I 1/ f.I • 

P QP-I 
Let r: QP_ I ---- Vf.I P-I be the inverse of the collapse. Set 

P -I * 
.uP-I = r (11) , 

P -I P-I _.!Jl1P-1 
ap_I = r (ap_ I f v'1 P-I ) ° n 

-I P-I =r oap_lon. 

The following commutative diagram involving the models and embeddings just 
defined may be helpful. 

In all cases, the embeddings are actually into a rank of the range model. 
(iii) Suppose p(P) < P - 1 . By (1 )(iii) of Definition 4.11 we have a sequence 

((9i'y' 11;) I p(P) ::; y < P - lId E OJ)) E g;:_1 

such that g;P = V9l', for p(P) ::; y < P - 1 . We define 
y 1/~ 

Q~ = aff-I ((V1/~" E, 69l'y)) , , 
P P 0 .uy = ap_ I (11y) , 

and 
P P P ay = ap_ I f g;y , 

for p(P) ::; y < P - 1. 
Remark. This is the point at which we use that there are OJ-many 11y 's, for each 
y. The sequence verifying (1)(iii) for the Q~ 's is ((~, c;;) I p(P)::; y < P-l 

. 07 P ( r72J ) d):i P (i+ I ) and I E OJ), where J y = ap_l..:ny an "y = ap_ I 11y . 
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(iv) Let f5 = T -pred(p), so that by (1 )(iv) of Definition 4.11, [JlJ: = 

Ult([JlJf, n;_1 (£f-I)). We define 
P P P P fT Qp = Ult(Q,5' ap_I (np_I (£p_I)))' 

and let k: Q: --+ Q; be the canonical embedding so that k = k,5p if f5 survives 
at p. Notice that a:on: agreeswith a%_lon;_1 through pfT(f5, P-I) so that 
the ultrapower yielding Q; makes sense. [Let us check the agreement. By (0) 
of Definition 4.11, n: agrees with n;_1 through pfT(f5, P-I). If p(P):S;f5 < 
P -1 , then a: = a%_1 ~ [JlJf ' so the desired agreement exists. If f5 < pep) , then 

P P-I h· h . h P-I h gh p-I( fT(.\: PI)) B P-I a,5 = a,5 ,w IC agrees WIt ap_I t rou np_I p u, - . ut ap_I 
agrees with a%_1 through p=n;=:(pfT(p(P)_I, P-I))2:n;=:(pfT(f5, p-
I)). So a: agrees with a%_1 sufficiently that the desired agreement exists.] 

We claim that Q; is wellfounded. If f5 = P - 1 , this is clear. If pCP) :s; f5 < 
P - 1, then Q: E Q;_I ' and since Q;_I satisfies "a%_1 (n;_1 (£f-I)) is an 
extender", this is again clear. If f5 < p(P), then Q: = Q:-I . Now P - 1 < (), 
and () was least such that the sublemma is false for a connected sequence of 
length () + 1. By induction hypothesis (2), ((a~ ° n~, Q~, a~(v~)) I a :s; y :s; 
P -1) is connected. Therefore, Ult (Q:-I, a%=: n;=:(£f-I)) is wellfounded. 
If pcP) = p, this ultrapower is equal to Ult(Q:, a%_I(n;_I(Ef-I))) and we 
are done. So we may assume that pcP) < p. But a%=: on;=: = Toa%_1 on;_1 ' 
and Crit(T) > a%_1 ° n;_1 (Crit(£f-I)). Thus there is a natural embedding 
If/ from Ult(Q:-I, a%-l(n;_I(£f-I))) into Ult(Q:-I, a%=II(n;=:(£f-I))), 
given by If/([a, fl) = [T(a) , fl. (This is actually a special case of the shift 
lemma.) It follows that Q; is wellfounded in the case f5 < pcP) as well. 

Let 11; = k(p:) . From the shift lemma we have an embedding a such that 
the diagram 

alP U QP .:Tp ----+ P 

p 
alP u~ QP .:T,5 ----+ ,5 

commutes, where j is the canonical embedding (so that j = jdP if f5 survives at 

P). Now a agreeswith a%_1 through n;_I(pfT(P_I, P))· Let t,=g(P-I); 
then tj :s; pfT (P - 1, P) as 5T is a plus one tree, so a%-I agrees with a through 

'1* = n;_1 (t,). But a%_1 E Q;_I ' and a%_1 ~ V:;I-I can be coded by a member 

of V"Q~-I, where '1 = a%_1 ('1*), as '1 is a successor ordinal. As Q; agrees 

with Q;_I through '1, a ~ v::: E Q;. 
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We can thus form a tree 'lI (set of finite sequences closed under initial 
segment) in Q; whose infinite branches are precisely those embeddings I/f : 

p ~ p ~ ~ .9p ---+ Vil P , where J1 = J1p' such that I/f ~ V,,/ = a ~ V,,/ and I/f(x) = a(x) 
for those finitely many x E.9: such that x = j 0;, P (y) for some a surviving at 
P with (a, y) = m(e) for some e:::; n(p). 'lI has an infinite branch, namely 
a. We let 

a: = some infinite branch of 'lI belonging to Q; . 
This completes the construction at successor steps. Our induction hypotheses 

(1)-(5) can be checked routinely. 
P limit. Set 

Q; = direct limit of Q:, a surviving at p. 

Let ko;p : Q: ---+ Q; , for a surviving at p , be the canonical embedding. Notice 
that Q; is wellfounded as it is the direct limit of an internal iteration; cf. remark 
5 following Definition 4.11. Set 

J1; = common value of ko;p(J1:), for a surviving at p. 
By our induction hypothesis (3), commutativity at small indices, we have an 

p QP P 
embedding a :.9p ---+ (V /, E, t5 Qp ) given by 

IIp 

a(x) = common value of ko;p(a;(y)) , 
where j 0; , P (y) = x and a is sufficiently large. 

Now let y = pCP) - 1 . For a :::; y, we set 

(a:, Q!, J1!) = common value of (a:, Q:, J1:), 
for t5 < p sufficiently large. 

The existence of such a common value follows from connectedness and the fact 
that liminf~--+pp(C;) = p. 

Let p = n:(J1.'T(y, P)) = n;(J1.'T(y, P)). We claim that a agrees with a: through p. To see this, let t5 T P be large enough that t5 survives at 
p and pea) > y whenever t5 :::; a < p. We also choose t5 large enough 
that critU,sp) > p and crit(k,sp) > a:(p). [For y < 1'/ < p, J1.'T(y, P) :s 
g(1'/) < p.'T(1'/, 1'/+1). So since LJ iswellfounded, J1.'T(y, P) < crit(E-;) for 
1'/ + 1 E [0, Ph sufficiently large. But for such 1'/ sufficiently large, n~+! agrees 
with n~+! through J1.'T (y, 1'/), J1.'T (y, 1'/) 2:: J1.'T (y, P), and n;+! = n: . Thus 
crit(n~+!(E-;)) > p = n:(J1.'T(y, P)). Thus critU,sp) > p for t5 E [0, Ph 
sufficiently large. Similarly, as at! 0 n~+! agrees with a;+! 0 n;+! through 
",.'T(y, 1'/) 2:: ",.'T(y, p), crit(at! on~+!(E-;)) > a;+!(p) = a:(p) , for 1'/+ 1 E 
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[0, P)T sufficiently large. So we can choose J so that crit(kJP ) > a:(p).] It 
now follows from our induction hypothesis (4), commutativity at small ranks, 
that a agrees with a; through p. But a; agrees with a: = a: through . p . 
This proves our claim. 

Notice also that if J is as above, a; I v:: E Q~ , and a; agrees with a 

through p. Since crit(kJP ) > a:(p) = a;(p), a I v:: E Q;. 
Now let ((.9fa ' IJ~) I y < 0: < P 1\ i E OJ) be in go: and witness (2)(iv) of 

Definition 4.11. Set 

for y < 0: < p. So ((s-:' () I y < 0: < p 1\ i E OJ) IS In Q;. Let 

P - Y;, JY;,) Qa - (~~ , E, . 

If we were to let at = a I go! for y < 0: :::; P , all our induction hypotheses 
would hold, except that possibly a 'I. Q;. However, our standard absoluteness 
argument will remedy this. There is a tree (set of finite sequences) 'lI E Q; 
whose infinite branches are precisely those r : go: -+ (V;:, E, JQ:) such 

lip 

that r agrees with a through p and the restriction of r to go! maps go! 
elementarily into (V~!, E, JQ!), and r(x) = a(x) for those finitely many 

lia 
X such that x = JaP(Y) for some 0: surviving at p with (0:, y) = m(e) for 
some e :::; n(p). Since a is a branch of 'lI, there is a branch r of 'lI such 
that r E Q;. Set 

for y < 0: :::; P . 
We leave it to the reader to check that induction hypotheses (1)-(5) still hold. 
This completes the proof of Sublemma 4.12. D 

We proceed to the construction. 

Sublemma 4.13. There is a connected sequence (~a I 0: < Ih(9')) of enlarge-
ments of (9', L). 
Proof. Let (e a I 0: < Ih(9')) witness the p-continuous illfoundedness of (9', 
L). Fix maps n : Ih(9') J.:.!. OJ and m : OJ ~ {(P, x) I x E L!}. We 
shall define ~a = ((n;, go;, v%) I P :::; 0:) by induction on 0: < Ih(9'). We 
maintain inductively, in addition to connectedness: 

(1) n; E go; for all P :::; 0:. 

(2) Vw+1 t; go; for all P :::; 0: . 
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For p ~ a, let c(P, a) = card({y > a I p(y) ~ P}). Since liminfy-+.l.p(y) = 
A. for all limit A., c(P, a) < w for all P ~ a. 

(3) (Enough room to take hulls) If P < a, then the set of ordinals 11 E.9; 
such that 11 > vp and (v:;, E, c59";) is a premouse has order type at least 
w2 • np(() p) + w· c(P, a) + 1. If P = a, the set of such ordinals 11 has order 
type at least w2 • n: (() ,,) + w2 . 

(4) (Commutativity at small indices) Suppose m(e) = (P, x) where P 
survives at a, and suppose y E [P, a)T is such that e ~ nee;) for all e; E 

(y, ah. Then letting y = i-rr(X) , we have jyo,(n~(y)) = n:U;:(y)). 
(5) (Commutativity at small ranks) Suppose P survives at a, and let c5 be 

small enough that c5 < p(y) whenever P < y ~ a. Let p = ,/T (c5, a) and 
x E V/Y! u {p}, and suppose critU;:') > p. Then jPa(n;(x)) = n:U;:'(x)). 

We now define the g'a 's 
g'0. Recall that n : L --+ (~o' E, c50) elementarily. Let P be such that 

(Vp' e, c50 ) is a premouse and there are in order type w2 • n(()o) + w2 many 
ordinals 11 such that Yo < 17 < P and (V'1' E, c50 ) is a premouse. Set 

o .90 =(Vp , E, c50 ), 

o 
vo = YO' 

o 
no = n. 

g''''+! . Let pea + 1) = P + 1. 
(i) Let ~"'+! = ~'" for y ~ p. 
(ii) Suppose P + 1 < a. By induction hypothesis (3), given y such that P + 

g>0 g>0 
1 ~ y < a , we have that the set of ordinals 17 E .9y'" such that (v" r , E, c5 r) 
is a premouse and 17 > v; has order type at least w2 • n;(()y) + w· c(y, a) + L 
Let 11y be the w2 • n;(()y) + w· c(y, a) + 1st such "premouse ordinal" so that 
17y E .9y"'. (Our convention here is that if A. is a limit, then. A. is the (A. + 1 )st 
ordinal.) Let p y = n; C!J,g- (y, a)), and set 

~ = transitive collapse of Skolem closure of 

v9"ro { '" '" }' . d ( v9"ro c59"ro )' , Pr U Py' ny, Vy InSI e fir' E, 

and 
J.ly = image of v; under collapse, 

Gy = image of n; under collapse. 

Notice that ~ E .9:, since ~ is coded by a member of 
apply induction hypothesis (2). 

Now clearly, for P + 1 ~ Y < a, 
(a) ~ is a premouse, 
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(b) ay : ~g- -+ (V;;, E, 159,,) elementarily, and ay E Y;" 
(c) ay agrees with n: through Jig- (y, a), 
(d) Y;, f= "There are, in order type, u/· ay(ey) + W • c(y, a) ordinals 

f/ > Ji y such that (v;" E, 159,,) is a premouse". 

There is a tree in .9aa whose infinite branches correspond to sequences 
((Y;,', a;, Ji~) I P + 1 :::; y < a) having properties (a)-(d). (As to (c), no-
tice that n: E .9aa .) Because (Y;" ay' Ji y) E .9aa for all y, this tree has an 
infinite branch and, hence, an infinite branch in .9a . Therefore, we can fix a a 
sequence r = ((Y;,', a;, Ji~) I P + 1 :::; y < a) belonging to .9a

a and having 
properties (a)-(d). If P + 1 2: a, we set r = 0. 

(iii) Suppose P < a. Let f/ be the w2 • n:(ea ) + W· c(a, a) + 1st ordinal 
¢ > v: such that (J¢9':, E, 159':) is a premouse. Let p = n: (Ji.'T (P, a)) = 
n~(Jig- (P, a)). Then we set 

.9a+1 = transitive collapse of Skolem closure of a 

and 
(n:+ I , v:+ I ) = image of (n:, v:) under collapse. 

If P + 1 < a, then for P + 1 :::; y < a let 9ly = image of Y;,' under collapse, 
a+ I· f' d I a+ I· f' ny = Image 0 a y un er co lapse, and Vy = Image 0 Jiy under collapse. 

Let also, for i E w, 
i 2 a+1 e . f/ y = W ·ny (y)+W'c(y, a+1)+(1+2)nd 

ordinal ¢ > v;+1 such that (J¢9ly , E, J9ly ) is a premouse. 

(Notice that c(y, a + 1) = c(y, a) - 1 when pea + 1) :::; y, so f/~ exists.) Set 

for P + 1 :::; y < a. 
(iv) Finally, let 15 = T-pred(a + 1), 

and set 

9l E, 15 y) 

.9a
a:/ = Ult (.9oa + 1 , n:+l (E:)). 

We can embed .9::/ into Ult(.9,,", n:(E'!:)) if 15 < pea + 1), and the latter 
is wellfounded by Sublemma 4.12. If pea + 1) :::; 15, then .9"a+1 E .9:+1 or 
.9"a+1 = .9:+1, so .9aa:/ is well founded because it results from an internal 
ultrapower. So .9"a:/ is wellfounded. Let j : .9"a+ 1 -+ .9~X:/ be the canonical 

b dd ' d' . 'f ~. 1 S a+1 .( a+l) em e mg, an 10 ,<>+1 = 1 1 u survives at a + . et v,,+1 = 1 Vo . 
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Let a .,L!T ---+ (VfJb::i E <5fJb::i) where v = v a + I be given by the . a+1 v'" a+I' 
shift lemma. By a now familiar argument we can find n E .9::/ such that 
n agrees with (J through jJ.!T(a, a + 1) and n(x) = a(x) whenever there is 
an e:::;n(a+l) such that m(e)=(y, y) for some YE[O, <5h such that y 

survives at a+ 1 and x = l-;'a+1 (y). We also choose n so that n(lfa+' W,» = 

a (i::a+ I (00», Set n::: = n. 
This completes the definition of g"a+l. One can check the induction hy-

potheses routinely. We do so for (3), the "enough room" condition. 
Let y :::; a + 1 ; we must see that the set of 11 E .9ya +1 such that 1'/ > v;+1 

fJbo +1 fJbo +1 2 I and (VII 1 ,E, <5 1 ) is a premouse has order type at least w . n;+ (0 y) + w· 
c(y,a+l)+1 if y<a+l,andatleast w 2'n;+I(Oy)+w2 if y=a+l. But 
now if y :::; P = p (a + 1) -1 then ~a+ I = ~a , so this is immediate by induction. 
If P < y < a, this holds because of the construction (the tree which produced 
~' , and the collapse-producing 9ly) and the fact that c(y, a + 1) < c(y, a). 
If P < y = a, it holds by construction and the fact c(a, a + 1) < c(a, a). 
Finally, suppose y = a + 1 . 

Case 1. <5 survives at a+ 1 . In this case p(~) > <5 for <5 < ~ :::; a+ 1 , so ~a+1 = 
~o . By our induction hypothesis at stage <5 , we have w2 • n~ (00 ) + w2 premouse 
ordinals above v; in .9; . Hence we have w2 • n~+ I (00 ) + w2 premouse ordinals 
above v;+1 in .9oa+l • Recall we enforced n::: (i::a+1 (00» = aU::a+1 (00», 

d · a+ I .!T H h 2. (a+ I (0 ) 2 2 an } 0 no = a 0 lo, a+ I' ence we ave w . 10 ,a+ I no 0 + w = w . 
a+I(.!T (0» 2 h d' 1· mJa + 1 b a+l. (a+l) n a+ I lo, a+ I 0 + w many suc or Ina s III J' a+ I a ove va+ 1 = } 0, a+ 1 Vo . 

But i::a+I(Oo) = °a+1 as <5 survives at a+l,sowehave w 2. n:::(Oa+l) +W2 
many such ordinals, as desired. 

Case 2. <5 does not survive at a + 1 . We have at least w2 • n~+ I (00 ) many pre-
mouse ordinals above v;+1 in .9;+1. Hence we have at least w2.j(n~+1(00» = 

2 a+l (.!T (0» d· 1 b a+l· mJa +! (R 11 w . n a+ 1 lo, a+ 1 0 many premouse or Illa s a ove Va+ 1 III J' a+!' eca 
we enforced n:::({a+1 (00» = a(::a+1 (00», and j 0 n~+1 = a 0 {a+1 .) 

But 0a+1 < lfa+' (00) because <5 does not survive at a + 1, so there are at 
least w2 • n::: (0 a+ I) + w2 many such ordinals, as desired. 

Thus the enough room condition holds for g"a+! . We leave the other condi-
tions to the reader. 

g"a, a limit. Let 

.9aa = direct limit of .9: ' p surviving at a. 

As .9aa is the limit of an internal iteration, it is wellfounded. Let j pa 

.9: ---+ .9: be the canonical embedding, for P surviving at a. Set v; = 
common value of j Pa(v%) , for P surviving at a. Our induction hypothesis 
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(4) gives pointwise eventual commutativity of the J's and 7C'S along [0, a)T 
Y .9'0.9'" 0 . and, hence, on embedding 7C : Lo --> (vv 0, E, 6 0), where v = v 0 ' gIven 

by 

7C(X) = common value of Jpo (7C;(Y» , 

where i~ (y) = x and pTa is sufficiently large. 

Now let p(a) = P + 1 . For y ::; P we set ~o = eventual value of ~s, for 
6 < a sufficiently large. For P < y < a, let (T y ' Qy' tJ,y) be the eventual 
value of (7C~, g:, v:), for 6 < a sufficiently large. Let also 

.Y = transitive collapse of Skolem closure of 

VQy U {p T II} inside (VQy E 6QQ ) P 'y' t"y '1'" 

where p = Ty(tJ,''T(y, a» and Yf is the vi· Ty(8y) + OJ· (c(y, a) + 1) + 1st 
premouse ordinal in Qy above tJ,y' (Notice c(y, a) < c(y, 6) for 6 < a 
sufficiently large.) Let 

(ay' vy) = image of (T y' tJ,y) under collapse. 

Fix for a moment y such that P < y < a. Let p = ay(tJ,Y (y, a» = eventual 
value of 7C~ (tJ,Y (y, a) )., 6 < a sufficiently large. Since gao is wellfounded, 
crit(jso) > p for 6 sufficiently large surviving at a. So by remark (3) following 
Definition 4.11, VP~l <:;:; g:, and therefore ~ E goo. We also have 

(a) ~ is a premouse, 
'T 9' .9' (b) ay : L; -+ (V~/, E, 6 y) elementarily, and ay E ~, 

(c) ay agrees with 7C through p = ay(tJ,Y (y, a», 
(d) ~ F "There are, in order type, OJ2. ay (8 y) + OJ· (c(y, a) + 1) premouse 

ordinals Yf > v y ", 

(e) 7C agrees with 7Cp through tJ,Y (P, a). 
o L:T 0 Y Now 7Cp I ~ P Ego' where c; = tJ, (P, a). It follows that there is a tree 

V E gao whose infinite branches correspond to sequences ((~', a;, tJ,~) I 
P < y < a) together with embeddings 7C' : L: --> (V;:, E, 6.9'00) having 
properties (a)-(e) of ((~, ay , tJ,y) I P < y < a) anl7C. We can arrange 
that V also forces 7C'(8a>=7C(80 ) and 7C'(X)=7C(X) for those finitely many x 
such that x = (m(e»l ' for some e ::; n(a). V has a branch, hence a branch 
in goa. So we fix ((~', a;, tJ,~) I P < y < a) and 7C' which belong to gao. 
and have properties (a)-(e). Set 7C: = 7C', and for P < y < a, let 

Yf; = OJ2 • a;(8y) + OJ· c(y, a) + (i + 2)nd premouse ordinal in~' above v;, 
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° I 
Vy =J.ly ' 

° I 7Cy = Uy' 

It is easy to check the induction hypotheses (1)-(5) for (g'P IPs 0:). 
This completes the proof of Sublemma 4.13. 0 

We now complete the proof of Lemma 4.6. Suppose first that Ih(Y) = y + 1 
and E E~.'T is the extender we fixed for the purpose of defining J.l.'T (0: ,15) 
for 0: < 15 S y. So Ult(L[, E) is illfounded and crit(E) < J.l.'T (P, y). 
Let (g'o I 0: S y) be a connected sequence of enlargements of (Y, L). 
By Sublemma 4.12, U1t(9'%, 7C~(E)) is wellfounded. By the shift lemma, 

U1t(L[, E) embeds into Ult(9'%, 7C~(E)). This is a contradiction. 
Suppose next Ih(Y) is a limit ordinal. Recall that there is a strictly increasing 

sequence (O:j liE w) such that SUPj O:j = A. and Vi[P(O:j+1 + 1) = O:j + 1 and 
V11(O:i + 1 < 11 S O:i+1 :::} O:i + 1 < P(11))]. Again, let (g'o I 0: < Ih(Y)) be a 
connected sequence of enlargements of (Y, L). We claim that for i ~ 1 

9'0;+1 E 9'°;-1+1 
(}j G j _ 1 ' 

a contradiction. For set P = O:i_1 and 0: = O:i' We have p(o: + 1) = P + 1 S 
0:, so (1) (ii) of Definition 4.11 implies that 9':+1 is coded by a member 

of v;:~, where p = 7C:(J.l.'T (P, 0:)) = 7Cp(J.l.'T (P, 0:)). We can now apply 

remark 3 following Definition 4.11, noting that p S 7C: (J.l.'T (P + 1, 0:)) and 
!JI'Q P+I 

V11(P + 1 < 11 So::::} P + 1 < P(11)) , to conclude that ~+2 ~ 9'P+I . Thus 
_ ..9'11+1 

it is enough to show that v .. 11+1 C 9'P+I . then 9'0+1 E 9'P+I But 9'P+I = 
p+2 - P' ° P' P+I 

Ult(9'!, 7CZ+1(Ef)) , where 15 = T-pred( P + 1), so 9'/:/ agrees with 9'/+1 
P .'T !JI'II+I !JI'II+I .'T 

through y = 7C/ 1(p (P, P + 1)), and ~+~+I ~ ~+~ . Now J.l (P, 0:) S 
g(P) = 1 st successor after J.l.'T (P) < p.'T (P, P + 1) , as Y is a plus two tree. 
Since P + 1 < P(11) for all 11 such that P + 1 < 11 So:, 7CZ+1 = 7Cp. So 9'/:/ 

_ ..9'11+1 
agrees with 9'/+1 through y = 7Cp(p.'T(P, P+1)) ~ p+1, and Vy+~+1 ~ 9'/+1, 
as desired. 

This contradiction completes the proof of Lemma 4.6. That, in tum, com-
pletes the proof of Theorem 4.3. 0 

5. SOME OPEN PROBLEMS 

Many basic questions about iteration trees remain open. In this section we 
discuss some of them. We shall state our questions in full generality, but we 
feel free to restrict ourselves to normal iteration trees whenever it helps to do 
so. 
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A. Unique Branches. The Unique Branches Hypothesis, or UBH, is the follow-
ing. 

UBH. Let !T be an iteration tree on V of limit length; then !T has at most 
one cofinal wellfounded branch. 

The results of §2 might be regarded as a step toward a proof of UBH. Viewed 
this way, however, they are significantly lacking because they make no use of 
the assumption that the base model of !T is V (or, what amounts to about the 
same thing, that !T belongs to its base model). The following two examples 
show the need for such an assumption, even in the case of the simplest !T for 
which UBH has content, namely, alternating chains. 

An alternating chain is an iteration tree of length w having the two cofinal 
branches b = {2i liE w} and c = {O} U {2i + 1 liE w}. (This completely 
determines the tree order.) We shall assume the reader is familiar with the 
method for constructing alternating chains of [MS]. 

The next proposition, or something like it, was discovered independently by 
H. Woodin. 

Proposition 5.1. Let 0 be Woodin; then there is a countable premouse vi( and 
an elementary 7C : vi( ---+ (V, E, 0) and an alternating chain !T on vi( such 
that both branches of !T are 7C-realizable. 
Proof. We are working in Morse-Kelley set theory. By Lowenheim-Skolem we 
have a transitive set N of cardinality 0 such that fJ U {o} ~ N and an elemen-
tary r :./Y ---+ (V, E, 0) such that r ~ (fJU{o}) = id, where ./Y = (N, E, 0). 
It will be enough to show there is a wellfounded structure vi( = (w, EL , OL) 
and 7C: vi( ---+./Y elementary and an alternating chain !T on vi( and embed-
.!T !T .!T.!T dmgs CT : ~ ---+./Y and IfI : ~ ---+./Y such that 7C = CT 0 'Ob and 7C = IfI 0 'Oe • 

So assume toward a contradiction that there are no such vI(, 7C, !T, CT, and 
1fI. Let U be the natural tree (set of finite sequences closed under initial seg-
ment) of all attempts to build a tuple (vi(, 7C, !T, CT, 1fI) as above. (Note 
that the objects to be built are to be countable. A sequence of length n in 
U should specify the first n elements of ran ( 7C) , ran( CT) , and ran( 1fI) , as well 
as 7C(E() for i < n. This is where it helps to use wellfounded structures 
(w, EL , OL) rather than their transitive isomorphs.) Our assumption is that 
U is wellfounded. Since U is a tree on N, which has cardinality 0, we can 
fix a set C ~ fJ which codes (N, U). 

As 0 is inaccessible, we can find a premouse ,??' = (H, E, OK) such that 
fJ~ = ~..r and cof( OK) = wand an elementary rp : ,??' ---+ (V, E, 0) such 
that rp ~ ~..r is the identity and C E ran( rp). Let rp« C*, ./Y*, U*)) = 
(C, ./Y, U). Now using the techniques of [MS], we can construct a normal 
alternating chain !7 on (V, E, 0) such that 

(i) OK = sUP{lh(ET) liE w} = sup{crit(ET) liE w}, 
(ii) ,:; (OK) = OK = ,:; (oK) and 1:;( C*) = i'{; (C*) . 

We use here that OK is Woodin in ,??', which satisfies ZFC, while OK has 
co finality w in V. Because of (i), we cannot have !7 E ,??'; nevertheless, the 
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fact that rJJe' is Woodin in 2' is enough for the construction. 
Now let n : At ->./Y* be elementary, where At = (w, EL , rJL), and 

.9" choose n and At so that E j E ran(n) for all i E w. Let .9' be the al-
ternating chain on At whose ith extender E"i is n -I (E;). As in the copy-
ing construction, one can easily find elementary a' : At; -> i:; (./Y*) and 

//fT . .9" ( 11/"*) h h..9" ,.fT d·.9" .fT IfI : ./ne -> IOe ,/Y suc t at lOb 0 n = a 0 lOb an IOe 0 n = IfI 0 IOe • 
By Theorem 3.9, one of the two branches of Y is wellfounded; assume 

without loss of generality that g; = (i:; (V), E, rJ), the direct limit of Y 
along b, is wellfounded.Now i:; 0 n = i:;(n) , since the domain of n is not 
moved by i:;. So as a' : At; -> 1-:; (./Y*) and 1-:; (n) = a' 0 i~ , the tree in 
g; which searches for an object like a' has a branch in g;, so g; F 3a' (a' : 

u fT . .9"( 11/"*) . .9"() '.fT) Th 1 . f·.9" h . ./nb -> IOb'/Y 1\ lOb n = a 0 lOb. e e ementanty 0 lOb t en gIves us an 
elementary a : At; ->./Y* such that n = a 0 i~ . 

Now At, n, .9', and a satisfy all the requirements on the first four co-
ordinates of a branch of U*. Now IfI : ~fT -> it: (./Y*) and i't: (n) = 

i-:: 0 n = IfI 0 i~. It follows that (At, it: (n), .9', it: (a), 1fI) determines 
a branch through l't: (U*) , so that l't: (U*) is illfounded (in V, not necessarily 
in l't: (V)). On the other hand, U* is wellfounded, and so i:; ( U*) is well-
founded in g; and, hence, wellfounded in V. As 1-:; (C*) = i-:: (C*) , we have 
i:; ( U*) = i-:: ( U*). This contradiction completes the proof. 0 

One might ask what happens if we require that our base model be more like 
V -for example, by requiring that it contain all the ordinals. The following ar-
gument, due to Woodin, shows this still does not guarantee unique well founded 
branches. 

Proposition 5.2 (Woodin). Let rJ be Woodin, and assume v,t exists. Then 
there is an ordinal y < rJ and an alternating chain .9' on L(~) such that both 
branches of .9' are wellfounded. 
Proof. Again, for simplicity, we work in Morse-Kelley. By Lowenheim-Skolem 
we can find a premouse 2' and an elementary rp : 2' -> (V, E, rJ) such that, 
setting y = rJJe', V; = ~ and cof (y) = w. Since rJ E ran( rp), Vo# E ran( rp) ; 
and rp -I (~#) = ~# because rp -I (V,t) is embedded by rp into an "iterable" 
character. Now the methods of [MS] yield an alternating chain Y on V such 

. that y = sUP{lh(E;) liE w} = sUP{crit(E;) liE w}, i:;(Y) = i-::(y) = y, 
..9"# . .9"# and lOb (Vy ) = IOe (~ ) • 

Let .9' be the same as Y but have base model L(~); that is, E"i = 

E; for i E w, but At: = L(~) whereas Att = V. (This is an abuse 
of notation, but context will not determine the base model in this situation.) 
Assume toward a contraction that, for example, At; is illfounded. Let v be 
the Wist indiscernible of L(~). By Lowenheim-Skolem and indiscernibility, 
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.9' 

i'~(v) is illfounded. Since there is a natural elementary (J :.-It; ---> L(v;rKb 

such that (J 0 i~ = i't; I L( Vy)' we have that i't; (v) is illfounded. On the 
other hand, let W be a prewellorder of V; of order type v coded naturally in 
~#. Since i't; (V;#) = i[; (V;#) , i~ (W) = i[; (W). Since ~S" is well founded, 
i[; (W) is wellfounded. As i't; (W) has order type i't; (v) , which is illfounded, 
we have a contradiction. 0 

Although we cannot prove UBH, we can show -, UBH has some consistency 
strength. Theorem 2.2 shows that -, UBH implies that there is an ordinal c5 
such that 0 is Woodin in L(fIj). We shall now push a little further and show 
that there is a c5 such that fIj# exists and 0 is Woodin in L( Vj U {Vj#}) . 

Lemma 5.3. Let !T be an iteration tree of limit length A on a proper class 
premouse .-It, and suppose !T has distinct co final wellfounded branches band 
c. Let 0 = sup{pY (a, A) I a < A}; then (VoLb )# exists. 
Proof. We adopt the notation from the proof of Theorem 2.2. Let r be the 
class of all strong limit cardinals of cofinality > max( 0, A). If a E r, then a is 
an indiscernible of L(V/b) for all J-l < 0 (notice that J-l < 0 :::::} (V)1.Ah)# exists). 
Moreover, if a E r then iOb(a) = ioc(a) = a. Let J-l = J-l n = inf{Kn' vn } 
be as in (a) of the claim in the proof of Theorem 2.2. We assume n is large 
enough that 0 E ranUon ,b) n ranUYn ,J. Let x E H iff x E L(V/b) and x 
is definable over L(Ve.Ah) from parameters in (VJ1.Ah) u r U {O}. Then (a) of 
the claim implies H -< L( V/b) and H n V/b = V:". Thus H collapses to 
L(VJ1Lb); let 7r : L(VJ1Lb) ---> L(Ve.Ah) be the collapse map. Letting .:1 = {a I a 
is the ath ordinal in r}, we have 7r I .:1 = id, and since the ordinals in .:1 
are indiscernible over L( ~Lb) with respect to parameters from ~Lb, they are 
indiscernible over L( V/b) with respect to parameters from ~Lb. But this is 
true for every value J-l n of J-l, and sup {J-ln I n E (j)} = O. Thus the ordinals in 
.:1 are indiscernible over L( Vo.Ah) with respect to arbitrary parameters in Ve.Ah, 
and (Vo.Ah) # exists. 0 

Theorem 5.4. If UBH is false, then there is a c5 such that Vj# exists and 0 is 
Woodin in L( Vj U {Vj#} ) . 
Proof. Let !T, 0, etc., be as in Lemma 5.3, with La = V. It is enough to 
show that (VoLb)# E ~ n ~, and for this it is enough to show that both ~ 
and ~ satisfy" Ve# exists". 

Suppose, for example, that ~ 1= "Ve# does not exist". Then as iOb is 
elementary, Vy# does not exist for some y. Let c5 be the least such y, so that 
iOb(c5) ::; O. Now for all J-l < 0, ~ 1= "V: exists", so iOb (c5) = O. But then 
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iOb is elementary from L(Va) to L(V,jAtb) and has a stationary class of fixed 
points, so V: exists. This is a contradiction. 

Thus (v:'b)#E.Ai,n~. By Theorem 2.2, L(¢U{(Vo.Atb)#}) satisfies "0 
is Woodin". This is a fact about .Ai,; pulling it back to V via iOb ' we are 
done. 0 

With a little more work, one can replace Va# by Vat in Theorem 5.4. To 
go much further along this line, one seems to need core model theory. The 
second author has recently extended the Dodd-Jensen-Mitchell theory to models 
having a Woodin cardinal· and applied the extended theory in showing that if 
there is a measurable cardinal K and a tree !T on ~ witnessing the failure 
of UBH, then there is an inner model with two Woodin cardinals. Almost 
certainly, the measurable cardinal is required by the mathematician and not by 
the mathematics. On the other hand, there seems to be a real obstacle to using 
core model theory to get more than an inner model with two Woodin cardinals 
from ..., UBH. So it seems mildly plausible that ..., UBH, if consistent at all, is 
equiconsistent with the existence of two Woodin cardinals. 

H. Woodin independently rediscovered part of the proof of Lemma 5.3 and 
noticed that it yields the following. 

Theorem 5.5 (Woodin). Suppose that \fy < t5 (L(V;') F "y is not Woodin"); 
then every iteration tree on L( Va) has at most one cofinal wellfounded branch. 
Proof. Suppose !T on L(Va) has distinct cofinal wellfounded branches band 
c, and let 0 = sup{p(a, Ih(!T» I a < Ih(!T)}. So 0 is Woodin in L(Vo.Atb). 
The proof of Lemma 5.3 shows there is a f.l < 0 and elementary 1C : L(~.Atb) --
L(Vo.Atb) such that 1C(f.l) = O. So f.l is Woodin in L(~.Atb). Since Lo = L(Va) 
satisfies "at most one y is Woodin in L(v;,) " and iOb is elementary, we have 
a contradiction. 0 

B. Cofinal branches. The Cofinal Branches Hypothesis, or CBH, is the following. 

CBH. Let !T be an iteration tree on V. Then 
(a) if !T has limit length, then !T has a cofinal wellfounded branch; and 
(b) if L; F "E is an extender" and if P < a and crit(E) < /T (P, a), 

then Ult (L{, E) is well founded. 

As with the UBH, it seems important that the base model be V. We have an 
analog to Proposition 5.1: If there are two Woodin cardinals and a measurable 
cardinal above them both, then there is a countable L ~ V and countable 
iteration tree !T on L such that (a) or (b) of CBH fails. (Otherwise, there 
would be an inner model of this large cardinal hypothesis with a d! wellorder 
of its reals, contrary to [ShW] and [MS]. We shall show this in a sequel to 
this paper. One cannot have too direct a construction of such an Land !T 
because Theorem 4.3 implies Ih(!T) > w.) A similar argument gives under the 
same large cardinal hypothesis an analog of Proposition 5.2: There is a proper 
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class premo use L and countable iteration tree !T on L such that (a) or (b) 
of CBH fails. (The claims in this paragraph have not been checked in detail.) 

CBH is open even for iteration trees of length w. Let us restrict ourselves 
to plus one trees, the case of interest in applications. By Theorem 3.9, it would 
suffice to show that if !T is a plus one tree on V of length wand !T has 
no cofinal wellfounded branches, then !T is continuously illfounded. In this 
direction we know the following. Let us say a set M is K-closed iff /C M ~ M, 
and let us sayan extender E is K-closed iff Ult (V, E) is K-closed. 

Theorem 5.6. Let L be i~o closed, and let !T be an iteration tree of countable 
limit length A on L such that Va. < A(L; F "E:: is 2N°-closed"). If!T 
has no cofinal wellfounded branch, then !T is continuously illfounded. 
Proof. We consider first the case A = w. Let B = {a ~ wla is linearly ordered 
by T, and no proper superset of a is linearly ordered by T}. For each a E B, 
pick ordinals O~ , for i E a, so that for m, n E a with m Tn, l-::n(O~) > O~ . 
By 2No-closure, B and the map (i, a) t-+ O~ are members of L; . 

Let 0 = sup{ O~ I a E B} so that 0 E La9'" . Let X be the set of pairs (i, f) 
such that i E wand f: {a E B liE a} -+ O. We define a binary relation R 
on X by 

(i, f)RU, g) ~ [jTi and Va E dom (f) (f(a) < g(a))]. 

It is easy to see that R is wellfounded. Notice X and R are in L; . 
A simple induction shows that L[ is 2N°-closed for all k < w. So if we 

a 9'" . set fk(a) = Ok for all a E B such that k E a, then fk E Lk ,and in fact 
(k, f k ) E i-: k(X), Let Ok be the rank of (k, he) in i'~(R). It is easy to see 
that if k T J, then U, fj)l-'G(R)(k, l-'G(fk)) ' so that l-'G(Ok) > OJ' Thus the 
Ok 's witness the continuous illfoundedness of !T . 

The only real difficulty in generalizing this proof to the case A > w lies 
in the fact that L; will not be 2No closed when a. :::: w. However, there 
is a natural notion of finite support for an element of L; , and this enables 
us to write L; = UiEWL;'i' where each L;'i is a 2N°-closed elementary 
submodel of L;. We can then choose 0: 's so that there is a fixed iE w 
such that 0: E ~~i for all a E B with a. Ea. With these changes, the A = w 
proof goes through. 0 

Corollary 5.7. Let !T be a plus one iteration tree of length w on V such that 
Va. < wCL; F "E:: is 2N°-closed"). Then!T has a cofinal wellfounded 
branch. 

One can characterize continuous illfoundedness as the nonexistence of 
"generic" cofinal well founded branches. 
Theorem 5.S. Let !T be an iteration tree of countable limit length on C Va ' 
E, 15), and suppose there is a measurable cardinal > a.. The following are 
equivalent: 
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(1) :T is continuously illfounded, 
(2) if G is generic for the Levy col/apse making Va countable, then V[G] 1== 

":T has no co final we II founded branch". 
Proof. The nontrivial direction is (2) -+ (1). Let K > 0: be measurable. Let 
H be generic for the stationary tower forcing up to K, with PWI (Va +!) E H 
(cf. [W]). So we have an elementary j: VK -+ VK[H], and Va+! is countable 
in VK [H). In V,J H] we have G generic over V for the Levy collapse making 
Va countable, and as LK[Va , G] is L; absolute in VK[H], :T has no cofinal 
well founded branches in V,JH]. But now vii = (Va' E, 6) is countable 
in VK[H], and vii :::; (j(V(l)' E, j(6)), via j r Va' and j I Va E VK[H]. 
So in VK[H] we can use the proof that Lemma 4.6 implies Theorem 4.3 (see 
Claim 1 of that proof) to conclude that j(!T) = j:T is continuously illfounded 
on (j(Va)' E, j(6)). As j is elementary, :T is continuously illfounded on 
(Va' E, 6). D 

Woodin has found a more elementary proof of Theorem 5.8 which uses the 
existence of V# instead of the measurable cardinal > 0: • a 

As with the UBH, we can show that CBH is true for iteration trees on L( Vg) , 
where 6 is small enough that no y < 6 is Woodin in L(~). We need a large 
cardinal hypothesis for this result. The theorem was proved independently by 
Woodin under a weaker large cardinal hypothesis. 

Theorem 5.9. Suppose 'r/y < 6(L(~) 1== "y is not Woodin"), and :T is ali 
iteration tree on L(Vg). Suppose :T E VK for some Woodin cardinal K > 6 
such that VK# exists. Then (a) and (b) of the conclusion ofCBH hold at :T. 
Proof. Suppose :T is a counterexample. Let :T E V,u , where f.1. is measurable, 
and 6 < f.1. < K. Let f.1. < 0: < K where (r:, E, 6) =.9 is a premouse. Let 
G be generic for the full stationary tower forcing up to K, with P (V) E G, 

WI a 
and let j: V -+)W be the generic elementary embedding. Thus j(K) = K, and 
). M s;:: M in V[G] for all A < K. Now !T and .9 are countable in V[G], and 
j I Va embeds .9 elementarily into (j(VJ, E, j(6)), and j(r:) = ~~;~l, so 
we can apply Theorem 4.3 in V[G] to get a maximal branch b of :T and an 
elementary a :.9{ -+ (j(VJ, E, 6). (Here we are thinking of :T as a tree 
on .9 .) 

We claim b is a wellfounded branch of :T when :T is regarded as a tree 
on L( Vg). For let 'l/ be a normal ultrafilter on f.1.. The existence of a means 
.9{ can be iterated OR times by i~ ('l/); let ./Y be this iterate. A simple 
calculation, which we shall omit, shows that ./Y is isomorphic to the result of 
iterating .9 OR times via 'l/, then regarding :T as a tree on the direct limit 
Q, and forming Q[ . (Notice here 6 < f.1..) So Q[ =./Y is wellfounded. But 
L(Vg) s;:: Q, so b is wellfounded when :T is regarded as a tree on L(Vg). 

Let us fix a real x E V[ G] which is generic over V for the Levy collapse 
making some Vp with 6, :T E Vp countable. Assume x codes (Vg, !T) in 
some natural way. It is a L~ assertion about x, true in V[G], that :T has a 
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maximal wellfounded branch when regarded as a tree on L(V",,). By Martin-
Solovay absoluteness (cf. [MSo]), this assertion is true in V[x]. The proof of 
Theorem 5.5, applied in V[x], shows that .cT has at most one maximal branch 
in V[x] when regarded as a tree on L( V",,). As the collapse poset is homoge-
neous, .cT has a maximal wellfounded branch b in V. By Theorem 5.5, b is 
cofinal, and thus .cT is not a counterexample to the theorem. Contradiction. 0 

Woodin proved Theorem 5.9 under the hypothesis that (.cT, V",,)# exists. 

C. Iteration strategies. In practice, iteration trees .cT on L are built induc-
tively as follows. At successor steps 0: + 1, E:; and T -pred( 0: + 1) are deter-
mined by the problem at hand, in a way over which we have no control. At 
limit steps A, it is "up to us" to choose a cofinal wellfounded branch of .cT ~ A . 
(This is how the comparison process of inner model theory goes; see Lemma 
6.7.) A method for making the choices which are ours can be regarded as a 
strategy in a certain game. 

Let L be a premouse and 8 an ordinal, 8 > 1 . The iteration game of length 
8 on L is played as follows. There are two players, I and II. For 1 :S fJ < 8 , 
player I makes move fJ if fJ is a successor ordinal, and player II makes move 
fJ if fJ is a limit ordinal. The moves preceding the fJth determine an iteration 
tree Yp of length fJ on L , and }' < 1] => s;:- = ~ ~ y. Yo is the unique length 

g:. g:. 
one tree on L; La 0 = L, and Eo 0 is undefined. Now suppose fJ = 0: + 1. 

g; 

Player I's fJth move must consist of an extender E E L;!P with crit(E) < JA;, P 

and an ordinal y :s 0: such that (y < 0: => crit(E) < p:JP(y, 0:)). If he cannot 
make such a move, I loses. Let .9 = Ult( Q, E), where Q = ~:JP. If.9 
is ill founded, then II loses. Otherwise, let Yp+1 be the unique length fJ + 1 
tree .cT extending Yp such that Ef = E and T-pred(fJ) = y; this completes 
round fJ. Next, suppose fJ is a limit ordinal. Let .cT be the unique length fJ 
iteration tree such that y < fJ => s;:- =.cT ~ y. Player II's fJth move must be a 
co final branch b of .cT such that L; is wellfounded; if he fails to make such 
a move, II loses. If he succeeds, let Yp+1 be the unique length fJ + 1 tree .9 
extending .cT such that [0, fJ)s = b. 

If II does not lose the iteration game at some move fJ < 8, then he wins it. 

Definition 5.10. :9'(L, 8) is the iteration game of length 8 on L defined 
above. L is 8-iterable iff II has a winning strategy in :9'(L, 8). L is fully 
iterable iff L is 8-iterable for all 8. 

We call a winning strategy for II in :9'(L, 8) a 8-iteration strategy for L. 
There is an obvious modification of :9'(L, 8) in which the players can 

only produce normal iteration trees on L: at move 0: + 1 player I must play 
Pa such that Py < Pa for y < 0: and Pa + 2 :s strength(E) and must set 
T -pred( 0: + 1) = least 1] such that crit( E) :S P IJ' (In this game, I's chances of 
losing because he has nothing to play are significantly greater.) Let :9'* (L, 8) 
be this restricted game, and say L is normally 8-iterable iff II has a winning 
strategy in :9'* (L, 8), etc. 
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CBH is just the assertion that for all (), II wins ~(V, ()) by simple minded 
quasi strategy of choosing any cofinal wellfounded branch of the tree built so far. 
(UBH asserts that there is no more clever iteration strategy.) Note, however, 
that in contrast to the situation with CBH, ()-iterability is preserved by going 
to an elementary submodel. For if 1C : ff ---+ L is elementary and II wins 
~(L, ()) via :E, then II can win ~(ff, ()) by making sure that if !T is the 
iteration tree on ff being played, then 1C!T is a play according to :E. The 
Strategic Branches Hypothesis, or SBH, is the following. 

SBH. V is fully iterable. 

The only partial result we have on SBH which goes beyond those on CBH is 
the following: Let L ~ (~, E, c» for some 0:, C>, and let L be countable. 
Suppose there is a measurable cardinal. Then L is normally (oi + 1 )-iterable. 
(One shows directly that I has no winning strategy in ~*(L, oi + 1) and then 
uses the measurable cardinal to conclude II has a winning strategy. We omit 
further detail.) 

The following immediate corollary of Corollary 2.3 and Theorem 4.3 will 
playa role in §6. 

Corollary 5.11. Let L ~ (Va' E, c» be countable, where (~, E, c» is a 
premouse such that "VI' < c>(La(v,,) ~ "I' is Woodin"). Then L is normally 
wI-Uerable. 
Proof. We claim that the following is a winning strategy for player II in 
~*(L, WI): if A < WI is a limit ordinal and the play of the game so far has 
produced !T on L of length A, pick a cofinal wellfounded branch b of !T 
such that ORAff is as small as possible and play it. Suppose this strategy loses 
at stage P < WI against some play by I, and let !T be the iteration tree on L 
produced during the stages before the pth. From Theorem 4.3 we get that !T 
has a maximal wellfounded branch b such that sup b = A < p . Let Y =!T ~ A 
and c = {o: I o:TA}; then band c are distinct cofinal wellfounded branches of 
Y. Notice that II's strategy has ensured that OR n~.7 ::; OR n L[ . Letting 
() = sup{P.7 (17, A) I 17 < A}, we have from Corollary 2.3 that ~.7 F "() is 

!T 
Woodin in L(Vo)", so () = r5./t,; by our minimality hypothesis on (~, E, r5). 

Let Po.' for 0: < Ih(!T) , witness the normality of !T. One can easily check 
that () = sup{p a I 0: < A}. (Recall here that () is also the sup of the critical 
points along either b or c, so that () ::; sup{Pa I 0: < A}.) The rules of 

~* (L, WI) required Ito play E; E Yo./t,;!T and PA < Ih(E;) such that () ::; PA . 

This is clearly impossible, a contradiction. 0 

Inspecting the proof of Corollary 5.11, we see that what we get from Theorem 
4.3, in the case L ~ (Va' E, r5) is countable, is a winning strategy for II in 
a game less demanding of him than ~*(L, WI). We call this less-demanding 
game the weak iteration game (of length WI) on L or '7FG*(L, WI). 

Let us call a system !T on a premouse g; a putative normal iteration tree 
on g; just in case !T has all the properties of a normal iteration tree on g; , 
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except that we allow the last model of iT, if it has one, to be illfounded. 
The game 7FG*(L, WI) is played as follows. There are WI rounds; before 
beginning round y < WI we have premice L p ' for p ::::; y, and embeddings 
iaP : La ---> Lp for a < p which commute with one another. If y = 0, then 
~ = L , and if y is a limit, then ~ is the direct limit of the ~ , for a < y , 
under the iaP 's; player II loses if this direct limit is illfounded. Player I begins 
round y by playing a countable putative normal iteration tree on ~. Player 
II can either accept iT or playa maximal wellfounded branch of iT, with the 
proviso that he cannot accept iT unless it actually is a normal tree of successor 
length (i.e., has a last, wellfounded, model). If II plays the maximal wellfounded 
branch b of iT, then we set ~+I = (~)''{ and iy,y+I = i~ and go on to 
round y + 1 . If II accepts iT, then letting (~)'~ be the last model of iT we 
set ~+I = (~)'~ and iy,y+I = i~ and go on to round y + 1 . The first player 
to break the rules loses 7F G* (L, WI); if neither player breaks the rules, then 
II wins. We say L is weakly wl-iterable just in case II has a winning strategy 
in 7FG*(L, WI). 

Corollary 5.12. Let L be a countable premouse such that L :::5 (~, E, 0) 
for some a, o. Then L is weakly wl-iterable. 
Proof. Let 7ro : L ---> (~, E, 0) be elementary. Player II's winning strategy in 
7FG*(L, Wt) is the following: letting ~ be the model given at the beginning 
of round y, and letting i py : Lp ---> ~ for P < y be the given embeddings, 
arrange that there is an elementary 7ry : ~ ---> (~, E, 0) such that 7rp = 
7ry 0 i fty for all P < y. From Theorem 4.3 we see that II can always arrange 
this, and clearly he wins by doing so. 0 

It is easy to see that if L is normally wl-iterable, then L is weakly w I -

iterable. The converse is certainly false, although we do not have a full proof 
-+ 

of this. For premice L whose derived inner sequence E (see Definition 6.1) 
is such that L[E] does not have any Woodin cardinals 0 such that there is 

-+ 
a (K, J.,) extender E on E with K ::::; 0 ::::; J." we can show that weak w I -

iterability implies normal wl-iterability. This fact and Corollary 5.12 lead to 
an inner model theory for large cardinal hypotheses weaker than the existence 
of a cardinal K which is c5 + I-strong, for some Woodin cardinal c5 > K. 

6. ONE WOODIN CARDINAL 

In order to avoid some problems connected with the Axiom of Choice, we 
shall consruct our inner models not from sequences of extenders but from se-
quences of classes of extenders. Such objects are known as Doddages, although, 
as far as we know, Mitchell discovered them and established their basic proper-
ties. (See [Mi3].) The sort of Doddage we shall study, which is formally defined 
in Definition 6.1, was first isolated in [Stl]. From that paper we also take the 
idea of a comparison process involving mice which approximate not just our 
inner model but V itself. 
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Recall that if F is a (K", .A.) extender, then K" = crit(F) is the critical 
point of F and .A. = Ih(F) is the length of F. For K" < Y/ :S .A., we let 
F t Y/ = (Fa I a E [y/(w). Now suppose we are given a sequence (7, v) = 
((srp, v p) I P <.A.) such that each srp is a family of extenders all of which have 
critical point < vp and length> vp' For P <.A., let ?:p = {F t vp IF E srp} ; 
we call the sequence ?: = (?:p I P <.A.) the projection of (7, v). Let also 
Ep = U?:p = {(a, x) I ~E E ?:p(x E Ean for all P <.A.. We call (Ep I P <.A.) 
the inner sequence derived from (7, v). By L[(Ep I P < y)] we mean L[A] , 
where A = {(P, a, x) I P < y and (a, x) E Ep}. Thus L[(Ep I P < y)] is 
the smallest proper class M satisfying ZFC such that (Ep n M I P < y) EM. 

Definition 6.1. A Doddage is a sequence (7, v) = ((srp, vp) I P <.A.) such 
that each srp is a class of extenders all of which have critical point < v p 
and length > v p and such that letting ?: be the projection of (7, v) and 
(E piP <.A.) the derived inner sequence: 

(1) ex<P=*vo.:Svp ; 
(2) FE srp =* strength(F) ~ vp + 2; 
(3) (Novelty) if ex < P < .A. and Vo. = vp and F E srp and G E ~, then 

F and G disagree over L[(Ey I y < P)]; that is, there are a E [Vo.(W and 
x E L[(Ey I y < P)] such that x E Fa!!..Ga ; 

(4) (External coherence) if FE srp and i: V -+ Ult(V, F) is the canonical 
embedding, then 

i(?:) t length:S vp =?: t p, 
where by ?/ t length :S v we mean ?/ t ex, where ex is least such that ex = 
dom (?/) or ~G E ?/o.(v < Ih(G)); and 

(5) (Closure under initial segment) whenever FE?:p and crit(F) < f.l < lip, 
there is an ex < P such that v 0. = f.l and aGE ?:o. such that F t f.l agrees 
with Gover L[(Ey I Vy :S f.l)], that is, such that for all a E [f.l]<w and 
x E L[(Ey Ivy :S f.l)), x E Fa {:} X EGa' 

Notice that any initial segment of a Doddage is a Doddage. There is a canon-
ical maximal Doddage, which one constructs by adding all extenders possible 
while maintaining inductively conditions (1 )-( 4); condition (5) then follows. 

Definition 6.2. The maximal Doddage is defined by induction on P E OR as 
follows. Suppose ((~, vJ I ex < P) has been defined, and let (?:o. I ex < P) 
be its projection and (Eo. I ex < P) its derived inner sequence. Let v E OR be 
least such that 

(i) Vo. :S v for all ex < p, and for some extender F such that crit(F) < II ; 

(ii) strength(F) ~ v + 2; 
(iii) for any ex < P such that Vo. = v and any G E ~, there is an a E [v(W 

and x E L[(Ey I y < P)] such that x E Fa!!..Ga ; and 
(iv) letting i: V -+ Ult(V, F) be the canonical embedding, 

i((S: I ex < P)) t (length :S v) = (s: I ex < P)· 
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Then we set lip = 11. Also, letting y be least such that some F E v" satisfies 
(ii), (iii), and (iv), we set 

gp = {F E v" 1 F satisfies (ii), (iii), and (iv)}. 
If there is no such ordinal 11, then (gp, lip) is undefined, and (g;:, II,.) I 
a < P) is the maximal Doddage. 

If (g;:, 1Ia> is defined for all a E OR, then (g;:, 110:) 1 a E OR) is the 
maximal Doddage. 
Lemma 6.3. The maximal Doddage is a Doddage. 
Proof. We must check condition (5). Let F E gp and crit(F) < fl. < lip. Let 
y :::; P be at least such that fl. < 11.'1. If at stage y in our construction we set 
11 = fl., then (i) is satisfied, and F witnesses the satisfaction of (ii) and (iv) as 
fl. < lip. Since lIy was chosen minimal, condition (iii) must fail for fl. and F . 
That is, there is an a < y and G E g;: such that 110: = fl. and G ~ 110: agrees 
with F ~ 110: over L[(E'I 111 < y)] = L[(E'I 111'1 :::; fl.)]. 0 

We now prove a comparison lemma for the inner sequences derived from 
Doddages. 
Definition 6.4. An expanded premouse is a structure (M, E, tJ, g-, v) such 
that 

(1) (M, E, tJ) is a premouse, 
(2) (M, E) 1= "(g-, v) is a Doddage", and 
(3) g- ~ 11 E VoM , for all 11 E domeg-) (so dome g-) :::; tJ) . 
An iteration tree on an expanded premouse (M, E, tJ, g-, v) is just an 

iteration tree !T on the premouse (M, E, tJ) with its ath model expanded 
..'T c;r -+ by 10 ,0:«.7 , 11». 

Definition 6.5. An expanded premouse (M, E, tJ, g-, v) is (normally) ()-
iterable just in case (M, E, tJ) is (normally) (}-iterable. 

Definition 6.6. Let L = (M, E, tJ, g-, v) and ,AI" = (N, E, y, JJ, p) 
be expanded premice. Then we say L is an initial segment of ,AI" iff OR"I :::; 
ORA'" and 

(1) dom(g-):::; dom(g'), and lip = Pp for all P < dom(g-); and 
(2) if P E dom(g-), FE gp ,and G E JJp ' then F ~ lip agrees with G ~ Pp 

over MnN. 
We now prove a comparison lemma for "sufficiently iterable" expanded pre-

mice. Versions of this lemma, and even more, of the comparison process on 
which its proof is based, constitute the basic tool in virtually all work in inner 
model theory. We shall state a general comparison lemma which should some 
day apply to inner models with superstrong cardinals. (We cannot so apply it 
now because we cannot yet show that the expanded premice which arise in the 
theory of inner models with superstrongs are "sufficiently iterable".) 
Lemma 6.7 (The Comparison lemma). Let L and ,AI" be normally «() + 1)-
iterable expanded premice, where () = max( card(L) , card(,AI") t. Then there 
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are iteration trees :T on .L, with last model g, and ~ on ./Y, with last 
model (§, such that either g is an initial segment oj (§ or (§ is an initial 
segment oj g . 

Proof. Fix winning strategies r and ~ for II in the length 8 + 1 normal itera-
tion games on .L and ./Y respectively. We define by induction on a iteration 
trees 9;: on .L and ~a on ./Y. We shall have 

(a) a < P ~ (9;: =.9p r Ih(9;:) and ~a = ~p r lh(~a»' 
where if :T = (T, (Ey I Y + 1 < 8)} is an iteration tree, then :T r Y/ = 
(Tn(y/xy/), (Eyly+l<y/}). 

We shall have 9;: = 9;:+1 or Ih(9;:+I) = Ih(9;:) + 1, and similarly for ~a· 
Moreover, Ih(9;:) and Ih(~a) will be successor ordinals, so that 9;: and ~a 
have last models, for all a. (It will be possible that Ih(~a) :I Ih(9;:).) 

We shall also maintain by induction 
(b) 9;: is a play according to r in which I has not yet lost, and ~a is a play 

according to ~ in which I has not yet lost. 
Thus, in order to determine 9;:+1 and ~a+1' we need a way for I to play in 

the iteration games on .L and ./Y. We shall have I extend 9;: to 9;:+1 and 
~a to ~a+1 by "iterating the least disagreement" between the last models of 
9;: and ~a. (This idea goes back to [Mil].) 

Suppose g = (P, E, lS, 7, Jl) and (§ = (Q, E, y/, :9', v) are 
expanded premice, and let P E dom (7) n dom (:9') be least such that either 
J1.p :I vp or there are F E.91p and G E:9'p such that F r J1.p disagrees with 
G r v p over P n Q. We say in this case that P indexes a least disagreement 
between g and (§. We say that (F, G) is a least disagreement of g with 
(§ iff 

(i) J1.p < vp ' FE.91p, and G = 0; or 
(ii) vp < J1.p' G E:9'p' and F = 0; or 
(iii) J1.p = vp ' F E .91p, G E:9'p and F r J1.p disagrees with G r vp over 

PnQ. 
Suppose that we have defined 9;: and ~a and that they have last mod-

els g = (P, ... ,Jl) and (§ = (Q, ... , v) respectively. Then we set Po. = 
inf(J1.p' vp)' where P indexes a least disagreement between g and (§. We 
shall maintain inductively 

(c) a < P ~ Pa < Pp; 
(d) if g is the last model of 9;:, a < p, and (§ is the last model of 

.9p, then g and (§ agree below Po. + 2 (that is, V~2 = VP~2' where P = 
Pa ). Moreover, if ? and 7t' are the projections of the Doddages of g and 
(§ respectively, then ? r y = 7t' r length ~ Pa ' where y indexes a least 
disagreement between g and the last model of ~o. ; 

(e) if g is the last model of ~a' a < p, and Q is the last model of ~p' -
then g and (§ agree below P a + 2. Moreover, if ? and 7t' are the projections 
of the Doddages of g and (§ respectively, then? r y = 7t' r length ~ Pa ' 

where y indexes a least disagreement between g and the last model of 9;: . 
We proceed to the construction of :T and ~. Let ~ and ~o be the unique 
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length I iteration trees on vi( and ./Y respectively. Now suppose ~ and ~a 
are given; say ~ = (T, (Fc, I c; + I < y)) and ~a = (U, (Gc, Ie; + I < J)). 
Fix (F, G) such that (F, G) is a least disagreement between the last models 
of ~ and ~a. If F = 0, then we let ~+1 = ~. Otherwise let p = 
least Yf < 0: such that ~ =I- ~+1 and crit(F) ~ P'I' or P = 0:, if no such Yf 

exists. Let c; + I = Ih(9p) , so that .L(P = Lc,g;, is the last model of 9p. Since 
crit(F) ~ Pp' induction hypothesis (d) implies that if! extends ~ by applying 
F to Lc,g;" he violates no rules of the iteration game. So we have I do this; 
that is, we let ~+1 = ( T' ,(F" I Yf + 1 < y)~(F)), where T' = T U{(Yf, y) I 
Yf T c; or Yf = c;} . 

We extend ~a to ~a+l similarly. If G = 0, set ~a+l = ~a. Otherwise, let 
(J be the least Yf < 0: such that ~'1 =I- ~,,+ 1 and crit( G) ~ P", or let (J = 0: if 
no such Yf exists. Let 'f+ 1 = Ih(~O'). Since crit(G) ~ PO', induction hypothesis 
( e) implies that if I extends ~a by applying G to the last model of ~O" he 
violates no rules of the iteration game. So we have I do this; that is, we set 
~a+l = (U', (G" I Yf+ 1 < J)~(G)), where U' = Uu{(Yf, J) I YfU'f or Yf = 'f}. 

Let us check that our induction hypotheses (a)-(e) still hold. For (a) this is 
clear, and we have already checked (b). (Notice that (b) implies that ~+1 and 
~a+l are indeed iteration trees; their last models are wellfounded.) Induction 
hypotheses (c)-(e) follow at once from the next claim. If !Jll is an expanded 
premouse, let us write g>.9" for the projection of the Doddage of !Jll. Let now 
!Jll and (ff be the last models of ~ and ~a and !Jf and Y the last models 
of ~+1 and ~a+l. Let P = Pa ' and let Yf index the the least disagreement 
between !Jll and (ff . 

Claim. (1) Vp!2 = V;:2' and g>.9" ~ Yf = g>.9'I ~ (length ~ p). 
~ .9' ~~ ~s (2) Vp+2 = Vp+2' and e> ~ Yf = e> ~ (length ::; p) . 

Proof. We prove (1); the proof of (2) is the same. If ~+1 = ~ , the claim is 
obvious, so let ~+1 =I- ~. Let !Jf = U1t(..2", F), where..2" = Lc,.'T.. is as 
in the definition of ~+!. Since ..2" agrees with !Jll below crit(F) and since 
strength.9"(F):::: p+2, !Jll agrees with !Jf below p+2. (See Lemma 1.5.) The 
same proof shows the second clause of (1). Let !Jf' = Ult(!Jll, F). By external 

P.9'l' P coherence, g> ~ Yf = g> ~ (length ::; p). But g> ~ (length < crit(F)) = 
g>L ~ (length < crit(F)) , so g>.9'I' ~ (length < i (crit(F) )) = g>R ~ (length < 
i (crit(F) )), where i:..2" -+!Jf is the canonical embedding. As i (crit(F)) > p, 
the desired conclusion follows. 0 

The claim easily implies Pa < Pa+!' which is what we need for (c). Induction 
hypotheses (d) and (e) also follow easily from the claim. 

We proceed to the limit step in the inductive definitions of ,!T and ~. 
Suppose we have constructed ,!T and ~ for 0: < A, where A is a limit, and a a 
that (a)-(e) hold at 0: < A. Let ,!T' = Ua<l ~ and ~' = Ua<l ~a. If 
y = Ih(,!T') is a successor ordinal, then ,!T' = ~ for some 0: < A, and in this 
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case we set ~ =!T' . Otherwise, y is a limit ordinal. By (b), there is a unique 
iteration tree of length y + 1 which extends !T' and is a play according to r 
in the iteration game on L. We let ~ be this iteration tree. Similarly, if 
t5 = lh(~') is a successor, then ~;. = ~' , and otherwise ~ results from letting 
1: choose a cofinal wellfounded branch of ~' . 

We leave it to the reader to check (a)-(e) at stage A.. 
If we ever reach a stage a < 0 such that the last models of ~ and ~" 

have no least disagreement (that is, one is an initial segment of the other), then 
we stop the construction and set !T = ~ and ~ = ~". The pair (!T, ~) 
witnesses the truth of Lemma 6.7. So it is enough to show 

Claim. The construction stops at some a < 0 . 

Proof. Assume otherwise, and let !T = g; and ~ = ~o. Since 0 is regular 
and max( card( L) , card(./Y)) < 0, we must have Ih(!T) = lh(~) = 0 + 1 . Let 
T and U be the tree orderings of !T and ~. 

The following subclaim expresses the fact that "generators are not moved" 
along the branches of !T and ~. This is crucial in showing that the construc-
tion stops. 

Subclaim. (a) Let (a + 1) T y and P = T-pred(a + 1). Suppose L; is the last 
model of ~, where ~ =1= ~+I . Then crit( 1::'1,)1) > Pc.· 

(b) Similarly for ~. 

Proof. We prove (a). If (a) fails, then we have t5 such that (a + 1) T 
(t5 + 1), (t5 + 1) T y or t5 + 1 = y, and crit(E"i) ~ Pc. . By the construction of 
!T , T -pred( t5 + 1) = 11 , where L{ is the last model of some .9p , for P ~ e . 
Butthen T-pred( t5+ 1) ~ a, which contradicts the fact that (a+ 1) T (t5+ 1). 0 

Let b = {a I aTO} and c = {a I aUO}. Since every branch of an iteration 
tree is closed below its sup, band c are club in O. Using arguments from 
[Mi 1], we can find a set D ~ b n c which is club in 0 and such that for 
a, P E D with a < P : 

( . ) . ( . .'T ) . (.'V ) 
1 cnt 1",0 = cnt 1",0 = a, 

(ii) l..'Tp(a) = i'V p(a) = p, 
0, 0:, 

(iii) for all A ~ a such that A E L; nL,,'V, i-:-'p(A) = i~,p(A). 

[Proof. For A. a limit ordinal in b n c, let f(A.) = least PTA. such that 
crit( l{o) E ran( if;.). There is a stationary set S ~ b n c such that f is con-
stant on S , with constant value P . As LJ has cardinality < 0 , we can shrink 
S so that there is a fixed K E LJ such that for all A. E S, crit((o) = 1f;.(K). 
Let 

DI = {A. E b n c I P < A. /\ crit({o) = 1f;.(K)}. 

Now our Subclaim guarantees that if 11 T e Tt5 , then crit((o) < critU[o). 
It follows easily from this that DI is closed in 0 and, hence, club in O. 
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By a similar argument, we can find p' E b n c and K' such that, letting 

D2 = {A E b n c I p' < A 1\ crit(i~8) = i~ ,.lo(K')} , 

D2 is club in e. Set 

D3 = {A E D1 n D2 I {.lo(K) = A = i~ ,.lo(K')}. 
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It is easy to see that D3 is club and (i) and (ii) above hold for all a, p E D3 
with a < p. 

Let 
!T ~ a E S ¢:} a E D3 1\ 3A E (P(a) n ~ n ~ ) 

[3P E D3(a < p 1\ l~(A) "# i:p(A))]. 

It is enough to show S is nonstationary, so assume otherwise. For a E S, let 
A" E (P(a) nL; n~~) witness that a E S. As in the preceding paragraphs, 
we can find a stationary set R ~ S such that 

(a, PER 1\ a < P) :::} l~(A,,) = i:p(A,,) = Ap. 

But now fix a E R. Fix P E D3 such that a < P and i~(A,,) "# i:p(A,,); 
such a P exists by the definition of S. Let P < y, where y E R. Then 
i:;:(A,,) = i!(A,,) , so ifr(i~(A,,)) = i~l'(i~p(A(J). As critufr) = crit(i~l') = p 
and i~(A,,) and i~p(A,,) are subsets of p, this implies l-:;(A,,) = i:p(A,,) , a 
contradiction. ] 

Now fix a ED. Let y + 1 E b be such that U-pred(y + 1) = a and ~ + 1 E c 
be such that T-pred(~ + 1) = a. Let e be such that L..;!T is the last model 
of ~ and ~"# ~+1. Let '1 be such that ~~ is the last model of ~'1 and 
~'1 "# ~'1+1· We assume without loss of generality that e s '1. Let F = E'; 

~ and G = E6 ,and let p = Pc. • 
We claim that F t p agrees with G t p over L; n ~~. This follows 

from property (iii) of D. For let P E D and max(y + 1, ~ + 1) < p. Let 
A ~ [at and A E L; n ~~. Since i~(A) = i~p(A) and critU::_1,p) > p 

and critU~+1,j1) > p, i:')l+1(A) n [pt = i:,6+1(A) n [pt. But then for 
a E [pt, A E Fa ¢:} a E i:'l'+1 (A) ¢:} a E i~,6+1 (A) ¢:} A E Ga , as desired. 

Notice that pea) n L; = pea) n L; for all (J ~ a. For L; is the last 
model of .?,: for some 1/ ~ a, and Pv ~ a since the p 's are increasing. Thus 
our induction hypothesis (d) gives the desired conclusion. Similarly, pea) n 
~ ~ 
~ = pea) nA;, for all (J ~ a. 

We claim that e "# '1. For otherwise, we see from the construction of ~+1 
and ~+1 that (F, G) is a least disagreement between L..;!T and ~~ . This 
contradicts the fact that F t p agrees with G t p over pea) nL..;!T n~~. 
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So e < ", and p = Pe < p". Let (!T, -,;) be the Doddage of Lo'V, g 
its projection, and (E)' I Y < Ih(!T)) its derived inner sequence. By the initial 
segment condition on Doddages, there is an H E gp' for some p such that 

vp = p, such that G t p agrees with Hover L[(E)' I v)' :::; p)]""'.!'U . Notice that 
.L,'U 

L[(E)' Iv)' :::; p)] J and the full L[(E)' I v)' :::; p)] have the same subsets of p. 
. 'U 

[We show by induction on " such that 0 < " :::; () that L[ (E)' I Vy :::; p)].I" and 

L[(E)' I v)' :::; p)]""'.!'U have the same subsets of p, or, in other words, that if A ~ P 
A('U 

and A E Le[(E)' I v)' :::; p)] for some e E OR ~ ,then A E Le[(E)' I v)' :::; p)] 
'U 

for some e E OR""'.! . Suppose first " is a successor. Let K = crit(E~I) 
and J.l = U-pred(,,). Then i~(K) is a cardinal of L,,'V and p < i~(K), so 

'U 
all subsets of p in L[(Ey I v)' :::; p)JI~ are constructed before i~,,(K). But 

i~,,(K) E OR.L,,~l , which finishes the successor case. We leave the case " is 
'U 

a limit to the reader. Finally, since () is a cardinal of V, () :::; ORLe , and 
L,'U 

p < (), we have pep) n L[(E)' I v)' :::; p)] ~ L[(E)' I Vy :::; p)] 9 .] Thus G t p 
agrees with H over the full L[(Ey I Vy :::; p)]. 

Let g and (! be the last models of ~ and ~ respectively. Let (!T', -';') 
be the Doddage of g, g' its projection, and (E; I y < Ih(!T')) its derived 
inner sequence. Let -r index a least disagreement between g and (!. (Thus v; = p and FE!7";' ; moreover, Vy :::; P iff y < -r.) By our inductive hypothesis 
(e), p < -r (where p is such that HE gp) and ~p = ~r. As P < -r, there is 
a K E~; such that H agrees with Kover g n (! . 

By (e), (Ey I y < -r) = (Ey I Vy :::; p) is an initial segment of the derived inner 
sequence of (!. Moreover, Ey and E; agree on all sets in g n(!, Vy < -r. By 
the argument given two paragraphs back, g computes pep) n L[(E; I y < -r)] 
correctly and Q computes pep) n L[(Ey I y < -r)] correctly. It follows that 
Vy < -r, E; agrees with E)' over L[(E; I y < -r)] = L[(Ey I y < -r)]. 

But then F t P agrees with G t p, hence with H, hence with K, over 
L[ (E; I y < -r)]. This contradicts the novelty condition on !T'. 

This contradiction completes the proof of the claim and thereby completes 
the proof of Lemma 6.7. 0 

The next theorem shows that by setting E p = U ~p in the definition of the 
derived inner sequence, we actually get an extender. The proof of the theorem 
comes from [Mi3]. 
Theorem 6.8. Let L = (M, E, 0, !T, -,;) be an expanded premouse which 
is normally (WI + l)-iterable. Let (Eo. I a < A) be the inner sequence derived 
from (!T, -';). Then for all a < A and F, G E 9.:, F tva. agrees with G tva. 
over L[(Eo. I a < A)JI . 
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Proof. Suppose L, a, F, G, etc., provide a counterexample. By taking 
a Skolem hull, we may assume L is countable. We compare L with itself. 
By Lemma 6.7 (with L =./Y) there are iteration trees g- on L with last 
model .9 and 'fI on L with last model Q such that .9 is an initial segment 
of Q or vice-versa. By symmetry, we may assume .9 is an initial segment of 
Q. Let i : L --+.9 be the canonical embedding. So i(F) t i(v,.) disagrees 
with i(G) t i(v,.) over L[i((Ey 1 y < A))]Y'. Moreover, L[i((Ey 1 y < A))]Y' 
is contained in .9 n Q, as .9 is an initial segment of Q. Thus i(F) t i(v,.) 
disagrees with i(G) t i(v,.) over .9 n Q. But .9 is an initial segment of Q, 
so there is an H E ~~) , and any such H agrees with both i(F) t i(v,.) and 
i (G) t (V,.) over .9 n Q. This is a contradiction. 0 

We shall be dealing with models of the form L( Va) in what follows. Our 
metatheory includes the Axiom of Choice, so we may assert that every member 
of Va is wellorderable in L(Va). Clearly, Va may not itself be wellorderable in 
L(Va). Notice that if L(Va) F "J is Woodin", then L(Va) F "J is strongly 
inaccessible", and therefore L(Va) satisfies < J dependent choices. This im-
plies that one can force over L(Va) with a <J-closed partial order so as to 
adjoin a wellordering of Va without adding new elements of Va. Solovay and 
Woodin have shown that if L(Va) F "J is Woodin" and if G is L(Va)-generic 
for this forcing, then L(Va)[G] F ZFC + "J is Woodin". The reader who feels 
uncomfortable working in L(Va) , without full choice, can avoid this in what 
follows by passing to L(Va)[G]. 

Definition 6.9. Let (7, ;) be the maximal Doddage, and J E OR. Then the 
maximal J-Doddage is ((gp, vp) 1 P E dom (7) 1\ gp EVa). 

Theorem 6.10. Suppose L(Va) F "J is Woodin", and Vy < J(L(~) ~ "y is 
Woodin"). Let (E,. 1 a < J) be the inner sequence derived from the maximal 
J-Doddage. Then each E,. is an extender over L[(E,. 1 a < J)]; moreover, 
L[(E,.I a < J)] F "J is Woodin". 

Proof. Let (7, ;) be the maximal J-Doddage. (7, ;) is first-order de-
finable over Va as the maximal Doddage; so (7, ;) E L(Va) and L(Va) F 
" (7, ;) is the maximal J-Doddage". As J is an inaccessible limit of cardi-
nals K which are (K + 3)-strong in L(Va) , dom (7) = J. -Suppose" < J and F, G E ~ and F and G disagree over L[E]. We shall 
derive a contradiction. Working in L( Va) , where J is strongly inaccessible, we 
can easily find a c; < J such that" < c; and an expanded premouse .9 = (P, 
E, C;, 7 t C;, ii t c;) such ~p = ~, F and G disagree over -L[(Ey 1 y < c;)]Y' , 
and no y S c; is Woodin in L(~)Y' . Let L j.9 be countable. We would like 
to apply Theorem 6.8; unfortunately, we need that L is normally (WI + 1)-
iterable for that, and from Theorem 4.3 and Corollary 2.4 we only get directly 
that L is normally wl-iterable. But let z be a real coding L; we shall show 
L is w~ -iterable in L[z]. Since w~[ZI < w~ , we can then apply Theorem 6.8 
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within L[z] and reach the desired contradiction. 
It will be enough to show that if Y E L[z] is a normal iteration tree on 

L of limit length A < w~ , then there is a unique cofinal wellfounded branch 
of Y, and this branch is in L[z]. (Notice that Theorem 4.3 then implies 
that Y cannot go bad at successor steps.) Uniqueness follows at once from 
Corollary 2.4. For existence, let x be generic over L[z] for the Levy collapse 
making A countable. Since w~ is inaccessible in L[z], there is such an x. By 
Theorem 4.3, there is a maximal well founded branch of Y, and by Corollary 
2.4 any such branch is cofinal. It is a L; fact about any real y E L[z][x] coding 
(L, Y) that Y has a co final wellfounded branch, so Y has such a branch b 
in L[z][x]. Since b is unique and the Levy collapse is homogeneous, b E L[z], 
as desired. 

Thus if 1] < <5 and F, G E g;, , then F and G agree over L[E]. It follows 
..... 

that all F E g;, agree with EI) over L[E] , so EI) is an extender over L[E]. 
--+ 

We work now in L(JI§). As <5 is inaccessible, if A ~ a < <5 and A E L[E] , 
then by a simple LOwenheim-Skolem argument we get a y < <5 such that A E 
L[(Ep I P < y)]. Thus there is a function g: <5 ---t <5 such that for all a < <5 

..... 
Now fix f: <5 ---t <5 such that f E L[E]; we want to show that <5 is Woodin 

with respect to f in L[E]. Let, for a < <5 

h(a) = least inaccessible e such that f(a) < e and g(f(a)) < e. 
Now Woodin cardinals are well known to be " A-strong" for arbitrary A ~ 

V6; taking A to code (i?, h, f), this means that there is a K < <5 and an 
elementary j: V ---t M with crit(j) = K such that 

(a) h"K ~ K and 11K ~ K, 
(b) Vj(h)(K) EM, 
(c) j(h)(K) = h(K) and j(f)(K) = f(K) , 
(d) j(g') ~ length < h(K) = g' ~ length < h(K). 

(See Lemma 4.2 of [MS). Incidentally, the proof that such a j exists is a direct 
descendant of Mitchell's proof in [Mil] that large cardinal properties go from 
V to his inner models.) 

Let F be the (K, h(K)) extender derived from j, and let p < h(K) be 
such that f(K) < p, g(f(K)) < p, and p = card (Vp ). Let y be least such 
that p < Vy • Now at stage y in the construction of (7, 17) we might have set 
Vy = P and put F ~ P into ~, except perhaps for the novelty condition. Since 
Vy > p, the novelty condition failed, and we have an a < y and G E ~ such 
that va. = p and G agrees with F ~ P over L[(Ep I vp ::; p)]. But g(K) < p, 

so all subsets of K in L[E] are in L[(Ep I vp ::; p)], so G agrees with F ~ P 
~ --+ --+ ---+ 

over L[E]. Let H = G n L[E] = Ea. n L[E] = F I p n L[E]. So H is an 
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extender in L[E] , and we claim that, in L[E] , H witnesses the Woodinness 
of 0 with respect to f. 

Consider the commutative diagram: 

L[E] ~ L[j(E)] 

i'-." /'0-
..... 

Ult(L[E] , H) 

where O'([a, .e]~E]) = j(i)(a) for all a E [p]<m and functions .e E L[E]. Now 

0' t p = id, and as p = card (Vp )' 0' t VpUlt(L[E].H) = id. But vf<~f] ~ L[j(E)] 
..... 

as L[(Ep I vp ::; p)] ~ L[j(E)] by property (d) of j. Thus 

L[E] ..... 
Vf(K) ~ Ult(L[E], H). 

Further, O'(i(f)(K)) = j(f)(K) = f(K). Since f(K) < p, i(f)(K) = f(K). This ..... 
means that H witnesses the Woodinness of 0 with respect to f in L[E]. 0 

We now have an inner model of the form L[E] satisfying that there is a ..... 
Woodin cardinal. We show next that if E is, in a certain sense, minimal with ..... 
this property, then in L[E] the natural wellorder of the reals (given by the order 
of construction) is ~~. 

Definition 6.11. Let vi( = (M, E, 0, 7, ii) be an expanded premouse, and 
(Ea I a < 11) its derived inner sequence. We say vi( is minimal iff 

(1) vi( F .. (7, ii) is the maximal o-Doddage", 
(2) Va < 11(Ea is an extender over L[(Ep I P < 11)JL) , 
(3) Vy < o(L[(Ea I a < min(y, 11))rf ' F "y is not Woodin"), 
(4) Vy < o(L(~)L F "y is not Woodin"), 
and 
(5) if L(VJ)L F .. 0 is Woodin", then 11 = 0 and L[(Ea I a < 0)].1 F .. 0 

is Woodin". 
The proof of Theorem 6.10 shows that if vi( F .. 0 is inaccessible in L(VJ) 

and a limit of cardinals K which are (K + 3)-strong" and if vi( satisfies (1) 
and (3), then vi( satisfies (2), (4), and (5). This justifies the use of the term 
"minimal". 

Life would be simpler if the property of being (a real coding) a countable 
minimal wt-iterable expanded premouse were a II; property. However, if 
there is a 0 such that 0 is Woodin in L( Yo) and Yo* exists, then this is not 
the case. [Although we do not need it later, we sketch the proof of this fact. 
Let P be the property in question. Let E be the inner sequence derived from 
the maximal o-Doddage. Applying Theorem 6.10 within L( Yo), we have a ..... ..... 
y ::; 0 such that L[E t y] F "y is Woodin". Let y::; Ih(E) be least such that 
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L[E ~ Y] F "y is a Woodin cardinal". Then for all x ~ W 

x E L[E ~ y] iff 3L (L is a countable, minimal, normally wl-iterable 
-+.1 

expanded premouse, and x E L[ G] ,where 
-+ 

G is the derived inner sequence of L). 

The => direction is a simple Lowenheim-Skolem argument. The {:: direction 
comes from comparing L[G]L with L[E ~ y]. We have enough iterability 
to do the comparison because E ~ y, L E L(Vj) , and Vj# exists. (See §5.) 
Therefore, if P is II~, then pew) n L[E ~ y] is l:!. On the other hand, 

-+ 

we shall show later in this section that pew) n L[E ~ y] ~ Q3' and Woodin 
-+ 

(unpublished) has recently shown Q3 ~ pew) n L[E ~ y]. (See [KMSo] for the 
definition and basic theory of Q3 .) Since Q3 is not l:!, P is not II~.] 

In order to get a d! wellorder, we need a II~ approximation to the notion 
of wl-iterability for countable, minimal expanded premice. Definition 6.12 
records such an approximation. Recall that if b is a branch of an iteration tree 
.?' on L, then ~ = limaEb ~ need not be wellfounded. Let us say that 
~ is y-wellfounded, for y E OR, iff ~ is wellfounded or the well founded 
part of ~ has ordinal rank ~ y . 

Definition 6.12. A II~ mouse is a countable expanded premouse L = (M, 
E, 0, gr, -,;) such that L F "(gr, -,;) is the maximal o-Doddage", and 
such that for every countable normal iteration tree .?' on L : 

(1) if lh(.?') is a limit ordinal, then for each y < WI there is a maximal 
branch b of .?' such that ~ is y-wellfounded, and 

(2) if lh(.?') = a + 1, ~ F "E is an extender", and crit(E) < p.'T (ft, a) 
where ft $ a, then either Ult(LJ, E) is wellfounded or 'r/y < w l 3b (b is 
a maximal branch of .?' and ~ is y-wellfounded). 

Notice that y-wellfoundedness is uniformly l:: in any code for y. It follows 
that {x E Ww I x codes a II~ mouse} is n~. Were we to make the more natural 
requirement in, for example, clause (1) of Definition 6.12 that there be a max-
imal fully wellfounded branch of .?' , then we would have a II! rather than a 
II~ notion of mousehood. Our uniqueness theorem, Corollary 2.4, implies that 
for minimal premice this stronger II! condition is equivalent to wl-iterability 
with respect to normal trees. In particular, any normally wl-iterable minimal . III premouse IS a 2 mouse. 

It is not true that any two countable, minimal n~ mice can be compared 
with one another. However, we do get the following comparison lemma: 
Lemma 6.13. Let L be a countable, minimal, wl-iterable expanded premouse. 
Let 5 be a minimal n~ mouse. Suppose (L, 5)# exists. Then there are 
countable iteration trees .?' on Land 'W on 5 such that either 
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(a) !T and'&' have last models of g; and (ff' respectively, and either g; is 
an initial segment of Q or vice-versa, or 

(b) !T and '&' have limit length, and there are cofinal branches b of !T and 
c of '&' such that .Ab is wellfounded, and .Ab is an initial segment of ~ . 
Remark. We need alternatives (b) in Lemma 6.13 to accommodate the possbil-
ity of ending the comparison process by choosing an illfounded iterate ~ of 
./Y . 
Proof. The proof is very close to that of Lemma 6.7. We define iteration trees 
~ and '&'~ on Land ./Y respectively, by induction on C;, maintaining the 
induction hypotheses (a), (c )-( e) of that proof. Instead of induction hypothesis 
(b) of Lemma 6.7 (which stated that ~ and ~ were plays according to certain 
iteration strategies) we maintain inductively 

(b) I If !7 = U~<A ~ is an iteration tree of limit length 11 and Y;: is defined, 
then Ih(Y;:) = 11+ I and {a I a(T,)11} is the unique co final wellfounded branch 
of !7. Similarly, if !7 = U~<A ~ is an iteration tree of limit length 11 and 
~ is defined, then Ih('&'A) = 11 + I and {a I a(U A)11} is the unique cofinal 
wellfounded branch of !7 . 

Of course, (b) I implies that the ~ 's are plays according to any and all 
iteration strategies for L . 

If we ever reach a limit stage A. < WI so that it is impossible to define Y;: 
and ~ so as to satisfy (b) I , then we stop the construction at A.. And, as in 
Lemma 6.7, we stop the construction at any stage C; such that the last models 
of ~ and '&'~ are "lined up"; that is, one is an initial segment of the other. 

It is also ostensibly possible that at some stage C; , the ultrapower to be taken 
in extending '&'~ to ~+I is illfounded. In this case too we stop the construction 
at c;; we shall argue later that in fact the construction never stops for this 
reason. Notice that because the construction of !T follows any and all iteration 
strategies for L , we never encounter illfounded ultrapowers at successor steps 
in the construction of !T . 
Claim. The construction stops at some a < WI • 

Proof. Assume otherwise. Notice then that the construction is absolute to 
L[(L, ./Y)], the smallest transitive proper class model of ZF to which (L, ./Y) 
belongs. This is clear once we show that if A. < W is a limit ordinal and 91 = 
UO<A ~ has limit length, then the unique cofinal wellfounded branch b of 91 is 
in L[(L, ./Y)]. (One also needs the parallel fact for Uo<.l. '&'0' which is proved 
in the same way.) We may assume by induction that 91 E L[(L, ./Y)]. Let 
11 = max(card(91), card(L))L[(L ,f)) , and let x be generic over L[(L, ./Y)] 
for the Levy po set making 11 countable. As 11 < WI and (L, ./Y)# exists, 
there is such an x in V. It is a 1:.; fact about any real coding 91 that 91 
has a cofinal wellfounded branch. Thus by Shoenfield absoluteness, 91 has a 
cofinal wellfounded branch in L[(L, ./Y)][x]. As b is the unique such branch 
in V, b is the unique such branch in L[(L, ./Y)][x]. The homogeneity of 
the collapsing poset implies b E L[(L, ./Y)]. 

Let 11 = max(card(L)+, card(./Yt)L[(L ,f)). So 11 < WI ' and Y;; and '&'11 
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are defined and in L[(L, .#')]. Working in L[(L, .#')], we can now reach 
the same contradiction we reached in the proof of Lemma 6.7. This proves the 
claim. 0 

Suppose the construction stops at A. < WI • If ~ and W'). exist and their last 
models are lined up, then we are done. The second possibility is that A. is a 
limit ordinal, and one of .9f = Uad ~ and .9 = Uad W'a has limit length but 
does not have a unique cofinal wellfounded branch. Suppose this happens, and 
suppose first that .9 has limit length but does not have a cofinal wellfounded 
branch. 

Since .#' is a n~ mouse, for each y < WI there is a maximal, y-wellfounded 
branch by of .9 . Fix '1 :::; lh(.9) such that sup(by ) = '1 for cofinally many y < 
WI' We may assume sup(by ) = '1 for all y < WI • Now no by is wellfounded; 
if '1 = Ih(.9) this is our hypothesis, and if '1 < lh(.9) this is so because the 
construction did not stop before A.. Thus the wellfounded part of Ab has 

1 
order type ~ y . 

Let a = A. if '1 = lh(.9), and let a < A. be least such that W'a has length 
~ '1 otherwise. (So, in fact, lh(W'a) = '1 + 1 .) Recall that Pa is the "length" of 
a least disagreement between the last models of ~ and W'a' for all Q < A.. Let 
() = sup({Pa I Q < a}). 

Notice that if band care cofinal branches of .9 t '1 having () in their 
wellfounded parts, then VI)Ab = v: . 

Ab Let X be the common value of VI) 1 for all y > () ; then by Theorem 2.2. 
L{J) (X) ~ "() is Woodin 1\ X = VI) ". Notice also that X# exists because 

1 
X E L[L,.#'], so L{J) (X) ~ ZF. Every member of X has a wellordering in 

1 

X because X = vi for some model g; of AC. We can therefore apply the 
proof of Theorem 6.10 to L{J) (X) (in the role of L(fJ) in that theorem) to see 

1 
that if (Fa I Q < ()) is the inner sequence derived from the maximal (}-Doddage 
of the model L{J) (X), then 

1 

L{J) [(F I Q < ())] ~ "() is Woodin". 
1 a 

If '1 < lh(.9) , then ~ = X , so (Fa I Q < ()) is the inner sequence derived 
from the maximal (}-Doddage of .JY". Since .JY" is minimal, () = ~~ . 

Since the derived inner sequences of .JY" and the last model of ~ agree 
below () = sup{p a I Q < a}, .JY" is an initial segment of the last model of ~ , 
or vice-versa. Thus the construction stopped at '1 < lh(.9) , a contradiction. 

Thus '1 = lh(.9). Let b be a cofinal, wellfounded branch of ~. 
Let (Ea I Q < ()) be the length () initial segment of the inner sequence 

derived from the Doddage of .Ab. Notice Ea agrees with Fa over .AbnL{J)l (X) 
for all Q < () . It follows that 

L[(Ea I Q < (})]AtI. ~ "() is Woodin". 
As .Ab is minimal, this implies that .Ab is an initial segment of Ab ' for all 

1 
y > OR n.Ab so that conclusion (b) of Lemma 6.13 holds, as desired. 
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Thus we may assume !/ = Uod Vo has a cofinal wellfounded branch c. As 
./t is wl-iterable, 92 = Uo<). Y;: has a cofinal wellfounded branch b. Since the 
construction stopped at A, one of !/ and 92 has a second cofinal well founded 
branch d, and by symmetry we may as well assume d is a branch of 92. Let 
() = sup{po I a < A} and v = inf(ORn./tb' oRn./td). Say v = ORn~. By 
Theorem 2.2, 

L(VoyLb F "() is Woodin", 
and arguing as above this implies that ./tb is an initial segment of ~ or vice-
versa. Let Y be the iteration tree of length = Ih(92) + 1 extending 92 and 
having last model ./tb. Let V extend !/ and have last model ~. Then Y 
and V witness conclusion (a) of Lemma 6.13. 

Finally, we must show that the construction cannot stop at a successor step 
because we are asked to form an illfounded ultrapower in V. Let !/ be the 
iteration tree on ff which we are asked to extend by forming an illfounded 
ultrapower. By part (2) of Definition 6.12, for each y < WI there is a maximal 
wellfounded branch by of !/. We can fix 11 ~ Ih(!/) such that 11 = sup(by) 

for cofinally many y < WI . Since !/ has successor length, 11 < Ih(!/). We can 
now use the arguments given earlier to show that the construction must have 
stopped before we reached !/ , a contradiction. 0 

Let J be least such that J is Woodin in L(Va) , and let E be the inner 
sequence derived from the maximal J-Doddage. Applying Theorem 6.10 within 

-> -> 

L(Va), we see that Ih(E) = J and L[E] F "J is Woodin". 

Definition 6.14. Let E be as described above. Then Emin = ElY, where 
-> -+ 

Y ~ Ih(E) is least such that L[E I y] F "y is Woodin". 
Our comparison lemma, 6.13, implies that every real in L[Emin ] is definable. 

More precisely, let us say that a real x E W W is Llj in an ordinal a < WI iff 
there is a L~ relation R <;;; W W x W W such that whenever YEw W is a code 
(in some standard coding system) for a, then x is the unique z such that 
R(z, y). We let Q3 = {x I 3a < WI (x is Ll~ in an. The set Q3 has 
many other natural characterizations; we refer the reader to [KMSo] for further 
information. We shall show that every real in L[Emin ] is in Q3. 

Lemma 6.15. Assume \:Ix E Ww (x# exists). Suppose./t is a normally w I -

iterable expanded premouse and ./t is minimal. Let x E W W n L[Er''' , where 
-> 

E is the derived inner sequence of ./t; then x E Q3 . 

Proof. Since any premouse embedded in a normally wl-iterable premouse is 
itself normally wl-iterable, we may assume ./t is countable. Let a < WI be 
such that x is the ath real, in order of construction, in L[Er.r. We claim 
that for all reals z, 

z = x iff 3ff (ff is a countable, minimal, n~ mouse with derived 

inner sequence F, and z is the ath real in L[FrY ). 
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--+ 

The left to right direction is trivial; take ./Y = L . Let ./Y, F ,and z be as on 
the right. Since Land ./Y are countable, (L, ./Y)# exists. Our comparison 
lemma, 6.13, yields premice .9 and Q and embeddings i : L --+ .9 and 
j : ./Y --+ Q, with .9 an initial segment of Q or vice-versa. (We take the 
liberty of allowing Q to be illfounded here, in which case .9 must be an 
initial segment of Q.) We also have that i is the identity on (w w U {w w} rlt' 
and j is the identity on (w w U {w w})./Y ; moreover, i and j preserve the order 
of construction. Thus i(x) = x is the ath real of L[i(E)]9' and j(z) = z is 
the ath real of LU(F)]Q. It follows that z = x . 

S· b' nl . nl mce emg a 2 mouse IS a 2 property, the equivalence displayed above 
h . Al • sows X IS L.13 m a. 0 

Lemma 6.15 yields at once 

Theorem 6.16. If 3<5(L(liJ) F "<5 is Woodin"), then (Llw n L[Emin ]) ~ Q3' 

[KMSo] shows that every l:~ correct model of Il.~ determinacy has Q3 prop-
erly included in its set of reals. So if 3<5(L(liJ) F .. <5 is Woodin"), then 
L[Emin ] satisfies" 3<5(<5 is Woodin) and -,~~ determinacy". In fact, the calcu-

lations behind Theorem 6.16 nearly show that L[Emin ] F "CH and Ww has a 
Il.; wellorder." Unfortunately, they fall short of this because the premice and 
iteration trees over which one must quantify in defining the order of construc-
tion on wwnL[Emin] need not themselves lie in L[Emin]. This difficulty affects 
all attempts to answer questions concerning the first-order theory of L[Emin] , 
and its full solution involves fine structure theory (see [MiS]). For the questions 
at hand, however, there are expedients available. 

The first is due to Woodin. Assume A~ determinacy. Suppose <5 is Woodin 
--+ 

in L(liJ) , let E be the inner sequence derived from the maximal <5-Doddage, 
--+ 

and let y :s <5 be least such that L[E r y](Q3) F .. y is Woodin". The com-
parison process adapts to models with a certain fixed set of reals thrown in at 
the first stage of the construction; we can work above any set which will not 
be moved by the embeddings. So the proof of Theorem 6.10 shows such a y 
exists. Let x E Ww code an enumeration of Q3 and Y E Ww n L[E r y](Q3); 

--+ 

then Y E L[E r y][x] , so the proof of Theorem 6.16 shows that y E Q3(x). 
But [KMSo] shows that if Y E Q3(x) for every x E Ww enumerating Q3' then 
y E Q3' Thus wwnL[E r y](Q3) = Q3' But[KMSo] shows that in L(Q3) CH 
holds and Ww has a Il.~ wellorder. It follows that in L[E r y](Q3) CH holds, 
W w has a Il.~ well order, and y is Woodin. 

As we remarked earlier, Woodin has recently shown that if 3<5(<5 is Woodin 
in L(liJ) and liJ# exists), then wwnL[Emin] = Q3' The proof involves a good 
deal more than the argument just given. The key is the remarkable fact, due to 
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Woodin, that under these hypotheses there is a partial order lP' E L[EmiD ] such 
that every x E W 0) is lP'-generic over L[EmiD ]. 

There is a second way to get a model in which there is a Woodin cardinal, 
CH holds, and W 0) has a A~ wellorder. It is due to Jensen [J2], and it involves 
no descriptive set theory. We describe it now. 

Lemma 6.17. Let J be Woodin; then there is a Y S J and an expanded premouse 
L = (M, E, Y, 7, iJ) such that 

(a) M is a proper class, 
(b) L is minimal, 
(c) L 1= "y is Woodin", 
(d) if (Eo. I Q < y) is the inner sequence derived from (7, iJ), then 

WO) n M ~ L[(Eo. I Q < y)]. 
Proof. We define by induction on i E 0) expanded premice L; = (Mj , E, 

Yi' 7 j , lJ j ) satisfying (a) and (c). Set 

Mo = V, Yo = J, (g;;, lJ 0) = the maximal Y Doddage. 
--+ 

Now suppose L; is given, and let E j be the derived inner sequence of L;. 
Set 

--+ 

Yj+1 = least 17 S Yj such that L[Ej ~ 17] 1= "17 is Woodin", 

M j+1 = L[E j ~ Yj+d, 

(9;+1' lJ j+l ) = the maximal Yj+I-Doddage of M j+ l • 

Notice that Yj+1 exists by Theorem 6.10. 
Fix io such that Yj = Yj for all i;::: io . Notice that L; is minimal for all 

o 
i ;::: io . It is enough then to find i;::: io such that W 0) n M j ~ M j+1 ' for then 
L; has the properties required in Lemma 6.17. 

Fix for a while an arbitrary i ;::: io, and suppose W 0) n M j cJ;. M j+l • Pick 
x E wO)n (Mj \Mj+I ). We work now inside the universe M j_ 1 • Since x E M j , 

we can by Corollary 5.11 find in M j _ 1 a countable, minimal, normally 0)1-

iterable expanded premouse ./Y such that x E L[E]"1'" , where E is the derived 
inner sequence of ./Y. We claim that WO) n M j+1 ~ ./Y. For otherwise, let 
y E WO) n (Mj+ 1 \./Y). Working inside M j , we can by Corollary 5.11 find 
a countable, minimal, normally O)I-iterable expanded premouse L such that 
y E L[Etr, where E is the derived inner sequence of L. Now L is a Il~ 
mouse in M j , and so by Shoenfield absoluteness, L is a Il~ mouse in M j _ 1 
(although L may no longer be O)I-iterable in M i_ 1 ). We can therefore apply 

the comparison Lemma 6.13 to Land ./Y inside M j _ l . Since y rt L[E~ 
and x rt L[Etr, neither can iterate to an initial segment of the other, a 
contradiction. Thus WO) n M j+ 1 ~./Y. As ./Y is countable in M j _ l , we see 
also that O)Mi+1 < O)Mi-l I I 
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If, then, W w n M j i M i+1 for all i ~ io' then for all i ~ io' w"7i+1 < w"7i - 1 

Since w"7i+l ~ w"7' for all i, this is a contradiction. 0 

The lemma yields at once the n = 1 case of the main theorem. 
Theorem 6.18. Let L have the properties described in Lemma 6.17, and let 
- -+ 1 E be the derived inner sequence of L. Then L[E] P= CH + "lR has a Ll3 
wellorder". . 
Proof. The Ll~ wellorder is just the order <c of construction in L[E]. We 

- -+ claim that for x, y E lR n L[E] the following is true in L[E]: 
x <c y iff 3A"" (./Y is a countable, minimal, 

1 il2 mouse, and./Y P= x <c y). 

Clearly, the right-hand side is l:~, so the equivalence shows <c is Ll~ in L[E]. 
If x <c y , then in L we can find a countable ./Y ~ (Va.L , E, t5L , yrL, 

iJL) , for some Q, such that x, y E./Y and ./Y is a minimal premouse. Since 
--+ -+ 1 --+ 

lR n M ~ L[E) , ./Y E L[E) , and ./Y is a il2 mouse in L[E) by absoluteness. -So ./Y witnesses the right-hand side in L[E]. 
On the other hand, suppose ./Y has in L[E) the properties on the right-hand 

-+ 
side, and x, y E L[E] and y ~c x. Working in L we can find a count-
able, minimal .9 ~ (~L, E, t5L , yrL, iJL) such that x, y E .9. Then 
.9 is normally w1-iterable in Land ./Y is a il; mouse in L byabsolute-
ness. Since ./Y P= x ~c y and .9 P= y ~c x, no iterate of ./Y is an initial 
segment of an iterate of .9 , and vice-versa. This contradicts Lemma 6.13 in 
L.D 
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